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Abstract
The overall objective of this research is to understand the potential for earthquake-induced
damage of the steel self-centering concentrically braced frame (SC-CBF) system and com-
pare this damage potential with the damage potential for the conventional special concen-
trically braced frame (SCBF) system. The SC-CBF system is a new seismic lateral force
resisting system (SLFRS) that was developed and studied at ATLSS Engineering Research
Center at Lehigh University. Extensive analytical simulations and experimental hybrid
simulations were conducted on a 60% scale 4-story SC-CBF system using the Network for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) facility located at the ATLSS center. While the
SC-CBF system was damage free under the ground motions at the DBE hazard level and
self-centered under the ground motions at the MCE hazard level, the potential for damage
of the SC-CBF system at hazard intensities beyond MCE had not been studied. The scope
of this research includes: (i) collapse performance evaluation of the SC-CBF and conven-
tional SCBF in accordance with FEMA P695; (ii) development of a probabilistic seismic
damage analysis framework considering damage states other than building collapse; (iii)
including system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in the probabilistic dam-
age analysis framework; and (iv) developing and comparing damage scenario fragilities for
the innovative SC-CBF and conventional SCBF systems.
Collapse performance evaluations for the innovative SC-CBF system and the conven-
tional SCBF system were conducted in accordance with FEMA P695. It was observed that
the margin against collapse for the SC-CBF system is greater than the margin against col-
lapse for the SCBF system. Residual drift for the SC-CBF system is observed at relatively
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large hazard intensity levels compared to the SCBF system.
A probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework was developed for buildings us-
ing the event tree diagram concept. Damage states other than the collapse of the building
were considered in developing the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework. In the
framework, damage assessments are performed at the system level, subsystem level, and
component level. Damage scenarios are defined using the three levels of damage assess-
ments.
System parameter variability and modeling uncertainty were included in the probabilis-
tic seismic damage analysis framework using results from Monte Carlo simulation. An ap-
proximate method for including the system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty
in the damage scenario probabilities was developed and presented.
Fragilities were developed for different damage scenarios for the SCBF and SC-CBF
systems using the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework. Damage scenario
fragilities were compared for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings. It was observed
that the SC-CBF system has a smaller probability of collapse than the SCBF system, and
has smaller probability of structural damage (when collapse has not occurred) than the
SCBF system.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Current building codes allow seismic lateral force resisting systems to undergo nonlinear
response and damage under the design basis earthquake (DBE) by specifying response
modification factors which are used in calculating earthquake design forces. Past earth-
quakes indicate that damage to structural systems is a main source of social and economic
losses [42]. Seismic design of structural systems with the objective of withstanding the
DBE without serious damage can reduce social and economic losses.
Two typical, conventional seismic lateral force resisting systems are the special moment
resisting frame (SMRF) system and the steel special concentrically braced frame (SCBF)
system. The SMRF system provides good ductility capacity with a higher cost of construc-
tion compared to the SCBF system (e.g., more larger members and expensive detailing).
The SCBF system is an efficient and economical seismic lateral force resisting system due
to the diagonal braces, which does not provide as much deformation capacity as the SMRF
system, before damage initiates, due to buckling of the braces. The steel self-centering
concentrically braced frame (SC-CBF) system is a new seismic lateral force resisting sys-
tem that takes advantage of the efficiency of the SCBF system, but also provides excellent
ductility capacity, without excessive permanent drift and damage, due to the self-centering,
rocking behavior of the SC-CBF [66].
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The SC-CBF system consists of structural members similar to those of the SCBF sys-
tem: columns, beams, and braces. In addition to these structural members, the SC-CBF
system has post tensioning (PT) bars that run over along the height of the structure, which
are anchored at the roof level and at the foundation. The main feature of the SC-CBF sys-
tem is the decompression and uplift of the columns from the foundation, which enables
the SC-CBF to rock on its foundation. The tension force in the PT bars and the gravity
loads are restoring force components during rocking that cause the columns to return to the
foundation so that the SC-CBF self-centers [75].
An experimental study of a 60% scale 4-story SC-CBF system was conducted at Lehigh
University. The 4-story SC-CBF, designed using the first generation design procedure for
SC-CBF systems developed by Roke [66], was subjected to a large number of strong ground
motion records, at the design basis earthquake (DBE) and maximum considered earthquake
(MCE) level using hybrid simulation. Excellent self-centering behavior and no damage
to the structural members were observed. A second generation SC-CBF system design
procedure was developed by Chancellor [11].
The performance of the SC-CBF system at the DBE and MCE level has been studied
[66, 11]. The effect of rocking on the collapse performance of the SC-CBF systems has
not been studied yet. This research is the first to study the collapse performance of the
SC-CBF system and compare it with the collapse performance of the conventional SCBF
system. Evaluation of the collapse performance is conducted in accordance with the FEMA
P695 methodology [23]. The margin against collapse of the SC-CBF system is established
and compared to that of the conventional SCBF system.
This research also addresses seismic damage states other than the collapse damage state.
A probabilistic damage analysis framework is developed and applied to the SCBF and SC-
CBF systems. The damage analysis framework is comprehensive and assesses damage at
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the system level, subsystem level, and component level. Damage scenarios are defined
within the developed damage analysis framework and different approaches for evaluating
the damage scenarios are studied. Damage scenario fragility curves are developed for the
SCBF and SC-CBF systems and are compared.
The effects of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty are considered
in an extended version of the probabilistic damage analysis. An example to demonstrate
the effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is developed for the
SCBF system. An approximate method of including the system parameter variability and
modeling uncertainty is presented and discussed.
1.2 Research Objectives
The overall objective of this research program is to understand the potential for earthquake-
induced damage of the new SC-CBF system under earthquake ground motions at vari-
ous levels of intensity, and compare this potential for damage to the earthquake-induced
damage potential of the conventional SCBF system. The specific objectives necessary to
achieve the overall objective are as follows:
1. To conduct a collapse performance evaluation of the SC-CBF system and the SCBF
system in accordance with FEMA P695 document methodology [23], and compare
the results
2. To develop a framework for conducting probabilistic seismic damage analysis of
buildings
3. To include damage states other than building collapse in the probabilistic damage
analysis, using this framework
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4. To include the effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in the
probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework
5. To compare the probabilities of different damage scenarios for the SC-CBF system
and the SCBF system
1.3 Research Scope
To achieve the research objectives, several tasks were undertaken as follows:
1. Archetype building development and design
Four buildings with different numbers of stories are considered in this research. The
two seismic lateral force resisting systems, SCBF and SC-CBF, are used for each
building, so a total of eight archetype buildings are developed. The SCBF archetype
buildings are designed in accordance with ASCE 7-10 [4]. The SC-CBF archetype
buildings are designed using the design procedure proposed by Roke [66] and modi-
fied by Chancellor [11].
2. Numerical model development
Two dimensional nonlinear numerical models appropriate for each archetype build-
ing are developed using the OpenSEES computational framework [53]. Stiffness
deterioration, strength deterioration, and fracture of the main structural members are
included in the numerical models.
3. Nonlinear static pushover analyses and dynamic response history analyses
Nonlinear static pushover analyses are conducted for the archetype buildings. Im-
portant lateral strength and deformation parameters are calculated from the static
pushover analyses results for each archetype building. Nonlinear dynamic response
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history analyses are conducted in the form of incremental dynamic analyses for each
archetype building.
4. Collapse performance evaluation
The collapse capacity of each archetype buildings is estimated from the incremen-
tal dynamic analysis results. The collapse margin ratio and adjusted collapse mar-
gin ratio are determined for each archetype building in accordance with the FEMA
P695 document methodology [23]. Collapse fragility curves are developed for each
archetype building using the incremental dynamic analysis results.
5. Probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework
A probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework is developed for buildings using
the event tree diagram concept. Damage states other than the collapse of the building
are considered in developing the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework.
In the framework, damage assessments are performed at the system level, subsystem
level, and component level. Damage scenarios are defined using the three levels
of damage assessments. Mathematical formulas are developed for evaluating the
damage scenario probabilities.
6. Extension for system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty
Mathematical formulas are developed for including system parameter variability and
modeling uncertainty in the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework using
results from Monte Carlo simulation. These mathematical formulas are demonstrated
using a 9-story SCBF archetype building as an example. An approximate method for
including the system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in the damage
scenario probabilities is developed and presented.
7. Damage scenario probability comparison for SC-CBF and SCBF systems
Fragilities are developed for different damage scenarios for the SCBF and SC-CBF
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archetype buildings using the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework. Dam-
age scenario fragilities are compared for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings.
1.4 Outline of Dissertation
This dissertation consists of eight chapters as follows:
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the research, including research objectives and scope,
and outlines the organization of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 reviews background information related to this research. Previous research
on self-centering and rocking systems are summarized. Current methods for collapse as-
sessment of seismic lateral force resisting systems are summarized. Current damage anal-
ysis methods are summarized.
Chapter 3 describes the design of the archetype buildings and the nonlinear analysis
modeling and typical results for the archetype buildings. The plan and numbers of stories
of the archetype buildings are presented. The design processes for the SCBF and SC-CBF
archetype buildings, including important design parameters and the final design of main
structural members are summarized. The numerical modeling of the archetype buildings
in OpenSEES is discussed. The process for the nonlinear static pushover analyses and the
dynamic response history analyses is explained and results of the analyses are presented.
Chapter 4 presents collapse performance evaluations of the SCBF and SC-CBF arche-
type buildings. Collapse fragility curves are presented for the archetype buildings. The col-
lapse margin ratio and adjusted collapse margin ratio are estimated and compared against
the acceptable values for the archetype buildings. The effect of varying the collapse cri-
teria is studied. Residual story drift ratios for the archetype buildings from the nonlinear
dynamic response history analyses are presented and compared for the SCBF and SC-CBF
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systems.
Chapter 5 presents a framework for a probabilistic seismic damage analysis of build-
ings. Damage assessments are conducted at the system level, subsystem level, and com-
ponent level. Damage scenarios are developed by organizing the results of the damage
assessments into a damage scenario tree. Mathematical expressions are developed for eval-
uating the damage scenario probabilities. An engineering demand parameter-based method
and a hazard intensity measure-based method for quantifying the probability of the collapse
damage state are presented and applied. The framework and mathematical expressions are
applied to a 9-story archetype building.
Chapter 6 considers the effect of variability of the building system parameters and the
uncertainty regarding numerical modeling decisions and parameters in a seismic damage
analysis. The system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is included in the
seismic damage analysis framework developed in Chapter 5, in addition to the variabil-
ity in structural response due to the variation of ground motion records. Mathematical
expressions are developed for including the system parameter variability and modeling un-
certainty in the seismic damage analysis framework using the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation. A 9-story archetype building is used to demonstrate the application of these
mathematical expressions in Chapter 6. An approximate method for including the system
parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is presented.
Chapter 7 presents and compares the damage scenario fragilities for the SCBF and
the SC-CBF archetype buildings. The damage scenario fragilities are developed using the
seismic damage analysis framework presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 8 summarizes the findings from this research and presents conclusions and
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes some of the previous research conducted on the topics relevant
to the present research. The first section reviews different self-centering and rocking struc-
tural systems. In the second section, the related collapse assessment methodologies are
summarized. In the third section, some of the previous studies that addressed uncertainty
in structural system parameters, in addition to ground motion randomness, are summarized.
Finally, related methodologies for damage assessment of structures are reviewed.
2.2 Self-Centering and Rocking Structural Systems
Among the earliest studies on rocking structures, shaking table tests by Clough and Huck-
leridge [14] demonstrated promising results. Allowing column uplift was shown to signif-
icantly reduce both the seismic forces and ductility demand, when compared to the fixed
base response, for a 3-story steel frame. A summary of some of the previous studies on
self-centering and rocking seismic lateral force resisting systems is presented in this sec-
tion.
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2.2.1 Unbonded Post-Tensioned Precast Concrete Walls
An unbonded post-tensioned precast concrete wall consists of precast wall panels and post
tensioning (PT) bars or tendons (unbonded to the concrete) which are anchored at the roof
and the foundation. The bottom wall panel is not attached to the foundation to allow rocking
of the wall. Unbonded post-tensioned precast walls resist lateral forces and gravity loads.
The lateral force resistance is provided by the PT bars. Spiral reinforcing steel is used in
the wall panel near the base of the wall to provide additional confinement to the concrete
in that region. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the unbonded post-tensioned precast wall
configuration and the cross section of the wall panel adjacent to the foundation [43].
The primary limit states of the unbonded post-tensioned precast concrete wall system
are: (i) decompression at the base and gap initiation between the lower wall panel and the
foundation; (ii) a softening state that identifies the beginning of a significant reduction in
the lateral stiffness of the wall due to increased gap opening and nonlinear behavior of the
concrete; (iii) a yielding state that identifies the first instance of yielding in the PT bars;
and (iv) a failure state that identifies the flexural failure of the wall as a result of crushing
of the spiral confined concrete. The schematic base shear versus roof drift relationship of
the unbonded post-tensioned precast concrete wall system along with four limit states of
the system is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.2.2 Self-Centering Steel Moment Resisting Frames
Self-centering steel moment resisting frames (SC-MRF) have been the subject of previous
studies as an improvement over conventional steel moment resisting frames (MRFs) by
introducing an alternative moment connection [61, 62, 12, 63, 25, 91, 26, 40, 46, 37, 41, 90].
Unlike a conventional steel MRF, the beam is not rigidly connected to the columns by welds
in a SC-MRF; instead the beam is post-tensioned to the columns using post tensioning
11
Figure 2.1: Unbonded post-tensioned precast wall: (a) elevation; and (b) cross section near
base (enlarged), from [43]
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Figure 2.2: Schematic base shear versus roof drift with limit states for unbonded post-
tensioned precast concrete wall, from [43]
(PT) steel strands. A conventional steel MRF and an SC-MRF beam-to-column connection
are shown in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b), respectively [61]. The flexural behavior of a SC-
MRF beam-to-column connection is characterized by gap opening and closing at the beam-
column interface under cyclic loading. The schematic moment-rotation relationship for a
SC-MRF beam-to-column connection is shown in Figure 2.4. The rotation in Figure 2.4 is
the relative rotation that occurs between the beam and the column when the gap opening
occurs. The restoring force after the gap opening at the beam-column interface is provided
by the PT strands. In the SC-MRF system studied by [61], the damage to the connections
is concentrated in the angles at the top and bottom of the beam, and occurs in the form of
plastic hinges. As a result of gap opening, the beam and column stay damage free and the
connection is self-centering without residual deformation [61].
A modified SC-MRF connection with friction devices at the top and bottom of the
beam, called a post-tensioned friction damped connection (PFDC) was studied by Rojas et
al. [63]. The MRF with PFDC is denoted by PFDC-MRF [63]. In this system the angles at
the top and bottom of the beam [61] are replaced by an assembly of friction plates and brass
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Figure 2.3: Moment connections: (a) conventional steel MRF (pre-Northridge welded);
and (b) SC-MRF post-tensioned connection, from [61]
Figure 2.4: Moment-rotation behavior of posttensioned connection, from [61]
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Figure 2.5: Post-tensioned friction damped connection (PFDC) in a moment resisting
frame: (a) connection details; and (b) idealized moment-relative rotation behavior, from
[63]
shims. The beam shear force is transmitted through a shear tab at the web of the beam.
The details of the beam column connection of the PFDC-MRF system and the idealized
schematic moment-relative rotation relationship for the beam column connection of the
PFDC-MRF system are shown in Figure 2.5. The self-centering capability of the PFDC-
MRF systems is compared with lack of self-centering in a fully restrained conventional
steel MRF system in Figure 2.6 [63].
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Figure 2.6: Behavior of post-tensioned friction damped (PFDC) connection and fully
restrained-moment (FR) resisting frames under the Miyagi maximum considered earth-
quake ground motion, from [63]
2.2.3 Steel self-centering concentrically braced frames
The innovative steel self-centering concentrically braced frame (SC-CBF) system was de-
veloped at Lehigh University as a new seismic lateral force resisting system. The SC-CBF
consists of a concentrically braced frame, PT bars, friction bearings, and gravity column.
The SC-CBF columns are detailed to allow uplift of each column from the foundation. The
PT bars which are anchored at the roof level (in most configurations) and at the foundation
provide the restoring force during rocking. The friction bearings transfer the lateral inertial
forces from the floor system and gravity framing at each floor level to the system. The
friction bearings are also a source of energy dissipation during the rocking. A schematic of
one of the configurations of the SC-CBF system is shown in Figure 2.7.
The limit states considered in the performance-based seismic design of the SC-CBF
system are: (i) decompression and uplift of column under tension from overturning mo-
ment; (ii) yielding of the PT bars; (iii) significant yielding of the structural members; and
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of one configuration of SC-CBF system, from [66]
(iv) failure of the structural members. The performance objectives for the seismic design of
a SC-CBF system are immediate occupancy (IO) under the design basis earthquake (DBE)
and collapse prevention (CP) under the maximum considered earthquake (MCE). Since de-
compression and uplift of the SC-CBF column does not cause any damage to the structural
members, column decompression is allowed to occur at the DBE hazard level without vi-
olating the IO performance objective. Yielding of the PT bars, however, causes loss of the
pre-stressing force in the PT bars. The loss of pre-stressing force in the PT bars is consid-
ered to be a form of structural damage that does not compromise the safety of the SC-CBF
system, however, it must be repaired after an earthquake. Therefore, yielding of the PT bar
is a limit state that satisfies the CP performance level but not the IO performance level [73].
The performance-based design objectives of the SC-CBF system are shown on a schematic
pushover curve showing the limit states of the SC-CBF system [73]. More discussion on
other configurations and behavior of the SC-CBF system can be found in [65, 66, 74, 73].
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Figure 2.8: Summary of performance-based design objectives of SC-CBF system shown
on an idealized pushover curve, from [73]
An experimental study of a 4-story 60% scale SC-CBF system was performed at Lehigh
University. A photograph of the 60% scaled frame can be seen in Figure 2.9. Thirty
one ground motion records, scaled to DBE and MCE hazard levels, were applied to the
test structure using the hybrid simulation technique. Good performance and self-centering
behavior was observed. In addition to the experiments, thorough numerical simulations
were performed using the OpenSEES computational framework [53]. Figure 2.10 shows an
example of good agreement between the experimental results and the numerical simulations
as well as the excellent self-centering response of the SC-CBF system. Figure 2.11 shows
a photograph of the SC-CBF system without the gravity columns being removed from the
laboratory test set-up after the experiments.
2.2.4 Other self-centering seismic lateral force resisting systems
Self-centering energy dissipative (SCED) steel braces were studied by Tremblay et al. [80].
The axial force-deformation hysteresis of conventional braces, buckling restrained braces
(BRBs), and SCED braces are shown in Figure 2.12(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Tremblay
et al. [80] used BRB and SCED brace systems as two choices for lateral force resisting
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Figure 2.9: 60% scaled 4-story SC-CBF frame in test set-up, from [66]
systems of 8-story and 12-story buildings. The story-shear drift response history of the first
story for the 8-story and 12-story buildings are shown in Figure 2.13. While the magnitude
of the story shear is similar for the BRB and SCED brace systems, the BRB system shows
considerable residual drift while the SCED brace system self-centers.
A rocking concentrically braced frame with viscous dampers at the column bases, called
viscously damped controlled seismic rocking (VDCSR), was studied by Tremblay et al.
[79]. A schematic of a two story VDCSR and details of the base of the column are shown in
Figure 2.14. The viscous dampers are used to control the lateral displacement of the frame
during the uplift of the column (i.e., rocking). Shake table tests of a 2-story 50% scale
VDCSR system were performed. It was found that the rocking response of the VDCSR is
dominated by rigid body rotation. The laboratory test setup is shown in Figure 2.15 [79].
A rocking self-centering concentrically braced frame system similar to the SC-CBF,
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Figure 2.10: Response history under 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, Capitola ground motion
record, (a) roof drift and (b) overturning moment versus roof drift, from [73]
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Figure 2.11: 60% scaled 4-story SC-CBF frame being removed from test setup after the
experiments, from [66]
Figure 2.12: Brace hysteresis response: (a) conventional brace; (b) buckling restrained
brace; and (c) SCED brace, from [80]
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Figure 2.13: First-story lateral load-lateral deformation response: (a) 8-story frames under
record LA18 (10% in 50 years); and (b) 12-story frames under record LA28 (2% in 50
years), from [80]
Figure 2.14: Schematic of VDCSR system; (a) frame layout and rocking behavior; (b)
braced frame with viscous dampers at the column base; and (c) viscous damper details,
from [79]
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Figure 2.15: Shake table test setup: (a) schematic of the test model; and (b) Entire test
setup with seismic mass system, from [79]
called the controlled rocking system, was studied by Eatherton et al. [19, 18] and Ma et
al. [49]. The column in this system is allowed to uplift from the foundation and as a result
the system rocks. PT bars, anchored at the top and the foundation, provide the restoring
force after the rocking occurs. A schematic of one configuration of the controlled rocking
system is shown in Figure 2.16. In this configuration, two braced frames are side-by-side
with steel shear fuses connecting them as a source of energy dissipation. Quasi-static and
hybrid simulation tests were performed on a 3-story 50% scale controlled rocking system.
A photograph of the test specimen is shown in Figure 2.17. Numerical simulations were
performed to predict the controlled rocking system response under quasi-static loading.
Comparison of the numerical simulations and test results can be seen in Figure 2.18.
Wiebe et al. [88, 89] studied the effect of more than one force-limiting mechanism on
the seismic demand forces in braced frames. A second rocking joint, in addition to the base
rocking joint, was introduced at mid-height of the frame to better control the mid-height
overturning moment. A schematic of the finite element model of an 8-story braced frame
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Figure 2.16: Schematic configuration of the controlled rocking system, from [19]
with a second rocking joint at the 4th floor is shown in Figure 2.19. In addition to the
second rocking joint along the height of the structure, an SCED brace was also used at
the first story to act as a shear fuse at the first story. The combination of having a second
rocking joint at the mid-height of the frame and the SCED brace at the first story creates
four distinct cases for which the peak story shear and the peak overturning moment at each
story are shown in Figure 2.20. It can be seen that the base shear of the case with only
the base rocking joint and no shear mechanism (1M0V) is reduced considerably when the
SCED braces are used at the base (1M1V). The story overturning moment for the 1M0V
case is also reduced considerably when the second rocking joint is introduced at the mid-
height of the frame (2M0V) [88].
2.3 Collapse Performance Evaluation of Buildings
Collapse of a building can be established when the building loses its gravity force carrying
capability in the presence of the lateral seismic forces. Two major contributing factors to
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Figure 2.17: Photograph of controlled rocking system test specimen, from [19]
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of overturning moment versus roof drift between experimental
results and numerical simulation prediction for controlled rocking system, from [19]
Figure 2.19: Overview of numerical model with second rocking joint at 4th floor level,
from [88]
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Figure 2.20: Predicted envelopes for all configurations (combination of second rocking
joint and SCDE brace) during a record at the 2% in 50-years hazard level: (a) story shear;
and (b) overturning moment [88]
collapse of a buildings are stiffness and strength deterioration of key structural components
during cyclic loading and second order effects of the gravity forces known as the P-∆ ef-
fect. Various studies have been conducted to predict the collapse of structural systems;
studies focusing on simplified single-degree-of-freedom systems to studies considering so-
phisticated multi-degree-of-freedom systems capable of simulating failure of key structural
components [1, 78, 72, 36]. In addition to strength and stiffness deterioration, member frac-
ture has been modeled in several collapse studies [78, 82].
Due to the complexity of global collapse of a structural system and random nature of
earthquake ground motions, probabilistic approaches have been introduced that incorporate
different sources of uncertainties in the process of collapse prediction [17, 28, 35, 93, 94,
23, 22]. In performance-based earthquake engineering, a performance objective in the
context of collapse safety can be quantified as a tolerable probability of collapse at a given
seismic hazard level [94]. As a result, collapse fragility curves are developed for seismic
lateral force resisting systems to relate probability of collapse to the seismic hazard level.
FEMA [22] uses an engineering demand parameter (EDP) approach for estimating
probability of collapse at a given hazard intensity measure (IM).In this EDP-based ap-
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proach, collapse is reached when the EDP demand (EDPdmnd) exceeds the EDP capacity
(EDPcpcty). The probability of collapse at a given IM value can be expanded using the law
of total probability as follows [94]:
P(C|IM) = P(EDPdmnd ≥ EDPcpcty|IM)
= ∑
all edpcpcty
P(EDPdmnd ≥ EDPcpcty|EDPcpcty = edpcpcty, IM)
·P(EDPcpcty = edpcpcty) (2.1)
where P(EDPdmnd ≥ EDPcpcty|IM,EDPcpcty = edpcpcty) is the probability of EDPdmnd ex-
ceeding EDPcpcty given that EDPcpcty = edpcpcty at a given IM value and P(EDPcpcty =
edpcpcty) is the probability of EDPcpcty taking a value of edpcpcty. The selected EDP should
be a good representative of the global behavior of the building. The maximum story drift
ratio (θm) is used by Cornell et al. [17] as the EDP for assessment of building collapse.
P(EDPdmnd ≥ EDPcpcty|EDPcpcty = edpcpcty, IM) and P(EDPcpcty = edpcpcty) can be
estimated using the results of incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [86]. In an IDA, values
of EDPdmnd at a given IM values are obtained by performing dynamic response history
analyses using a set of ground motion records scaled to the given IM value. The process
is repeated for increasing IM values until collapse is reached. A lognormal distribution is
often used for the EDPdmnd values at building collapse [17, 35]. The process of constructing
the collapse fragility curve using the IDA results for an 8-story moment frame structure is
shown in Figure 2.21 [94]. The data points shown at the right side of the IDA results
in Figure 2.21 are the collapse fragility data points at increasing IM values, determined
using Equation (2.1), shown in the form of a vertical CDF. This approach of evaluating the
probability of collapse is often called the EDP-based approach because the EDPdmnd value
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Figure 2.21: Obtaining probability of collapse for given IM (Sa(T,5%)) using EDP-based
approach (with maximum story drift ratio as EDP) by utilizing incremental dynamic anal-
ysis, from [94]
is compared against the EDPcpcty value, as shown by Equation (2.1).
An alternative approach introduced by Ibarra et al. [33] uses the IM value directly
to estimate the probability of collapse, and therefore is called the IM-based approach for
evaluating probability of collapse. In the IM-based approach, the collapse capacity of the
system, defined as a random variable, is the IM value at which collapse occurs (IMC).
Similar to the EDP-based approach, the IDA results can be used to construct the fragility
curve using the IM-based approach. Since the collapse capacity is directly defined to be
the IM value at collapse (denoted by IMC), the collapse fragility curve is the CDF of all
the IMC values from various ground motion records used to conduct the IDA [94]. The
probability of collapse can be evaluated using the IM-based approach as follows [94]:
P(C|IM) = P(IM ≥ IMC) (2.2)
The process of evaluating the probability of collapse using the IM-based approach and
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Figure 2.22: Obtaining collapse capacity data using IM-based approach by utilizing incre-
mental dynamic analysis, from [94]
Equation (2.2) is illustrated in Figure 2.22 [94]. The collapse capacity (i.e., the IMC value)
for each ground motion record is projected to the right side of the IDA plot, shown with
black circles. The counting probability of collapse at any given IM value is determined and
shown in the plot at the right side of the IDA curves, as shown in Figure 2.22. It is often
assumed that the IMC values follow a lognormal distribution [35].
The collapse fragility curves constructed using the EDP-based method and the IM based
method are shown in Figure 2.23. The collapse fragility curve constructed using the EDP-
based approach gives greater probability of collapse compared to the collapse fragility
curve constructed using the IM-based approach. The difference between the two fragility
curves is from the difference in definition of collapse capacity for the two approaches [94].
2.4 System parameter variability
The uncertainty in the probability of collapse is from various sources. The uncertainty
in the probability of collapse, calculated using the results of structural response history
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Figure 2.23: Collapse fragility curves obtained by fitting lognormal distributions to the data
points obtained using the IM-based and EDP-based approaches, from [94]
analyses of numerical models of the building under different ground motion records, have
three major sources: (i) the record-to-record (RTR) variability in structural response; (ii)
the variability of the building system parameters; and (iii) the uncertainty regarding the
numerical modeling decisions and parameters. The RTR variability in structural response
is directly included by using the structural response from different ground motion records
when conducting an IDA. The contribution of the variability of the building system pa-
rameters and the uncertainty regarding the numerical modeling decisions and parameters
may be be included using techniques such as Monte Carlo (MC) simulation or first-order
second-moment (FOSM) method. The variability of the building system parameters has
been included in previous studies. Luco and Cornell [48, 47] study the effect of random
connection fractures on the dynamic response of steel moment frames. Foutch et al. [24]
considered the effect of hysteretic models for the moment connections.
Ibarra and Krawinkler [35, 34] have studied the effect of the variation of deterioration
parameters on the collapse capacity of SDOF oscillators using FOSM method. A peak
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Figure 2.24: Backbone curve for hysteresis models, from [35]
oriented deterioration model developed by Ibarra et al. [36] was used for the SDOF os-
cillators, as shown in Figure 2.24. The amount of deterioration is defined to be a function
of the hysteresis energy dissipated and a selected reference hysteretic energy dissipation
capacity of the component, calibrated to experimental results [35]. The ductility capacity
(δc/δy), the post-capping stiffness ratio (αc) and the cyclic deterioration rate (γ) are defined
as random system parameters.
Ibarra and Krawinkler estimate the variance of collapse the capacity (denoted by Sa,C)
using FOSM method as follows [35, 9, 8]:
σ2lnSa,C(TOT )
∼=
n
∑
i=1
n
∑
j=1
(
∂g(X¯)
∂xi
∂g(X¯)
∂x j
)
X¯=µ¯x
ρxi,x jσxiσx j +σ
2
lnSa,C(RT R) (2.3)
where X¯ is the vector of the natural logarithm of the probabilistic system parameters, µ¯x is
the vector of the mean values of X¯ , g is the collapse performance function in the log domain,
ρxi,x j is the correlation coefficient between the ith and jth random system parameters, and
σxi is the standard deviation of the ith random system parameter. The first term on the
right hand side of Equation (2.3) is the contribution of the uncertainty in all random system
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Figure 2.25: Approximating partial derivative of collapse performance function with re-
spect to random system parameter, from [35]
parameters to the variance of the collapse capacity. The second term is the contribution of
the RTR variability to the variance of the collapse capacity [35].
Since it is not practical to determine a mathematical expression for the collapse perfor-
mance function of structural systems (i.e., g(X¯)), the partial derivatives of g(X¯) in the first
term of the right hand side of Equation (2.3) are being estimated numerically. The median
collapse capacity is calculated for two variations of each system parameter: (i) µx−σx;
and (ii) µx+σx. The variation of the collapse performance function g(X¯) with respect to a
system parameter is ∂g(X¯)/∂xi for the ith random system parameter in Equation (2.3). This
numerical determination of the partial derivative is schematically shown in Figure 2.25.
Figure 2.26 shows the contribution of different terms of Equation (2.3) to the collapse
capacity of SDOF oscillators with different natural periods. The RTR variability in struc-
tural response seems to be the greatest contributor and the combined correlation of the
system parameters is the second largest contributor. The combined correlation of the sys-
tem parameters is the sum of those terms of the double summation of Equation (2.3) when
i 6= j [35].
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Figure 2.26: Relative contribution of different random system parameters to variance of
collapse capacity, from [35]
Liel et al. [45] use a combination of the FOSM method and Monte Carlo simulation
approach coupled with a response surface methodology to evaluate the collapse uncertainty
of concrete MRFs. An example of the response surface developed for the collapse capacity
versus the variability in beam and column strength and ductility is shown in Figure 2.27.
The assumed plastic hinge backbone curve for beam and columns is similar to the one
introduced by Ibarra et al. [35], shown in Figure 2.24. Several parameters of the back-
bone curve such as flexural strength, initial stiffness, post-yield stiffness, capping point,
post capping deformation capacity, and cyclic deterioration are included as random system
parameters for beams and columns. The collapse fragility curve for a 4-story reinforced
concrete moment frame developed with and without considering the modeling uncertain-
ties is shown in Figure 2.28 [45]. It can be seen that considering the effect of the system
uncertainty increases the dispersion in collapse fragility curve.
Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis [87] study the effect of variability of MRF system by
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Figure 2.27: Graphical representation of the polynomial response surface for collapse ca-
pacity of 4-story ductile MRF. Each plot represents a slice of a multidimensional surface:
(a) effects of column strength and beam strength are shown, while beam ductility and col-
umn ductility variables are held constant (at 0, their mean values); (b) effects of varying
beam and column ductility, from [45]
Figure 2.28: Collapse fragilities obtained for reinforced concrete MRF, from [45]
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Figure 2.29: Sensitivity to variation of ductility capacity of beam hinges: (a) static pushover
analysis results; and (b) median IDA curves, from [87]
varying the backbone curve random parameters for the plastic hinges in beams of the MRF.
Figure 2.29 shows the sensitivity of the static pushover curve and median IDA curve to
variation of the ductility capacity of the beam hinges. The effect of uncertainty in the
beam hinge backbone parameters are evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation, an FOSM
method, and a point estimation method. The lognormal standard deviation of Sa(T1,5%),
determined at different maximum story drift ratio values, is shown in Figure 2.30, where
LHS refers to Monte Carlo simulation results, FOSM refers to the FOSM results, and PEM
refers to the point estimate results. The distribution of Sa(T1,5%) values at four values of
maximum story drift ratio due to the variation of MRF plastic hinge ductility is shown in
Figure 2.31. The variability in the beam hinge ductility is an important contributor to the
overall dispersion in the performance of a steel MRF.
2.5 Damage Analysis
The four stages of performance-based earthquake engineering are hazard analysis, struc-
tural analysis, damage analysis, and loss analysis. The analysis in these stages involve
distinct categories of random variables denoted as: IM, EDP, damage measure, and de-
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Figure 2.30: Dispersion of IM values at given maximum story drift ratio values due to
uncertainty in MRF hinge ductility, from [87]
cision variable. The result from structural analysis and damage analysis are used in loss
estimations of buildings [92, 55, 60].
While collapse of a structural system is a major contributor to the total expected loss,
the extent of the damage in a building that survives a catastrophic seismic event without
collapse can also result in significant economic loss. The required demolition of numerous
reinforced concrete buildings in Mexico City after the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earth-
quake [69] and numerous reinforced concrete bridge piers after 1995 Hyogo-ken Nambu
earthquake [38] are examples of such losses.
The amplitude of residual deformations after a seismic event is an indicator of the ex-
tent of the induced damage and can be used in damage analysis. Increases in inelastic
deformations in structural components increases the probability of residual reformations
[13, 39, 50, 51, 57, 70, 71] Current seismic lateral force resisting systems that are designed
to have large inelastic deformation capacity with the objective of having a low probability
of collapse are more likely to sustain residual deformations [32, 31, 44].
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Figure 2.31: Distribution of median Sa(T1,5%) values due to the variability of ductility
parameters of beam plastic hinge in MRFs at four given values of maximum story drift
ratio (θm), from [87]
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Figure 2.32: Seismic performance design objectives, from [16]
The Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) Vision 2000 [16] defines
the performance design objectives by combining multiple desired performance levels with
multiple seismic hazard levels in a performance design objective matrix as shown in Fig-
ure 2.32. Uma et al. [81] use the joint distribution of maximum story drift and residual
story drift ratios to extend the performance design objective matrix approach into a three-
dimensional performance matrix, which is then used to define performance objectives at
increasing hazard levels. A schematic of the three dimensional performance objective ma-
trix is shown in Figure 2.33(a). The performance levels of interest at an arbitrary seismic
intensity level are shown in Figure 2.33(b). The performance levels are defined as a func-
tion of both maximum story drift ratio and residual story drift ratio.
Ramirez and Miranda [60] improved the PEER performance-based design methodology
by using residual story drift ratio and incorporating losses due to the cases of required
demolition into the total economic losses. The total economic loss can be expressed as
the summation of the loss associated to collapse and the loss associated to non-collapse as
follows [5, 60]:
E(LT |IM) = E(LT |NC, IM) ·P(NC|IM)+E(LT |C, IM) ·P(C|IM) (2.4)
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Figure 2.33: Building performance objectives considering maximum and residual drift: (a)
three dimensional performance objective matrix; and (b) performance levels at an arbitrary
seismic intensity, from [81]
where E(LT |NC, IM) and E(LT |C, IM) are the expected value of the economic loss asso-
ciated to repair actions when the building has not collapsed (non-collapse, NC) and the
expected value of economic loss associated to collapse (C), respectively, when the building
is subjected to a ground motion at IM hazard level [60]. Ramirez and Miranda [60] split
the loss due to non-collapse into two components of loss due to repair action, LNC∩R, and
loss due to demolition of the building, LNC∩D. Using the law of total probability, Equation
(2.4) can be rewritten as follows:
E(LT |IM) = E(LT |NC∩R) ·P(NC∩R|IM)+E(LT |NC∩D|IM)
·P(NC∩D|IM)+E(LT |C, IM) ·P(C|IM) (2.5)
where E(LT |NC∩R, IM) is the expected value of the total economic loss given that the
collapse does not occur and the building is required to be repaired and it has been subjected
to an earthquake at the IM hazard level. The normalized expected loss due to collapse, non-
collapse and demolition, and non-collapse and repair were calculated for a 4-story ductile
building and are shown in Figure 2.34 [60]. It can be seen that at the DBE hazard level, the
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Figure 2.34: Normalized expected economic loss as a function of ground motion intensity
for a 4-story ductile building, from [60]
contribution to the total economic loss of non-collapse and repair is the largest followed by
the non-collapse and demolition. The contribution of building collapse in total economic
loss at the DBE hazard level is small. Ignoring the contribution of required demolition will
result in an underestimation of the total economic loss.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Model Development and Analysis Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Collapse evaluation of a seismic lateral force resisting system (SLFRS) requires example
buildings which use the SLFRS (known as archetype buildings) and accurate and effective
numerical models of the archetype buildings and the associated SLFRS, capable of sim-
ulating important nonlinearities in key structural components. This chapter describes the
archetype buildings and the SLFRS considered in this research, and outlines the numerical
models and analyses (simulations) that are used in the research.
3.2 Archetype Buildings
Four buildings with 4, 6, 9, and 12 stories are considered in this research. It is assumed that
these buildings are office buildings, located in the Los Angeles area. The distribution of
the SLFRS in a typical floor plan of the buildings is shown in Figure 3.1. The story height
is 15 ft. for the first story and 13 ft. for stories other than the first story for all buildings.
Details of the dead loads and live loads are given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively.
Two types of SLFRS, a special concentrically braced frame (SCBF) and a self-centering
concentrically braced frame (SC-CBF), are considered for each building. Considering the
four buildings with different numbers of stories and the two types of SLFRS, a total of eight
different archetype buildings with a different numbers of stories and SLFRS are studied in
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Figure 3.1: Typical floor plan and distribution of seismic lateral force resisting system
this research. The identifiers and general properties of the archetype buildings are summa-
rized in Table 3.3. For each archetype building, a one-bay SLFRS and the seismic mass
and seismic weight tributary to the one-bay SLFRS (as shown in Figure 3.1 for a typical
floor plan) are modeled numerically, based on the symmetry of the building. As a result
of this symmetry, the responses of the archetype SLFRS from static pushover analyses or
dynamic response history analyses are assumed to represent the responses of the archetype
buildings. The numerical model of the one-bay SLFRS and the seismic mass and gravity
load system tributary to the one-bay SLFRS is denoted as an archetype SLFRS. The iden-
tifiers for the archetype SLFRS are identical to the identifiers for the archetype buildings
given in Table 3.3.
The SCBF system studied in this research is the special steel concentrically braced
frame SLFRS, as listed and defined in ASCE 7-10 [4]. it consists of beams, columns, and
braces in a conventional (2-story X bracing) configuration. The members of the SCBF
system are designed to satisfy the ASCE 7-10 [4] seismic design criteria and also the AISC
seismic provisions for structural steel buildings [2].
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Table 3.1: Dead load details
Item First floor (psf) Typ. floor (psf) Roof (psf)
Floor/roof deck 3 3 3
floor/roof slab 43 43 0
Roofing material 0 0 10
Mech. weight 10 10 10
Ceiling material 5 5 5
Floor finish 2 2 0
Structural steel 15 15 10
Steel fireproofing 2 2 2
Building envelope 7.8 7.2 5.3
Mech. equipment on roof 0 0 25
Total 87.8 87.2 70.3
Table 3.2: Live load details
Item First floor (psf) Typ. floor (psf) Roof (psf)
Office 50 50 0
Partitions 15 15 0
Roof (unreduced) 0 0 20
Total 65 65 20
Table 3.3: Archetype buildings and approximate fundamental period
Archetype identifier No. of stories SLFRS Height (ft.) T (sec.)
4SCBF 4 SCBF 54 0.56
6SCBF 6 SCBF 80 0.75
9SCBF 9 SCBF 119 1.01
12SCBF 12 SCBF 158 1.25
4SC-CBF 4 SC-CBF 54 0.56
6SC-CBF 6 SC-CBF 80 0.75
9SC-CBF 9 SC-CBF 119 1.01
12SC-CBF 12 SC-CBF 158 1.25
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The SC-CBF system is an innovative SLFRS [66] consisting of beams, columns, and
braces in a conventional arrangement similar to a SCBF system. In contrast with the SCBF
system, the column base detail of the SC-CBF system permits the column to uplift at the
foundation and rock [75]. A schematic configuration of SC-CBF system is shown in Figure
3.2. Post-tensioning (PT) bars are anchored to the SC-CBF beam at the roof level and at
the foundation. The SC-CBF system can have one or more distribution strut(s) to distribute
the force from the PT bars (anchored at the roof level) to the braces over several stories, as
shown in Figure 3.2(a). Also, a base strut is included at the base of the SC-CBF system to
transfer the base shear to the SC-CBF column base which is in contact with the foundation.
Under low levels of lateral force, the SC-CBF deforms elastically similar to a conven-
tional SCBF. Under high levels of lateral force, the overturning moment at the base of the
frame becomes large enough for the “tension” column to decompress, and uplift of the
column occurs, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). To enable the column uplift and rocking of the
SC-CBF, the beams of SC-CBF are not connected to the floor diaphragm at each floor level
and can freely move in the vertical direction as the SC-CBF rocks. Therefore, the grav-
ity loads on floor levels adjacent to the SC-CBF are not transfered to the SC-CBF beams,
rather, they are carried by the so-called gravity columns adjacent to the SC-CBF. The only
vertical load applied to the SC-CBF is the self weight of the SC-CBF structural members
(i.e., beams, columns, braces, etc.) [75].
A restoring force after the SC-CBF column uplifts and rocking of the frame occurs, is
provided by the PT bars and weight of the SC-CBF. The gravity columns (part of the gravity
framing of the building) are connected to the SC-CBF system by friction bearings at each
floor level. A schematic of a typical friction bearing setup between a gravity column and an
SC-CBF column at each floor level is shown in Figure 3.3. The lateral inertial forces that
develop during an earthquake at each floor level are transfered from the floor diaphragm
to the gravity column and then to the SC-CBF system through the friction bearings. In
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of 4-story SC-CBF system: (a) elements of SC-CBF; and (b) SC-
CBF in rocking position [11]
addition to transferring the lateral inertial forces, the friction bearings are a source of energy
dissipation during the rocking of the SC-CBF system.
3.3 Archetype Building Design
All archetype buildings are assumed to be in risk category II from Table 1.5-1 of ASCE
7-10 [4]. A seismic importance factor of Ie = 1.0 is assigned for risk category II from
Table 1.5-2 of ASCE 7-10 [4] for all archetype buildings. Site class D is assumed. Mapped
acceleration parameters are determined as Ss = 1.5g and S1 = 0.6g from Section 11.4.1 and
Figures 22-1 and 22-2 of ASCE 7-10 [4]. Site coefficients are determined as Fa = 1.0 and
Fv = 1.5 for site class D from Tables 11.4-1 and 11.4-2 of ASCE 7-10 [4]. “Risk-targeted”
maximum considered earthquake spectral response acceleration parameters are calculated
as SMS = 1.5g and SM1 = 0.9g using Equations (11.4-1) and (11.4-2) of ASCE 7-10 [4].
Design spectral acceleration parameters are determined as SDS = 1.0g and SD1 = 0.6g using
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of typical friction bearing, from [11]
Equations (11.4-3) and (11.4-4) of ASCE 7-10 [4]. The long period transition, TL, is 8
seconds from Figure 22-12 of ASCE 7-10 [4] for Los Angeles. Seismic design category D
is assigned to the archetype buildings based on Tables (11.6-1) and (11.6-2) of ASCE 7-10
[4].
Members of the SCBF and SC-CBF are designed using wide flange sections for all
archetype buildings. The bracing configuration is an X configuration over two stories, as
shown in the three dimensional view of the SCBF for the 4SCBF archetype building in
Figure 3.4. The bracing configuration is the same for the other archetype buildings.
The approximate fundamental period (T ) for design of each archetype building is esti-
mated using the following equation [23, 4]:
T =CuTa =CuCthxn ≥ 0.25 sec. (3.1)
where Cu = 1.4 from Table 12.8-1 of ASCE 7-10 [4], Ta is the approximate fundamental
period, Ct = 0.02 and x= 0.75 from Table 12.8-2 of ASCE 7-10 [4] for “all other structural
system” type, and hn is the building height. The approximate fundamental periods for the
design of archetype buildings are given in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Three dimensional view of SCBF for 4SCBF archetype building
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3.3.1 Design of SCBF
The SCBF systems are designed using the equivalent lateral force (ELF) method of ASCE
7-10 [4], and the AISC seismic design provisions for structural steel buildings [2]. The
seismic design base shear (V ) for the SCBF archetype SLFRS (i.e., for each individual
SCBF in the archetype building) is calculated using Equation (12.8-1) of ASCE 7-10 [4] as
follows:
V =CsW (3.2)
where Cs is the seismic response coefficient and W is the seismic weight [4]. Cs is deter-
mined using SDS and SD1 as the smallest from the following equations:
Cs =
SDS(
R
Ie
) (3.3)
Cs =
SD1
T
(
R
Ie
) (3.4)
Cs =
SD1TL
T 2
(
R
Ie
) (3.5)
A response modification factor of R = 6 is used based on Table 12.2-1 of ASCE 7-10 [4].
Table 3.4 gives the values of W , CS, and V for the SCBF archetype SLFRS. These values
of W and V are for the tributary area for a one-bay SLFRS shown in Figure 3.1.
The seismic base shear is distributed over the height of the structure using Equation
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Table 3.4: Seismic weight and design base shear tributary to one SCBF
Archetype W (kips) CS V (kips)
4SCBF 3058 0.167 510
6SCBF 4714 0.167 787
9SCBF 7198 0.139 1000
12SCBF 9682 0.112 1084
Table 3.5: Vertical distribution factor, Cvx, for SCBF archetype buildings
Floor level x 4SCBF 6SCBF 9SCBF 12SCBF
1 0.124 0.057 0.022 0.011
2 0.231 0.107 0.044 0.022
3 0.338 0.157 0.068 0.035
4 0.306 0.208 0.092 0.048
5 0.259 0.117 0.063
6 0.213 0.142 0.077
7 0.168 0.093
8 0.194 0.108
9 0.152 0.124
10 0.141
11 0.158
12 0.120
(12.8-11) of ASCE 7-10 [4] as follows:
Fx =CvxV (3.6)
where Cvx is vertical distribution factor. Cvx is determined using Equation (12.8-12) of
ASCE 7-10 [4] as follows:
Cvx =
wxhkx
∑ni=1 wihki
(3.7)
where wx is the portion of total effective seismic weight at floor level x, hx is the height
from the base to floor level x, and k is an exponent related to the fundamental period of
the structure [4]. Values of Cvx at various floor levels for the SCBF archetype buildings are
given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.6: Member design of 4-story SCBF and SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Story
number
SCBF SC-CBF
Column Brace Beam Column Brace Beam
1 W12×106 W12×106 W12×96 W12×252 W12×136 W12×96
2 W12×106 W12×88 W12×96 W12×252 W12×106 W12×96
3 W12×96 W12×77 W12×96 W12×96 W12×190 W12×96
4 W12×96 W12×77 W12×96 W12×96 W12×96 W12×96
Table 3.7: Member design of 6-story SCBF and SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Story
number
SCBF SC-CBF
Column Brace Beam Column Brace Beam
1 W14×311 W12×120 W12×96 W14×455 W12×252 W12×96
2 W14×311 W12×106 W12×96 W14×455 W12×210 W12×96
3 W14×159 W12×96 W12×96 W14×342 W12×106 W12×96
4 W14×159 W10×88 W12×96 W14×342 W12×136 W12×96
5 W12×96 W10×77 W12×96 W14×82 W14×311 W12×96
6 W12×96 W10×68 W12×96 W14×82 W12×106 W12×96
Structural member designs for the SCBF archetype SLFRS are given in Table 3.6
through Table 3.9. For the design of the column members, seismic load effects includ-
ing the overstrength factor are considered in accordance with Section 12.4.3 of ASCE 7-10
[4]. The maximum story drift ratios are determined in accordance with Section 12.8.6 of
ASCE 7-10 [4], and checked to satisfy the allowable story drift ratio from Table 12.12-1 of
ASCE 7-10 [4].
3.3.2 Design of SC-CBF
The SC-CBF systems are designed using a modal response spectrum analysis (RSA) method
with modifications proposed by Roke et al. [64] and improvements proposed by Chancel-
lor [11]. The RSA requires the mode shapes and periods of vibration for the structural
system, which are determined from an eigenvalue analysis. This eigenvalue analysis was
performed on a linear elastic model of the SLFRS with the tributary seismic mass and grav-
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Table 3.8: Member design of 9-story SCBF and SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Story
number
SCBF SC-CBF
Column Brace Beam Column Brace Beam
1 W14×500 W12×120 W12×96 W14×665 W14×311 W12×96
2 W14×500 W12×120 W12×96 W14×665 W14×311 W12×96
3 W14×311 W12×106 W12×96 W14×665 W14×193 W12×96
4 W14×311 W12×106 W12×96 W14×655 W14×159 W12×96
5 W14×211 W12×96 W12×96 W14×500 W14×145 W12×96
6 W14×211 W12×96 W12×96 W14×500 W14×159 W12×96
7 W14×132 W12×88 W12×96 W14×257 W14×257 W12×96
8 W14×132 W12×88 W12×96 W14×257 W14×257 W12×96
9 W14×132 W12×88 W12×96 W14×257 W14×257 W12×96
Table 3.9: Member design of 12-story SCBF and SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Story
number
SCBF SC-CBF
Column Brace Beam Column Brace Beam
1 W14×730 W12×136 W12×96 W14×730 W14×500 W12×96
2 W14×665 W12×136 W12×96 W14×730 W14×455 W12×96
3 W14×500 W12×120 W12×96 W14×730 W14×311 W12×96
4 W14×500 W12×120 W12×96 W14×730 W14×283 W12×96
5 W14×342 W12×106 W12×96 W14×730 W14×211 W12×96
6 W14×342 W12×106 W12×96 W14×730 W14×193 W12×96
7 W14×211 W12×96 W12×96 W14×730 W14×193 W12×96
8 W14×211 W12×96 W12×96 W14×730 W14×193 W12×96
9 W14×132 W10×88 W12×96 W14×500 W14×193 W12×96
10 W14×132 W10×88 W12×96 W14×500 W14×176 W12×279
11 W14×82 W10×77 W12×96 W14×132 W14×550 W12×96
12 W14×82 W10×77 W12×96 W14×132 W14×132 W12×136
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ity load system (represented as a lean-on-column). For the SC-CBF SLFRS, the SC-CBF
columns are fixed at the base in this linear model. The modal lateral forces are determined
for a sufficient number of modes, with at least 90% of the total seismic mass included
in the modal mass for these modes. The modal responses are combined using a modal
combination method [11].
The main design objective for the SC-CBF system is to be damage free under the design
basis earthquake (DBE) and an SC-CBF building is intended to remain functional so that it
can be immediately occupied after the earthquake. This performance objective is different
from the standard seismic design performance objective of life-safety under the DBE. The
SC-CBF design procedure targets a performance objective of immediate occupancy (IO)
under the DBE and a performance objective of collapse prevention (CP) under the maxi-
mum considered earthquake (MCE). Schematic relationships between SC-CBF limit states
and SC-CBF design performance objectives are shown in Figure 3.5. Four limit states
of column decompression (followed by rocking), PT bar yielding, member yielding, and
member failure are shown in Figure 3.5. Member yielding should not occur before PT bar
yielding.
The PT bar yielding limit state can have different consequences depending on the
amount of yielding that occurs. Yielding of PT bars causes loss of the initial post-tensioning
force in the PT bars. With limited PT bar yielding, the SC-CBF still self-centers without
significant damage and the IO performance objective is still achievable. Therefore, the
SC-CBF system is designed so the median DBE response occurs without PT bar yielding.
For response under the DBE greater than the median response, limited PT bar yielding is
expected.
The limit state of member yielding will not cause collapse and is an acceptable limit
state for CP performance. Failure of the members of the CBF, however, can lead to collapse
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of SC-CBF limit states and performance objectives,
from [66]
Table 3.10: Natural periods (seconds) for first four modes of SC-CBF archetype buildings
Mode number 4SC-CBF 6SC-CBF 9SC-CBF 12SC-CBF
1 0.42 0.65 1.02 1.58
2 0.16 0.20 0.28 0.35
3 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.19
4 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.14
or near collapse conditions.
In the RSA-based SC-CBF design method of Roke [66] and Chancellor [11], the re-
sponse of the higher modes is amplified to account for the effect of rocking of the SC-CBF
and to produce a low probability of member yielding or buckling under the DBE. The pe-
riod of the first four natural vibration modes of the SC-CBF archetype buildings are given in
Table 3.10. The design spectral acceleration for the first four natural modes of the SC-CBF
archetype SLFRS are given in Table 3.11.
The first mode response of the SC-CBF is limited by the overturning moment capacity
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Table 3.11: Design spectral acceleration (g) for first four modes of SC-CBF archetype
buildings
Mode number 4SC-CBF 6SC-CBF 9SC-CBF 12SC-CBF
1 1.00 0.92 0.59 0.38
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
3 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00
4 0.84 0.87 1.00 1.00
at column decompression, OMD (i.e., the initiation of rocking). For the SC-CBF system
with lateral load bearings, it is assumed that the lateral force profile is proportional to the
first natural mode for calculating the OMD [66, 11]. Several response modification factors
are defined during the design of the SC-CBF system [11]. The response modification fac-
tor RA for the SC-CBF is used to compare with the response modification factor R for a
conventional SCBF. RA is defined as follows:
RA =
OMelastic
OMD
(3.8)
where OMelastic is defined as the overturning moment caused by lateral forces (with R = 1)
from the ELF procedure of ASCE 7-10 [4] as follows [11]:
OMelastic = h
T F ELF (3.9)
where hT = {h1 · · ·hx · · ·hn} is the vector of floor heights from the base and F TELF =
{F1 · · ·Fx · · ·Fn} is the vector of lateral forces applied at floor levels. Fx is determined
using Equation (12.8-11) of ASCE 7-10 [4] with R = 1 (see Equation (3.6)). It can be seen
from Equation (3.8) that RA is defined and calculated by dividing the elastic response of the
SC-CBF (i.e., OMelastic) by the response at column decompression (i.e., OMD). RA for the
SC-CBF system is similar to R for a conventional SLFRS, since it is the ratio of the elastic
strength to the strength at first nonlinearity of the SC-CBF system (i.e., column decompres-
sion). The seismic design forces for the SC-CBF system, however, are not capped by RA
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Table 3.12: OMD, OMelastic, and RA values for SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Archetype OMD (kip-in) OMelastic (kip-in) RA
4SC-CBF 181,000 1,329,000 7.52
6SC-CBF 266,000 2,852,000 10.7
9SC-CBF 440,000 4,252,000 9.66
12SC-CBF 783,000 6,223,000 7.95
Table 3.13: Design roof drift ratio for SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Archetype θD (%) µDBE θDBE,dd (%)
4SC-CBF 0.068 12.47 0.848
6SC-CBF 0.076 15.39 1.170
9SC-CBF 0.097 12.30 1.193
12SC-CBF 0.190 6.38 1.212
(in contrast to a conventional SCBF system for which the elastic seismic design forces are
capped by R), rather the first mode design forces are capped by the overturning moment at
the PT bar yield. The process of calculating the seismic design forces for the SC-CBF sys-
tem is discussed later in this section. The OMD, OMelastic, and RA values for the SC-CBF
archetype SLFRS are given in Table 3.12.
The design roof drift ratio under the DBE (θDBE,dd) is predicted using the roof drift
ratio at column decompression (θD) and a ductility coefficient for the DBE-level response
of a self-centering system (µDBE) as follows:
θDBE,dd = µDBEθD (3.10)
Formulas for estimating µDBE were developed for self centering systems by Seo [77, 76].
θDBE,dd is an estimate of the median peak roof drift ratio under the DBE and therefore has
a 50% probability of being exceeded. Values of θD, µDBE , and θDBE,dd for the SC-CBF
archetype SLFRS are given in Table 3.13.
The PT bars are designed so that the θDBE,dd value does not exceed the roof drift ca-
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Table 3.14: PT bar design parameters for SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Archetype Bar type No. of bars APT (in2) PTY (kips) rPT
4SC-CBF D-1.25 12 15.0 1800 0.40
6SC-CBF D-1.375 14 22.1 2654 0.47
9SC-CBF D-2.5 6 31.2 3744 0.60
12SC-CBF D-1.75 18 47.2 5659 0.75
pacity at nominal yield of the PT bars (θY,n). The nominal yield force of the PT bars
(PTY , which depends on the PT bar area and the nominal PT bar yield tress) and the initial
prestressing force in the PT bars (PT0) are two independent parameters determined in the
design process to satisfy the θDBE,dd ≤ θY,n condition [11]. When designing the PT bars,
PTY equals the number of PT bars multiplied by the bar area (i.e., total PT bar area, denoted
by APT ) multiplied by the nominal yield stress for the PT bars. PT0 is usually normalized
as rPT = PT0/PTY . The design values for APT , and rPT are given in Table 3.14 for the
SC-CBF archetype SLFRS.
The SC-CBF member design method assumes that the first mode lateral forces are
reduced from the elastic response level by the ratio of the overturning moment at PT bar
yielding (OMY ) to the overturning moment from unreduced first mode forces (OM1) as
follows:
αY,1 =
OMY
OM1
·g (3.11)
where OM1 is as follows:
OM1 = hT F 1 = h
TΓ1mφ1 (3.12)
where Γ1 is the modal contribution factor for the first natural vibration mode, m is the
diagonal mass matrix with seismic mass at each floor level as the diagonal elements, and
φ1 is the the first natural vibration mode shape. The αY,1 parameter is used to reduce
the elastic first mode design forces. The higher mode lateral forces are assumed to be
unreduced by rocking of the SC-CBF and determined using the unreduced (i.e., R = 1)
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Table 3.15: Design spectral acceleration and amplification factors for 4SC-CBF archetype
SLFRS
Mode
no. n
Spectral acceleration (g) γn γ1αY,1 or γnSa(Tn,5%)(g)Sa(Tn,5%) αY,1
1 use αY,1 0.38 1.20 0.46
2 1.00 1.60 1.60
3 0.89 1.60 1.42
4 0.84 1.60 1.34
Table 3.16: Design spectral acceleration and amplification factors for first four modes of
6SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Mode
no. n
Spectral acceleration (g) γn γ1αY,1 or γnSa(Tn,5%)(g)Sa(Tn,5%) αY,1
1 use αY,1 0.23 1.49 0.34
2 1.00 1.60 1.60
3 1.00 1.60 1.60
4 0.87 1.60 1.40
design response spectrum of ASCE 7-10 [4]. Based on the studies by Roke et al. [67]
and Chancellor [11] modal load amplification factors are developed for different modes to
achieve a 10% probability of the member force demand value under the DBE exceeding the
member force design demand. These modal amplification factors are denoted by γn for the
nth mode. Therefore, the elastic first mode forces are multiplied by γ1αY,1 and the elastic
higher modes are multiplied by γnSa(Tn,5%) for design. Values of αY,1 and γn for the first
four modes of the SC-CBF archetype SLFRS are given in Tables 3.15 through 3.18. Using
the proposed design method for the SC-CBF system, the structural members are designed
to remain elastic (less than 10% probability of yielding or buckling) under the DBE level
ground motion. Structural member sizes for the SC-CBF archetype SLFRS are given in
Table 3.6 through Table 3.9. The member design for the distribution strut and base strut of
the SC-CBF archetype buildings are given in Table 3.19.
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Table 3.17: Design spectral acceleration and amplification factors for first four modes of
9SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Mode
no. n
Spectral acceleration (g) γn γ1αY,1 or γnSa(Tn,5%)(g)Sa(Tn,5%) αY,1
1 use αY,1 0.14 1.93 0.27
2 1.00 1.60 1.60
3 1.00 1.60 1.60
4 1.00 1.60 1.40
Table 3.18: Design spectral acceleration and amplification factors for first four modes of
12SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Mode
no. n
Spectral acceleration (g) γn γ1αY,1 or γnSa(Tn,5%)(g)Sa(Tn,5%) αY,1
1 use αY,1 0.12 2.00 0.23
2 1.00 1.60 1.60
3 1.00 1.60 1.60
4 1.00 1.60 1.40
Table 3.19: Base strut and distribution strut member sizes for SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
Archetype Base strut
Distribution strut
(top story)
Distribution strut
(story below top story)
4SC-CBF W12×120 W12×210
6SC-CBF W12×170 W14×283
9SC-CBF W14×193 W14×211 W14×211
12SC-CBF W14×257 W14×550
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3.4 Numerical Models for Archetype Buildings
Numerical modeling and nonlinear response analyses are carried out using the OpenSEES
computational framework [53]. A two dimensional finite element model of the one-bay
SLRFS (i.e., SCBF or SC-CBF) is developed for each archetype SLFRS in OpenSEES.
The seismic mass and gravity load, tributary to the one-bay SLFRS are included in the
finite element model. The secondary effect of the gravity load, the so-called P-∆ effect,
is simulated using a lean-on-column. Gravity loads are applied to the lean-on-column
at each floor level to include the P-∆ effect during the static pushover analyses and the
dynamic response history analyses. The lean-on-column gravity loads are determined from
the following combination of dead load and live load [23]:
1.05DL+0.25LL (3.13)
where DL is the nominal dead load and LL is the nominal live load (see Table 3.1 and Table
3.2).
The seismic mass is determined from the dead load and the partition load (see Table
3.1 and Table 3.2). The dead load, live load, gravity load, and seismic mass applied at
the 1st floor level, typical floor level, and roof level are given in Table 3.20 for the SCBF
archetype SLFRS. The gravity loads that are directly transfered to the SCBF, as part of the
gravity load carrying system, are directly applied to the SCBF archetype SLFRS at each
floor level. The weight of the SCBF structural members is also included as vertical loads
applied at each floor level, separately. A detail of the numerical model for the 4SCBF
archetype SLFRS is shown in Figure 3.6.
The dead load, live load, gravity load, and seismic mass applied at the 1st story floor
level, typical story floor level, and roof level are given in Table 3.21 for the SC-CBF
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Table 3.20: Gravity load and seismic mass at various floor levels for SCBF archetype
SLFRS
Dead load
(kips )
Live load
(kips)
Gravity load on
lean-on-column
(kips)
Gravity load
on SCBF
(kips)
Seismic
mass
(kip·s
2
in )
1st story 711 527 829 49 2.156
Typ. story 707 527 825 49 2.145
Roof 569 162 565 33 1.474
archetype SLFRS. As stated previously, the SC-CBF system does not carry gravity loads
from the adjacent floors at different floor levels as the SC-CBF is not connected to the floor
diaphragms. The connection between the SC-CBF and the gravity framing of the building
is through friction bearings between SC-CBF columns and the adjacent gravity columns.
The weight of the SC-CBF structural members is included in the SC-CBF archetype SL-
FRS as vertical loads at each floor level. A detail of the numerical model for the 4SCBF
archetype SLFRS is shown in Figure 3.7. Details of the SC-CBF column base and the PT
bar connection at the foundation level are shown in Figure 3.8. As it can be seen from
Figure 3.8, the boundary conditions for the SC-CBF columns are modeled using materials
with asymmetric behavior in compression and tension. Namely, the column bases trans-
mit compression to the foundation but do not transmit tension, to allow for column uplift
and rocking. Also shear keys at the SC-CBF column bases are modeled so that the left
SC-CBF column base transmits shear force which acts to the left to the foundation, but
does not transmit shear force which acts to the right to the foundation. Similarly, the right
SC-CBF column base transmits shear force which acts to the right to the foundation, but
does not transit shear force which acts to the left to the foundation. A tension-only element
is modeled in series with the PT bars at the foundation level so that the combination of this
tension-only element and PT bars will carry tension but will not carry compression.
Structural members (i.e., beams, columns, and braces) are modeled using multiple non-
linear beam-column elements (forceBeamColumn element in OpenSEES [56]) per member
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Figure 3.6: Detail of numerical model for 4SCBF archetype SLFRS
Table 3.21: Gravity load and seismic mass at various floor levels for SC-CBF archetype
SLFRS
Dead load
(kips)
Live load
(kips)
Gravity load on
lean-on-column
(kips)
Gravity load
on SC-CBF
(kips)
Seismic
mass
(kip·s
2
in )
1st story 711 527 878 0 2.156
Typ. story 707 527 874 0 2.145
Roof 569 162 598 0 1.474
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Figure 3.7: Detail of numerical model for 4SC-CBF archetype SLFRS, from [11]
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Figure 3.8: Detail of column base and PT bar connection at the base for SC-CBF archetype
SLFRS, from [11]
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Fiber discretization of wide flange cross section for: (a) beams and columns
bending about strong axis; and (b) braces bending about weak axis
for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype SLFRS. Beams and columns are modeled with 4
beam-column elements per member. Braces are modeled with 16 beam-column elements
per member. Fiber sections are used for each element to include axial force-bending mo-
ment interaction. For two dimensional analyses, bending of the beams and columns occurs
about the strong axis of the members (which have a wide flange cross section). To simulate
gradual yielding of the wide flange cross sections about the strong axis, 4 fibers through
the flange thickness and 12 fibers over the web height are used to model the wide flange
cross sections of the beams and columns, as shown in Figure 3.9(a). Bending of the braces
(due to buckling) occurs about the weak axis of the members (which have wide flange cross
sections). To simulate gradual yielding of the wide flange cross sections about the weak
axis, 4 fibers through the web thickness and 12 fibers over the flange width are used to
model the wide flange cross section of the braces, as shown in Figure 3.9(b).
Looking at Figure 3.4, it can be seen that buckling of the braces will occur about the
weak axis of the brace cross section, out of the plane of the SCBF. After buckling of a
brace, flexural plastic hinges form in the gusset plates at each end of the brace as shown
in Figure 3.10. In a two dimensional finite element model, the out-of-plane buckling of
the braces cannot be simulated. To capture the weak axis buckling of the brace members
in a two dimensional simulation, the braces are rotated 90 degrees about their longitudinal
axis in the model, so that the buckling about the weak axis of the brace occurs in the plane
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Out-of-plane buckling 
direction
Gusset plate flexural 
plastic hinges 
Figure 3.10: Out-of-plane buckling of brace and flexural plastic hinge in gusset plates
of the SCBF. Figure 3.11 shows the rotated braces. When a brace buckles out-of-plane
in a three dimensional model, the plastic moments of the gusset plates do not have an
in-plane component acting on the adjacent beams and columns. Therefore, to avoid this
in-plane moment, the flexural strength of the gusset plate plastic hinge is not modeled (it is
neglected) in the two dimensional model and the brace ends have pin boundary conditions.
Rigid offset regions such as gussets plate and beam-to-column connection regions are
modeled with stiff elastic elements. The “rigid” offsets are shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12
by a heavy line.
3.4.1 Models for Nonlinearity and Strength and Stiffness
Deterioration
Material and geometric nonlinearity are considered in the finite element models. The
Menegotto-Pinto hysteresis model is used for the structural steel material. Strength and
stiffness deterioration due to buckling is used in the modeling of the braces. The braces
are modeled with 16 beam column elements per member and an initial lateral imperfec-
tion of 1/1000 of the brace length at the middle of the braces to initiate brace buckling,
using the approach of Uriz et al. [84]. Fracture of the brace members due to low-cycle
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Rigid offsets 
due to gusset 
plates
Figure 3.11: Brace orientation for two dimensional numerical modeling
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Rigid offset regions
Figure 3.12: Rigid offset regions at gusset plate connections and beam-to-column connec-
tions
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fatigue, induced by local buckling, is simulated using a rainflow cycle counting method as
described by Uriz [83]. Such local buckling is not directly modeled. The “corotational”
geometric transformation is used for the brace elements to enable simulation of large de-
formation and buckling of the brace members. While the columns are modeled without
initial imperfection, column buckling is allowed by using 4 elements per column and the
corotational transformation for the column elements. Deformation of a column member
(i.e., a deviation from the initially perfectly straight transverse position of the column) dur-
ing a static pushover analysis or a dynamic response history analysis is similar to the initial
imperfection in a brace member. Therefore, when the combination of column transverse
deformation, axial force, and bending moment reaches a critical limit (of instability), buck-
ling occurs in a column member. Buckling is prevented for the beam members of the SCBF
archetype SLFRS by using a “linear” geometric transformation for the beam elements, as
the beams are laterally supported by the floor diaphragm for the SCBF archetype buildings.
Buckling is allowed for the beam members of the SC-CBF archetype SLFRS by using 4
elements per beam and a corotational geometric transformation for the beam elements,
similar to the column members.
3.5 Static Pushover Analysis
Nonlinear static pushover analysis is performed for all archetype SLFRS. The lateral force
profiles used for static pushover analyses are proportional to the natural first mode shape
of vibration (φ1) multiplied by the seismic mass (tributary to the one-bay SLFRS) at each
floor [23]:
Fx ∝ mxφ1,x (3.14)
where Fx is the lateral force at floor level x, mx is the seismic mass at level x, and φ1,x is
the ordinate of the first natural vibration mode shape at floor level x. The natural vibra-
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Figure 3.13: Pushover curve for 4SCBF archetype SLFRS
tion mode shapes are determined from an eigenvalue analysis for each archetype SLFRS
including the P-∆ effect. As discussed later, the results of the nonlinear static pushover
analysis are used to determine the overstrength factor (Ω) and period based ductility (µT )
for the archetype buildings. The static pushover analyses are conducted for each archetype
SLFRS, not for each archetype building. Therefore, the base shear strengths shown in the
pushover diagrams are one fourth of the base shear strengths for the archetype buildings
(see discussion in Section 3.2 and Figure 3.1). The roof drift ratios, however, are the same
for archetype SLFRS and archetype buildings. The P-∆ effect is included in the static
pushover analyses.
The nonlinear pushover curves for the SCBF archetype SLFRS are shown in Figures
3.13 through 3.16. Two points are marked on each pushover curve for the SCBF archetype
SLFRS: (i) at the maximum base shear strength shown by Vmax; and (ii) at the point where
the base shear is reduced by 20%, after the maximum base shear, shown by 0.8Vmax. The
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Figure 3.14: Pushover curve for 6SCBF archetype SLFRS
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Figure 3.15: Pushover curve for 9SCBF archetype SLFRS
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Figure 3.16: Pushover curve for 12SCBF archetype SLFRS
deformed shapes of the 4SCBF, 6SCBF, 9SCBF, and 12SCBF archetype SLFRS (without
the lean-on-column) are shown in Figure 3.17. The first significant decrease (drop) in the
pushover curve of the 4SCBF archetype SLFRS occurs with buckling of the second story
right brace and first story left column, and the second drop occurs with buckling of the
first story left brace. The first drop in the pushover curve for the 6SCBF archetype SLFRS
occurs with buckling of the third story left brace, the second drop occurs with buckling of
the second story right brace, and the third drop occurs with buckling of the fifth story left
brace. The first drop in the pushover curve for the 9SCBF archetype SLFRS occurs with
buckling of the third story left brace, the second drop occurs with buckling of the fifth story
left brace, and the third drop occurs with buckling of the second story right brace. The first
drop in the pushover curve for 12SCBF archetype SLFRS occurs with buckling of the fifth
story left brace, the second drop occurs with buckling of the seventh story left brace, and
the third drop occurs with buckling of the fourth story right brace.
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Figure 3.17: Deformed shapes of 4SCBF, 6SCBF, 9SCBF, and 12SCBF archetype SLFRS
at approximately 6% roof drift ratio
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Figure 3.18: Pushover curve for 4SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
The nonlinear pushover curves for the SC-CBF archetype SLFRS are shown in Figures
3.18 through 3.21. The base shear at three points are marked on each pushover curve for
each SC-CBF archetype SLFRS: (i) at the column decompression point shown by VD; (ii)
at the PT bar yielding shown by VY which is also the point of maximum base shear (Vmax);
and (iii) at the point where the base shear is reduced by 20%, after the maximum base shear
shown by 0.8Vmax.
The ultimate roof displacement, δu, is the roof displacement associated with a 20%
reduction in the maximum base shear strength of the building after Vmax is passed, in the
nonlinear pushover curve. As discussed in Chapter 4, δu is used in calculating µT . The 20%
reduction in base shear points along with their corresponding roof drift ratios are shown in
Figures 3.18 through 3.21.
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Figure 3.19: Pushover curve for 6SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
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Figure 3.20: Pushover curve for 9SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
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Figure 3.21: Pushover curve for 12SC-CBF archetype SLFRS
3.6 Evaluation of Overstrength Factor
The overstrength factor for a given archetype building, Ω, is defined from the nonlinear
static pushover analysis, as the ratio of the maximum base shear, Vmax, to the design base
shear, V :
Ω=
Vmax
V
(3.15)
The overstrength factors for the archetype buildings are given in Table 3.22. In calculating
Ω for the SC-CBF system, the base shear at column decompression (VD) is used as the
design base shear, V , and the base shear at the PT bar yielding is used as Vmax. It can be
seen that Ω reduces as the number of stories increases. This is due to the increase of the
design pre-stressing ratio rPT as the height of the archetype building increases (see Table
3.14). An increase in the PT bar pre-stressing ratio increases VD, but not Vmax =VY .
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Table 3.22: Overstrength factor for archetype buildings
Archetype building V (kips) Vmax (kips) Ω
4SCBF 510 1655 3.2
6SCBF 787 2072 2.6
9SCBF 1000 2062 2.1
12SCBF 1084 2113 1.9
4SC-CBF 306 711 2.3
6SC-CBF 363 671 1.8
9SC-CBF 391 567 1.5
12SC-CBF 557 649 1.2
3.7 Incremental Dynamic Analysis
In this research, the damage assessment of the archetype buildings is done using incremen-
tal dynamic analysis (IDA). In an IDA, an individual ground motion record is scaled to
increasing intensities and nonlinear response history analyses are performed at each inten-
sity, until the global instability of the system (i.e., system collapse) is reached. An IDA
curve (constructed for a structural system subjected to a single ground motion record) is
a plot of a selected hazard intensity measure (IM) versus a selected engineering demand
parameter (EDP). In this reseach, the 5% damped spectral acceleration at the approximate
fundamental period T (see Table 3.3) of the building, Sa(T,5%), is used as the IM. In most
IDA plots presented here, the maximum story drift ratio, θm, is used as the EDP. However,
for damage analyses that include damage states other than building collapse, other appro-
priate EDP parameters are used (as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6) . Other choices of IM
and EDP (such as peak ground acceleration and peak floor acceleration) have been used by
others [86].
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3.7.1 Ground motion records
The ground motion records used for the IDA and other nonlinear response history analyses
in this research are from the Far-Field record set documented in the FEMA P695 method-
ology document [23]. The Far-Field record set consists of 22 pairs of horizontal ground
motion records from sites located no closer than 10 km from the fault rupture. The pairs of
ground motion records consists of orthogonal horizontal components. The total number of
ground motion records is 44. The records are from large-magnitude events (M ≥ 6.5) and
are mostly from either strike-slip or reverse rupture sources. Only ground motions recorded
on site class C or D are used. No more than two pairs of ground motion records from an
earthquake event are selected. Other criteria for record selection can be found in Appendix
A of FEMA P695 [23].
3.7.2 Ground motion scaling
The scaling procedure outlined in FEMA P695 consists of two steps: (i) normalization of
the ground motion records and (ii) scaling of the ground motion record set. To remove
unwanted variability between records due to differences in event magnitude, distance to
source, etc., the ground motion records are normalized using the geometric mean of peak
ground velocity (PGV) values of the two horizontal components of each ground motion
pair in the set [23]. One normalization factor is defined for the two horizontal components
of each ground motion pair as the ratio of the median of the geometric means of the PGV
values for all the ground motion pairs in the record set divided by the geometric mean of
the PGV values for each record pair [23].
After normalization, the ground motion record set is scaled up (or down) collectively
to match the IM of interest. One scaling factor is calculated to scale all the ground motion
records (in the set) so that the median IM (i.e., Sa(T,5%)) matches the IM of interest. In
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an IDA, the scaling is repeated incrementally. For a collapse assessment based on FEMA
P695 [23] the records are scaled up (and the IDAs are conducted) to the point that the
archetype building reaches the collapse point under 50% of the ground motion records.
3.7.3 IDA results
The results of the IDA for the SCBF archetype SLFRS are shown in Figure 3.22 through
Figure 3.25. The results of the IDA for the SC-CBF archetype SLFRS are shown in Fig-
ure 3.26 through Figure 3.29. As stated earlier, these results for the archetype SLFRS
are taken as the results for the archetype building. Each data point shown in Figure 3.22
through Figure 3.29 represent a nonlinear response history analysis result for an archetype
SLFRS (or archetype building), under an individual ground motion record, and at a given
IM value. In Chapter 4, these IDA results are used for a collapse performance evaluation
of the archetype buildings. Collapse points are determined and collapse fragility curves are
constructed for each archetype building.
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Figure 3.22: IDA results for 4SCBF archetype building
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Figure 3.23: IDA results for 6SCBF archetype building
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Figure 3.24: IDA results for 9SCBF archetype building
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Figure 3.25: IDA results for 12SCBF archetype building
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Figure 3.26: IDA results for 4SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 3.27: IDA results for 6SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 3.28: IDA results for 9SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 3.29: IDA results for 12SC-CBF archetype building
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Chapter 4
Performance Evaluation of SCBF and SC-CBF Archetype
Buildings
4.1 Introduction
The seismic performance of the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings is evaluated and
compared in this chapter following the guidelines of FEMA P695 [23]. Using the incre-
mental dynamic analysis (IDA) results, the median collapse capacity is determined and col-
lapse margin ratios (CMR) are calculated for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings
in accordance with FEMA P695 document methodology [23]. The total uncertainty in the
collapse capacity is estimated based on factors considered by FEMA P695 [23]. Adjusted
collapse margin ratios (ACMR) are estimated by considering the effect of the spectral shape
of the ground motion record set used for conducting the IDAs [23]. The estimated ACMR
values for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings are compared against the acceptable
ACMR values, determined using the FEMA P695 [23] guidelines. The effect of varying
the collapse damage state criteria on the ACMR values is discussed. Finally, distributions
of residual story drift ratio at three hazard intensity measure (IM) values are presented and
compared for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings.
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4.2 Collapse Fragility Curve
A collapse fragility curve is a cumulative distribution function (CDF), showing the prob-
ability of exceeding the collapse capacity at a given IM value. Collapse of a building
subjected to an earthquake ground motion record, scaled to a given IM value, can be de-
fined as global instability of the building during a nonlinear response history analysis. The
collapse capacity of a building can be quantified as the IM value at which the building
becomes globally unstable. This is an IM-based method for quantifying the collapse ca-
pacity. Building collapse can also be quantified using one or more appropriate engineering
demand parameters (EDP) such as the maximum story drift ratio (known as an EDP-based
method). The EDP-based method of quantifying collapse is discussed in later chapters. In
this chapter, the IM-based method of quantifying collapse is used. The Sa(T,5%) value at
which the building collapses, i.e., the IM-based collapse capacity, is denoted by Sa,C. Here,
T used in Sa(T,5%) is the approximate fundamental period of the building (per FEMA
P695 [23]), as defined in Chapter 3.
The point in an individual IDA curve corresponding to collapse of a building (i.e., the
building collapse point) needs to be established before the collapse capacity can be eval-
uated. The collapse point for an individual IDA curve of Sa(T,5%) versus the maximum
story drift ratio (θm) is defined as the point at which the slope of the curve reduces con-
siderably and the IDA curve flattens. Flattening of the IDA curve (i.e., the collapse point)
is quantified in FEMA 355F [22] as a reduction in the slope of the curve with respect to
the median initial slope of the (Sa(T,5%) versus θm) IDA curves for the ground motion
record set (denoted by Se). FEMA 355F [22] specifies an 80% reduction in the slope of an
individual IDA curve (compared to Se) as the limit for building collapse. For the current
discussion, when the slope of an individual IDA curve reaches 20% of Se (i.e., reduces to
80% of Se as described in FEMA 355F [22]) and does not increase to more than 20% of Se
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Figure 4.1: IDA results and collapse points for 4SCBF archetype building
for larger Sa(T,5%) values, the collapse point is established. Later, other slope reduction
values in a range around 20% are considered as alternative collapse points. An additional
collapse criterion of a limit on θm of 0.1 radians from FEMA P695 [23] is used along with
the slope reduction criterion. That is, θm = 0.1 is the collapse point if the slope is greater
than or equal to 20% of Se up to θm = 0.1. Collapse points, established using these two
criteria (i.e., 80% slope reduction and θm = 0.1), from the IDA results for the archetype
buildings are shown in Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.8.
The probability distribution for the collapse capacity is assumed to follow a lognormal
distribution [17]. Therefore, a lognormal distribution was fit to the Sa,C values obtained
from the IDA results for each archetype building to produce a smooth collapse fragility
curve. The estimated median of Sa,C values, denoted as S˜a,C, and the logarithmic standard
deviation of the Sa,C values, denoted as σlnSa,C , used for fitting a lognormal distribution to
the Sa,C values, are as follows:
S˜a,C = eE(lnSa,C) (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: IDA results and collapse points for 6SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.3: IDA results and collapse points for 9SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.4: IDA results and collapse points for 12SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.5: IDA results and collapse points for 4SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.6: IDA results and collapse points for 6SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.7: IDA results and collapse points for 9SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.8: IDA results and collapse points for 12SC-CBF archetype building
σlnSa,C =
√
Var(lnSa,C) (4.2)
where E(lnSa,C) is the expected value of the natural logarithm of the Sa,C values and
Var(lnSa,C) is the variance of the natural logarithm of the Sa,C values. The S˜a,C values
and σlnSa,C values for the archetype buildings are given in Table 4.1. It can be seen from
Table 4.1 that the S˜a,C values for the SC-CBF archetype buildings are greater than the S˜a,C
values for the SCBF archetype buildings.
A smooth collapse fragility curve for an archetype buildings is the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of the fitted lognormal distribution to the Sa,C values for the archetype
building. The smooth collapse fragility curves for the SCBF archetype buildings are shown
in Figure 4.9 through Figure 4.12. The smooth collapse fragility curves for the SC-CBF
archetype buildings are shown in Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.16. The collapse data points
shown in Figure 4.9 through Figure 4.16 are the “counting” probability of exceeding an Sa,C
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Table 4.1: Median and logarithmic standard deviation for smooth collapse fragilities
Archetype building S˜a,C (g) σlnSa,C
4SCBF 3.53 0.309
6SCBF 3.30 0.339
9SCBF 2.10 0.382
12SCBF 1.81 0.322
4SC-CBF 4.37 0.352
6SC-CBF 4.05 0.329
9SC-CBF 2.63 0.338
12SC-CBF 2.53 0.294
value (shown on the vertical axis) versus the Sa,C values (shown on the horizontal axis). The
dispersion of the fragility data shown in Figure 4.9 through Figure 4.16 represents the vari-
ability in structural response because of the variation of ground motion records, and is often
called the record-to-record (RTR) variability.
4.3 Collapse Margin Ratio
The ratio between the counting median collapse capacity for a ground motion record set
and the IM value corresponding to the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) is defined
as the collapse margin ratio (CMR) in FEMA P695 [23].
According to FEMA P695 [23] the collapse margin ratio for an archetype building
is based on the “counting” median of the collapse capacities, i.e., the counting median
of the Sa,C values. The smallest Sa,C value at which at least half of the ground motion
records cause collapse of the archetype building is considered the counting median collapse
capacity and is denoted by SˆCT . Note that the SˆCT value is different from the S˜a,C value
as the SˆCT value is determined by counting the Sa,C values while S˜a,C is calculated using
Equation (4.1). The SˆCT values for the archetype buildings are given in Table 4.2. It can be
seen from Table 4.2 that SˆCT values for the SC-CBF archetype buildings are greater than
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Figure 4.9: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 4SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.10: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 6SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.11: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 9SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.12: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 12SCBF archetype building
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Figure 4.13: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 4SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.14: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 6SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.15: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 9SC-CBF archetype building
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Figure 4.16: Smooth collapse fragility curve for 12SC-CBF archetype building
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Table 4.2: Median collapse capacity and collapse margin ratio values for archetype build-
ings
Archetype building SˆCT (g) SMT (g) CMR ACMR
4SCBF 3.72 1.50 2.48 2.60
6SCBF 3.41 1.20 2.84 3.98
9SCBF 2.02 0.89 2.27 3.21
12SCBF 1.83 0.72 2.54 3.51
4SC-CBF 4.68 1.50 3.12 4.21
6SC-CBF 4.43 1.20 3.69 5.16
9SC-CBF 2.68 0.89 3.02 4.40
12SC-CBF 2.64 0.72 3.67 5.65
the SˆCT values for the SCBF archetype buildings.
The Sa(T,5%) value at the MCE intensity is denoted by SMT . The collapse margin
ratio, CMR, is defined as follows [23]:
CMR =
SˆCT
SMT
(4.3)
Values of SˆCT , SMT , and CMR for the the archetype buildings are given in Table 4.2. It
can be seen from Table 4.2 that the CMR values for the SC-CBF archetype buildings are
all greater that the CMR values for the SCBF archetype buildings. This result shows that
the rocking and self-centering features of the SC-CBF system, which are the main reasons
for the damage-free characteristic of the SC-CBF system, do not reduce the margin against
collapse of the system, but actually increases the margin against collapse.
4.3.1 Adjusted collapse margin ratio
The spectral shape of the ground motion record set can affect the set of IDA curves used in
a collapse assessment and the resulting collapse capacity. Studies by Baker [6, 7], Goulet
[27], Haselton [29], and Zareian [92] focused on the effect of spectral shape on the collapse
capacity of structural systems. This previous work shows that the shape of the response
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spectrum for a rare ground motion with a large IM value decreases more rapidly at periods
both greater than and less than the period of interest, as compared to the spectra of less rare
ground motions with smaller IM values. More details about the effect of spectral shape can
be found in FEMA P695 [23]. To account for the effect of the spectral shape, the CMR
values are modified by a spectral shape factor (SSF) to determine the adjusted collapse
margin ratio (ACMR) as follows:
ACMR = SSF×CMR (4.4)
One of the parameters needed to calculate SSF is the period-based ductility, µT , which is
defined as follows:
µT =
δu
δy,eff
(4.5)
where δu is the ratio of ultimate roof displacement (which is established from the pushover
analysis results presented in Chapter 3) and δy,eff is the effective yield roof displacement.
δy,eff represents the effective roof displacement for an elastic system loaded to the maxi-
mum base shear capacity of the system. The value of δy,eff can be found using the following
equation [23]:
δy,eff =C0
Vmax
W
( g
4pi2
)
(max(T,T1))
2 (4.6)
where C0 is a modification factor to relate the displacement of an equivalent single degree-
of-freedom system to the roof displacement of the building, determined from Table 3-2
of ASCE/SEI 41-6 [15], Vmax is the maximum base shear (which is established from the
pushover analysis results presented in Chapter 3), W is seismic weight of the building, T is
the fundamental period of the building (calculated using Equation 3.1), and T1 is undamped
first mode period of the structural model computed using an eigenvalue analysis.
Using µT , the SSF values can be found from Appendix B of FEMA P695 [23]. The
values of C0, δy,eff , µT , SSF and other related parameters for calculation of SSF are given
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Table 4.3: Parameters for calculation of SSF
Archetype
building C0
Vmax
(kips)
W
(kips)
max(T,T1)
(sec)
δy,eff
(in)
δu
(in)
µT SSF
4SCBF 1.35 1655 3316 0.56 2.1 3.9 1.9 1.05
6SCBF 1.42 2072 4972 0.75 3.3 49.1 15.1 1.40
9SCBF 1.48 2062 7455 1.08 4.6 30.0 6.5 1.41
12SCBF 1.50 2113 9939 1.54 7.4 34.1 4.6 1.38
4SC-CBF 1.35 711 3316 0.56 0.9 38.9 43.8 1.35
6SC-CBF 1.42 671 4972 0.75 1.1 60.3 57.2 1.40
9SC-CBF 1.48 567 7455 1.01 1.1 58.5 52.1 1.46
12SC-CBF 1.50 649 9939 1.25 1.5 66.4 44.3 1.54
in Table 4.3.
The δy,eff values for the SC-CBF archetype buildings given in Table 4.3 are considerably
smaller that the δy,eff values for the SCBF archetype buildings. Among the four variables
C0, Vmax, W , and max(T,T1) in Equation (4.6), Vmax varies the most between the SCBF
archetype buildings and the SC-CBF archetype buildings. The C0 and W values are iden-
tical for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings with the same number of stories. The
max(T,T1) values are also identical for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings with 4
and 6 number of stories. The max(T,T1) value of 1.08 seconds for the 9SCBF archetype
building is close to the max(T,T1) value of 1.01 seconds for the 9SC-CBF archetype build-
ing. The max(T,T1) value of 1.54 seconds for the 12SCBF archetype building is larger than
the max(T,T1) value of 1.25 seconds for the 12SC-CBF archetype building. Therefore, the
significant differences between the δy,eff values for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype build-
ings (with the values being significantly smaller for the SC-CBF archetype buildings) are
significantly affected by the differences between the Vmax values for the SCBF and SC-CBF
archetype buildings. δu is generally large for the SC-CBF archetype buildings (especially
for the 4SC-CBF archetype building) and as a result of the difference in δy,eff and δu, µT is
considerably large for the SC-CBF archetype buildings.
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4.4 Uncertainty in Collapse Capacity
The actual collapse capacity of an archetype building depends on various uncertain parame-
ters. A larger uncertainty in the collapse capacity requires a greater margin against collapse
to ensure an acceptable probability of collapse at a given IM value. FEMA P695 [23] cate-
gorizes major sources of uncertainty related to the collapse capacity of a building into four
independent types: (i) variability in structural response as the ground motion records are
varied, also known as RTR variability (RT R); (ii) variability in design requirements (DR);
(iii) variability in test data (TD); and (iv) variability in modeling (MDL). The MDL vari-
ability includes the effect of uncertain system parameters and uncertain parameters used
for the numerical model used in the structural response history analyses (i.e., the IDAs).
The variability in Sa,C, shown by σlnSa,C in Table 4.1, is an example of RT R. Previous
research [30, 35, 92] using the FEMA P695 Far-Field ground motion record set led to a
fixed value for uncertainty in the collapse capacity due to RTR variability as described in
FEMA P695 [23]. This fixed value for the uncertainty in the collapse capacity for a system
with µT ≥ 3 is given in the form of a logarithmic standard deviation (denoted with the
symbol β ) as βRT R = 0.4. The σlnSa,C values in Table 4.1 are between 0.3 and 0.4 (with the
exception of the 12SC-CBF archetype building with σlnSa,C = 0.297, which is close to 0.3).
The total uncertainty in collapse capacity is calculated by combining RT R, DR,T D, and
MDL uncertainties, represented by a random variable λTOT . The random variable SCT is
defined for each archetype building as follows [23]:
SCT = SˆCTλTOT (4.7)
where λTOT is assumed to be lognormally distributed with a median value of 1 and a loga-
rithmic standard deviation of βTOT . The random variable λTOT is defined as the product of
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four other random variables, each representing one source of uncertainty as follows [23]:
λTOT = λRT RλDRλT DλMDL (4.8)
where λRT R, λDR, λT D, and λMDL are assumed to be independent from each other and follow
a lognormal distribution with a median value of 1 and a logarithmic standard deviation of
βRT R, βDR, βT D, and βMDL, respectively [23]. Since λRT R, λDR, λT D, and λMDL are assumed
to be independent from each other, the total collapse capacity uncertainty, combining the
uncertainties from RT R, DR, T D, and MDL variabilities, is calculated using the square root
of sum of the squares, as follows [23]:
βTOT =
√
β 2RT R+β 2DR+β 2T D+β 2MDL (4.9)
According to FEMA P695 [23], the values of βDR, βT D, and βMDL are determined
using a quality rating scale of: (A) Superior, β = 0.10; (B) Good, β = 0.20; (C) Fair,
β = 0.35; and (D) Poor, β = 0.50 [23]. In this research, the modeling quality is rated good
(βMDL = 0.20), quality of the design requirements is rated superior (βDR = 0.10), and the
quality of test data is rated good (βT D = 0.20) for the SC-CBF archetype buildings. Similar
ratings are assign for the SCBF archetype buildings. Using Equation (4.9), βTOT = 0.50
for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings.
4.5 Acceptable Probability of Collapse
FEMA P695 [23] specifies an acceptable probability of collapse of 10% at the MCE hazard
level for a group of related archetype buildings, called a performance group. Archetype
buildings in each performance group have similarities in terms of important system param-
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eters that impact the seismic behavior of the system (such as design seismic load intensity,
fundamental period, building height, etc.). While the probability of collapse at the MCE
hazard level (i.e., SMT ) for a performance group is 10%, the FEMA P695 [23] methodology
accepts up to 20% probability of collapse at the MCE hazard level (SMT ) for an individual
building archetype within the performance group. The acceptable ACMR corresponding to
the 10% and 20% probability of collapse at the MCE hazard level are denoted by ACMR10%
and ACMR20%, respectively.
From the acceptable probability of collapse and the total system collapse capacity un-
certainty, βTOT , the minimum acceptable median collapse capacity can be determined. Us-
ing the minimum acceptable median collapse capacity and the IM value at the MCE (SMT ),
the minimum acceptable ACMR can be found. In other words, given βTOT and a 10%
probability of collapse at the MCE hazard level, the minimum ACMR can be determined.
A summary of the collapse performance assessment of all the archetype buildings, in-
cluding ACMR, ACMR10%, and ACMR20%, is given in Table 4.4. It can be seen from Table
4.4 that the ACMR values for all archetype buildings are larger than the ACMR10% and
ACMR20% values. The ACMR value for the 4SCBF archetype building is smaller than that
of the other archetype buildings because of the small SSF value for the 4SCBF archetype
building. The smaller SSF value for the 4SCBF archetype building is caused by the small
δu value from the pushover analysis of the 4SCBF archetype building.
4.6 Uncertainty in Collapse Criteria
The effect of uncertainty in the collapse criteria on the collapse capacity is studied in this
section. As stated previously, two criteria for establishing the building collapse are: (i)
a reduction in the slope of the IDA curve to 20% Se; and (ii) a maximum story drift ratio
θm = 0.1. The 80% reduction in the slope, suggested in FEMA 355F [22], is a deterministic
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Table 4.4: Adjusted collapse margin ratios and acceptable values for archetype buildings
Archetype building CMR SSF ACMR ACMR10% ACMR20%
4SCBF 2.48 1.05 2.60 1.47 1.29
6SCBF 2.84 1.40 3.98 1.90 1.52
9SCBF 2.27 1.41 3.21 1.90 1.52
12SCBF 2.54 1.38 3.51 1.90 1.52
4SC-CBF 3.12 1.35 4.21 1.90 1.52
6SC-CBF 3.69 1.40 5.16 1.90 1.52
9SC-CBF 3.02 1.46 4.40 1.90 1.52
12SC-CBF 3.67 1.54 5.65 1.90 1.52
value. This means that for a given ground motion record, the probability of collapse varies
from 0 to 1 at the IM value when the 80% slope reduction criterion is reached.
In this study of the uncertainty in the collapse criteria, the slope reduction criterion
for collapse is varied from 70% to 90% (i.e., the slope reduces to a limit ranging from
30% to 10% of Se) and the limiting value of θm at collapse is varied from 2% to 10%. The
collapse capacity of each archetype building is established for all combinations of the slope
reduction limit and the θm limit. The variation of the ACMR values, corresponding to the
collapse capacities, considering the variation of the slope reduction criterion are shown in
Figures 4.17 through 4.20 for the SCBF archetype buildings and in Figures 4.21 through
4.24 for the SC-CBF archetype buildings. Five curves, labeled θm = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08,
0.10, are shown in Figures 4.17 through 4.24. The collapse capacity (and the corresponding
ACMR) values for data points of each line are determined using the θm limit value and the
slope reduction limit shown on the horizontal axis. Also shown in Figures 4.17 through
4.24 are the ACMR10% and ACMR20% values.
The change in the ACMR values as the slope reduction limit varies for θm = 0.02, 0.04,
and 0.06 is small. Small changes in the ACMR value are observed for θm = 0.04 and 0.06
for the 4SCBF archetype building, for θm = 0.06 for the 6SCBF archetype building, for
θm = 0.04 and 0.06 for the 9SCBF archetype building, and for θm = 0.06 for the 4SC-CBF
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Figure 4.17: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 4SCBF archetype
building
archetype building. These small changes (or no change) indicates that the limit θm values
of 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 control the building collapse when used in conjunction with a slope
reduction limit ranging from 70% to 90%. The ACMR values change more significantly for
cases with θm = 0.08 and 0.10 as the slope reduction limit varies. The variation of ACMR
with the variation of the slope reduction collapse limit for a given value of θm shows that
the slope reduction limit controls the collapse capacity. This result is important when the
slope reduction criterion is a deterministic limit (e.g., 80% reduction). In Chapter 5, the
slope reduction collapse criterion is defined using a range of slope reduction limits in a
probabilistic manner.
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Figure 4.18: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 6SCBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.19: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 9SCBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.20: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 12SCBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.21: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 4SC-CBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.22: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 6SC-CBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.23: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 9SC-CBF archetype
building
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Figure 4.24: Variation of ACMR with variation of collapse criteria for 12SC-CBF archetype
building
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4.7 Residual Story Drift Ratio
Residual lateral drift after an earthquake ground motion is considered to be an important in-
dication of earthquake-induced damage [60]. The residual story drift ratio has been shown
to be an important EDP used for deciding to demolish a damaged building after an earth-
quake [60]. The collapse capacity study presented earlier does not consider any damage
state other than collapse. It is possible for an archetype building to be heavily damaged
under an earthquake ground motion record so that repair is not possible, but the collapse
criteria are not reached. This heavily damaged building does not contribute to the calcu-
lated ACMR value presented earlier, but the cost of demolishing and reconstructing the
building is not less than the cost of reconstructing a building which is collapsed. There-
fore, considering the residual deformations (e.g., residual story drift ratio) is important in
evaluating the loss of buildings to severe earthquake ground motions
The maximum (over all stories) residual story drift ratio, θr, is used as the EDP for
residual drift of the archetype buildings. The θr values are separated into four bins: (i) θr <
0.005; (ii) 0.005≤ θr < 0.01; (iii) 0.01≤ θr < 0.02; and (iv) θr ≥ 0.02. The θr < 0.005 bin
is assumed to correspond to negligible damage and θr ≥ 0.02 is assumed to correspond to
heavy damage. Histograms for θr values are shown for the archetypes buildings in Figures
4.25 through 4.28 using the four bins described. The histograms for θr are shown at three
IM values corresponding to the MCE (i.e., SMT ), 1.5 times the MCE (1.5 MCE or 1.5 SMT ),
and 2 times the MCE (2 MCE or 2 SMT ).
Comparing the frequency of the θr values at each bin for the SCBF and SC-CBF
archetype buildings, it can be seen that the number of θr values less than 0.005 for the
SC-CBF archetype buildings are considerably larger than the number of θr values less than
0.005 for the SCBF archetype buildings. The SCBF archetype buildings, have more θr
values greater than or equal to 0.005 compared to the SC-CBF archetype buildings. This
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clearly indicates the damage-free characteristic of the SC-CBF system.
Looking at Figures 4.25 through 4.28, it can also be seen that the total number of θr
values (considering all four bins) decreases as the IM value increases (e.g., from MCE
to 1.5 MCE) for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings. This result is due to the
occurrence of building collapse as the IM value increases.
The median of the θr values at each IM value is plotted for the SCBF and SC-CBF
archetype buildings in Figures 4.29 through 4.32. It can be seen that for each pair of SCBF
and SC-CBF archetype buildings with the same number of stories, the median θr value
for the SC-CBF archetype buildings is smaller than the median θr values for the SCBF
archetype buildings at a given IM value. Also, it can be seen that the median θr values for
the SCBF archetype buildings start to increase away from zero at smaller IM values than
the SC-CBF archetype buildings. This result shows that the damage (that causes residual
story drift) does not occur until larger IM values are reached for the SC-CBF archetype
buildings compared to the SCBF archetype buildings.
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Figure 4.25: Distribution of θr for 4-story archetype buildings at: (a) MCE IM value; (b)
1.5 MCE IM value; and (c) 2 MCE IM value
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Figure 4.26: Distribution of θr for 6-story archetype buildings at: (a) MCE IM value; (b)
1.5 MCE IM value; and (c) 2 MCE IM value
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Figure 4.27: Distribution of θr for 9-story archetype buildings at: (a) MCE IM value; (b)
1.5 MCE IM value; and (c) 2 MCE IM value
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Figure 4.28: Distribution of θr for 12-story archetype buildings at: (a) MCE IM value; (b)
1.5 MCE IM value; and (c) 2 MCE IM value
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Figure 4.29: Median θr for 4-story archetype buildings
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Figure 4.30: Median θr for 6-story archetype buildings
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Figure 4.31: Median θr for 9-story archetype buildings
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Figure 4.32: Median θr for 12-story archetype buildings
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4.8 Summary and Findings
The collapse fragility curves and collapse margin ratios for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype
buildings are presented. The adjusted collapse margin ratios (ACMR) are also calculated
and compared against the acceptable ACMR values. The ACMR values for all building
archetypes were larger than the acceptable ACMR values defined by FEMA P695 [23]. It is
observed that the margin against collapse for the SC-CBF archetype buildings is larger than
the margin against collapse for the SCBF archetype buildings. The larger margin against
collapse for the SC-CBF archetype buildings shows that the rocking and self-centering fea-
ture of the SC-CBF system, which are the main reasons for the damage-free characteristic
of the SC-CBF system, do not reduce the margin against collapse of the system, but actually
increases the margin against collapse.
The effect of varying two collapse criteria, slope reduction limit and maximum story
drift ratio (θm) limit, on the ACMR values is explored. It is observed that varying the slope
reduction limit in a range of 70% to 90% has a small effect on the ACMR values for θm =
0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 for most of the archetype buildings. Varying the slope reduction limit
in a range of 70% to 90% has a more significant effect on the variation of the ACMR values
for θm = 0.08 and 0.10. Therefore, changing the slope reduction limit value with θm = 0.08
and 0.10, would change the collapse points and the collapse fragility curves.
The distribution of residual story drift ratio (θr) values at various hazard intensity mea-
sure (IM) values is studied for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings. It is observed
that the number of θr values less than 0.005 for the SC-CBF archetype buildings are consid-
erably larger than for the SCBF archetype buildings. In other words, the SCBF archetype
buildings have more cases with θr values greater than 0.005 compared to the SC-CBF
archetype buildings. It is also observed that the median θr values, determined at each
IM value, start to increase away from zero at IM values that are larger for the SC-CBF
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archetype buildings compared to the SCBF archetype buildings. This result shows that
damage of the SC-CBF archetype buildings does not occur until greater IM values are
reached compared to the SCBF archetype buildings.
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Chapter 5
Probabilistic Damage Analysis of Building Using Damage
Scenario Tree and Record-By-Record Approach
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 presents the collapse capacities of the archetype buildings established using the
FEMA P695 [23] approach and incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) results. While the col-
lapse of a building is a major contributor to the estimated earthquake-induced loss for the
building, structural damage which does not cause the building to collapse, but results in sig-
nificant permanent (residual) deformation, is a second major contributor to the earthquake-
induced estimated loss [60], because buildings with significant residual deformations are
often demolished rather than repaired. The required demolition of numerous reinforced
concrete buildings in Mexico City after the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake [68] and
the demolition of numerous reinforced concrete bridge piers after the 1995 Hyogo-ken
Nambu earthquake [38] are two examples. In this chapter a framework for conducting
probabilistic seismic damage analysis of buildings is presented. In this framework other
damage states, in addition to the collapse damage state, are included.
Seismic performance analysis of a building can be organized into four stages: (i) hazard
analysis; (ii) structural response analysis; (iii) damage analysis; and (iv) loss estimation.
This analysis process involves distinct categories of random variables, including: hazard
intensity measures (IM), engineering demand parameters (EDP), damage measures, and
decision variables [92, 55, 60]. The results from the structural response history analyses
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presented in Chapter 4 are used to conduct the damage analysis in this chapter.
The amplitude of the residual deformations (e.g., the residual story drift ratio) is an
important indicator of damage. Increased inelastic deformations in structural components
increase the likelihood of residual deformations [13, 39, 50, 51, 57, 70, 71]. Seismic lateral
force resisting systems that are designed to have a large inelastic deformation capacity, with
the objective of creating a low probability of collapse, are likely to sustain large residual
deformations [30].
Previous research has considered the consequences of residual story drift. For example,
Uma et al. [81] use the joint distribution of the maximum story drift ratio and the residual
story drift ratio to provide a three-dimensional performance matrix. Ramirez and Miranda
[60] developed a loss estimation procedure that includes the residual story drift ratio and
the resulting probability of demolition in the total estimated loss.
This chapter presents a framework for probabilistic seismic damage analysis of build-
ings by including damage assessments at the system level, subsystem level, and component
level. A damage scenario tree analysis technique is used. EDPs for the system level, sub-
system level, and component level damage assessments are considered. Damage scenarios
are defined using the damage scenario tree, and the probability of occurrence for damage
scenarios are estimated for an example building structure. Two approaches, a record-set
approach and a record-by-record approach, for treating the variability of the structural re-
sponse as the ground motion is varied (so-called ”record-to-record” or RTR variability)
are presented and the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches are discussed. Epis-
temic uncertainty regarding the damage state criteria is considered in estimating the damage
scenario probabilities. Engineering demand parameter (EDP)-based and hazard intensity
measure (IM)-based methods for quantifying the probability of building collapse are dis-
cussed.
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Figure 5.1: Organization of damage analysis for building at system, subsystem, and com-
ponent levels
5.2 Damage Scenario Tree
5.2.1 Damage scenario tree analysis
A quantitative probabilistic study of a sequence of events resulting from an initiating event
can be performed using an event tree analysis (ETA) [21]. In the present study, the ETA
technique is adapted to develop a so-called damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) of the
seismic damage to a building. A DSTA uses a hierarchy of levels: (i) the entire system
(i.e., the building); (ii) subsystems (e.g., the seismic lateral force resisting system of the
building); and (iii) components (e.g., structural components such as columns, braces, and
beams, or non-structural components such as cladding and partition walls). Figure 5.1
shows a general damage scenario tree diagram.
The initiating event (IE) for an ETA is usually an undesirable event that has conse-
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quences leading to an end state. In a DSTA, the hypothetical occurrence of an earthquake
ground motion at the building site, at a given IM value, is treated as the IE for the damage
analysis of the building.
In an ETA, pivotal events (PE) are the events that may follow from the IE [21]. In a
DSTA, the PE are a sequence of assessment events (AE) at the system level, subsystem
level, and component level of the building. Each AE is a probabilistic assessment of the
damage state (DS) for the system, a subsystem, or a component.
Each AE has two or more resulting DS which form different branches of the damage
scenario tree. The resulting states must be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.
A path from the IE to the end of a branch, including all the DS along the path, is called a
damage scenario. Different damage scenarios are shown as the intersection of the DS along
the path to a branch end in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1, the DS are given subscripts where s,
ss, and c refer to the system, subsystem, and component levels, and the indices 0,1,2, · · ·
are used to distinguish the different DS. For example, DSss,1 is DS number 1 for subsystem
level AE. As it will be seen later, the index 0 is used to distinguish the DS of no damage at
the system, subsystem, and component levels.
The DS are described qualitatively in terms of the repair action (RA) required to restore
the system, subsystem, or component back to an acceptable (e.g., functional) state. A one-
to-one correspondence between a DS and the corresponding RA is established, where the
RA is used to describe the DS. The probability of being in a DS is assessed quantitatively
using one or more related EDP, obtained from structural response analysis. Each EDP
is a random variable. Details about the EDPs and the uncertainties contributing to the
randomness of the EDPs are given later.
Figure 5.2 shows that the system level DS of the building are non-collapse, DSs,0 =NC,
and collapse, DSs,1 = C, of the building. The corresponding RA for non-collapse is to
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Figure 5.2: Damage scenario tree diagram for probabilistic damage analysis of building
conduct repairs indicated by the subsystem and component DS. The corresponding RA for
collapse is to remove the debris and reconstruct the building.
The damage to a subsystem (such as the SLFRS or the plumbing system) of the building
is described using the RA of “non-demolition” (ND), and “demolition” and reconstruction
(D) of the building corresponding to DSss,0 and DSss,1, respectively. ND and D were se-
lected as the subsystem-level RA, assuming that it is not feasible to repair a building with
a heavily damaged subsystem (see Figure 5.2). Any subsystem that can be damaged to an
extent that could lead to demolition and reconstruction of the building could be considered.
The damage to each component can be quantified by different DS, described by the
corresponding RA. The identified DS for each component must be mutually exclusive and
cover all possible states of the component (i.e., be collectively exhaustive). Figure 5.2
shows N+1 possible damage states for a component level damage assessment.
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5.2.2 Estimation of EDP using IDA
In the present damage analysis, an EDP is a structural response of interest, such as story
drift ratio, member deformation, etc. Structural response analyses in the form of IDA [86]
are used to estimate the EDP values for a range of IM values. EDP values are obtained
from the response of the structure to the set of ground motion records (GMl, l = 1 · · ·L) for
a given IM, and the resulting EDP values are considered to be conditioned on the IM.
The set of IDA curves for the Far-Field GM set applied to the 9SCBF archetype building
is shown in Figure 5.3. The IM is Sa(T,5%), where T = 1.01 seconds is the approximate
fundamental period (see Chapter 3), and the EDP is θm.
5.2.3 Quantifying damage using EDP
EDP are used to quantify the probability of being in a DS at the system level, subsys-
tem level, and component level. The EDP corresponding to the system level, subsystem
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level, and component level damage assessments are denoted by EDPs, EDPss, and EDPc,
respectively. EDPs, EDPss, and EDPc are random variables. Three primary sources of EDP
uncertainty are the ground motion RTR variability of the structural response, the variability
of the building system parameters, and the uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the model
of the building used in the nonlinear structural response analyses.
For a specific subsystem, among all P subsystems considered for damage analysis
(shown in Figure 5.2), the corresponding EDP is denoted by EDPss,p, where the subscript p
indicates the pth subsystem. Similarly, for a specific component, among all Q components
considered for damage analysis (shown in Figure 5.2), the corresponding EDP is denoted
by EDPc,q, where the subscript q indicates the qth component.
EDP limit values (EDPDS,i) are used to distinguish between the (i−1)th DS and ith DS
for the system, for a subsystem, and for a component. The EDP limit values for the system
level, subsystem level, and component level damage assessment are denoted by EDPs,DS,ns,
EDPss,p,DS,nss, and EDPc,q,DS,n, respectively. Indices p and q indicate the pth subsystem
and qth component, respectively. The indices ns = 0,1, · · · ,Ns; nss = 0,1, · · · ,Nss; and
n= 0,1, · · · ,N specify the DS number for the system level, subsystem level, and component
level damage assessments, respectively. As shown in Figure 5.2, one EDP limit value
is required to separate the two DS of non-collapse and collapse at the system level (i.e.,
Ns = 1). The EDP limit value separating the non-collapse DS from the collapse DS is
EDPs,DS,1 = EDPs,C, where the subscript C stands for collapse. Similarly, one EDP limit
value is required to separate the two DS of non-demolition and demolition at the subsystem
level (i.e., Nss = 1). The EDP limit value separating the non-demolition DS from the
demolition DS is EDPss,p,DS,1 = EDPss,p,D, where the subscript D stands for demolition.
At the component level, N EDP limit values are required to separate the N+1 DS. The first
component level DS, denoted by DSc,q,0 (see Figure 5.2), is the state of having no damage
with no required repair action.
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In the present analysis, the maximum (over all stories of the building) peak story drift
ratio, θm, is used as the system level EDP (i.e., EDPs = θm). The θm limit value, separating
the non-collapse DS from the collapse DS, is EDPs,C = θm,C. The present study considers
the SLFRS as the only subsystem in the damage analysis (i.e., P= 1). The maximum (over
all stories of the building) residual story drift ratio, θr, is used as the subsystem level EDP
(i.e., EDPss = θr) for the SLFRS [60]. The θr limit value, separating the non-demolition
DS from the demolition DS, is EDPss,1,D = θr,D. Later in this chapter, where application of
DSTA to a the 9SCBF archetype building is discussed, examples of EDPc,q and EDPc,q,DS,n
are given.
Recognizing the epistemic uncertainty in the damage state criteria, the EDP limit val-
ues (i.e., EDPs,C = θm,C, EDPss,1,D = θr,D, and EDPc,q,DS,n) are treated as random variables
(rather than deterministic limit values). In other words, the EDP limit values are treated as
random variables due to a lack of knowledge of the precise value of an EDP separating two
DS. For example, the precise value of θr separating the non-demolition DS from the demo-
lition DS is uncertain. Probability distributions for the EDP limit values can be estimated
from analytical work, published test data, and post-earthquake reconnaissance reports [55].
The probability of a given EDP value (EDP= edp) exceeding an EDP limit value, EDPDS,i,
is quantified by evaluating the cumulative density function (CDF) of EDPDS,i at edp as fol-
lows:
P(EDP≥ EDPDS,i|EDP = edp) = FEDPDS,i(EDP = edp) (5.1)
where edp is a value of the EDP, EDPDS,i is the ith EDP limit value separating the (i−
1)th DS from the ith DS, and FEDPDS,i is the CDF for EDPDS,i which is the i
th EDP limit
value fragility function. For example, for the system level and the SLFRS subsystem level
damage assessment, the collapse fragility function and the demolition fragility function are
denoted by Fθm,C and Fθr,D , respectively. Fθm,C and Fθr,D represent the uncertainty in the θm,C
and θr,D limit values, respectively, and are discussed in more detail later.
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Figure 5.4 illustrates three damage scenarios from the damage scenario tree in Figure
5.2. The probability of occurrence of a damage scenario (such as those shown in Figure
5.4) is equal to the probability of the intersection of the DS at different levels, which form
the damage scenario. The probability of each damage scenario shown in Figure 5.4 can be
quantified using the EDP and EDP limit values as follows:
P(C|IM) = P(θm ≥ θm,C|IM) (5.2)
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(b)
(c)
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Figure 5.4: Damage scenarios; (a) collapse (C|IM): (b) non-collapse with demolition
(NC∩D|IM); and (c) non-collapse, non-demolition with component damage (NC∩ND∩
DSc,q,n|IM)
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P(NC∩D|IM) = P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D|IM) (5.3)
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) =
P(θm < θm,C∩θr < θr,D∩EDPc,q,DS,n ≤ EDPc,q < EDPc,q,DS,n+1|IM) (5.4)
Equation (5.2) gives the probability of collapse of the building at a given IM value.
Equation (5.3) gives the probability of non-collapse with demolition and reconstruction
of the building at a given IM value based on the damage assessment of the SLFRS sub-
system of the building. Equation (5.4) quantifies the probability of non-collapse and non-
demolition with the qth component being in the nth DS.
5.3 EDP-based Damage Scenario Tree Analysis (DSTA)
5.3.1 Overview of damage scenario probability evaluation
Equations (5.2) through (5.4) require probability distributions for the EDPs. As discussed
earlier, the primary sources of uncertainty for the EDPs (at a given IM) are: (i) the ground
motion RTR variability of the structural response, (ii) the variability of the building system
parameters (e.g., stiffness, strength, mass, and damping), and (iii) the uncertain modeling
decisions and parameter values used in creating the nonlinear dynamic analysis model for
the structural response analyses. In the present study, only the RTR variability is included.
In Chapter 6 other uncertainties considered. Two approaches for evaluating the probability
of a damage scenario (e.g., Equations (5.2) through (5.4) are discussed. The two approaches
differ in their treatment of the ground motion RTR variability.
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In the first approach, the so-called “record-set” approach, statistical results for the EDPs
from the IDA curves for a set of ground motions, as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.5, are used
to develop EDP probability distributions. In this “record-set” approach, the GM is not
treated as a random variable; instead, the ground motion RTR variability of the structural
response at a given IM level is represented by EDP probability distributions (based on IDA
results for a ground motion record set). In the record-set approach, the structural response
analysis results for all GM in the set (GMl, l = 1 · · ·L) are used simultaneously in the DSTA.
In the second approach, the so-called “record-by-record” approach the GM is treated
as a random variable; similar to an approach discussed in [85]. In this “record-by-record”
approach, the EDP is conditioned on the GM, and the probabilities of being in each DS
for the system, the subsystems, and the components are calculated separately for each
individual GM in the set. The total probability of a damage scenario is then calculated by
combining the damage scenario probabilities for the individual GM. Performing the DSTA
for each individual GM is the fundamental advantage of the record-by-record approach
over the record-set approach. These two approaches are discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
5.3.2 Evaluation of damage scenario probability using record-set
approach
The law of total probability is used to evaluate P(C|IM) from Equation (5.2) using the
record-set approach by expanding over the relevant θm values, for a given IM value, as
follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all θmi
P(θm ≥ θm,C|θm = θmi, IM) ·P(θm = θmi|IM) (5.5)
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where P(θm ≥ θm,C|θm = θmi, IM) is the probability of θm exceeding θm,C given that θm =
θmi at a given IM value; and P(θm = θmi|IM) is the probability of θm having the value θmi
at a given IM. Assuming that θm,C and θmi are statistically independent, P(θm ≥ θm,C|θm =
θmi, IM) is simplified to P(θmi ≥ θm,C|IM) and P(θmi ≥ θm,C|IM) can be evaluated using the
CDF of θm,C which is the collapse fragility function, Fθm,C . Equation(5.5) can be rewritten
in terms of Fθm,C and the probability density function (PDF) for θm at a given IM ( fθm|IM)
as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all θmi
Fθm,C(θmi) · fθm|IM(θmi)∆θmi (5.6)
fθm|IM can be estimated by fitting an assumed probability distribution to the θm values from
IDA results at a given IM value for the ground motion record set.
An important step in developing Equation (5.6) from Equation (5.5) is the assumption
that θm,C and θmi are statistically independent, as stated previously. This assumption, how-
ever, may be questionable if the underlying factors that influence the randomness of θm,C
(and consequently Fθm,C) also influence the randomness of θm.
Similarly, Equation (5.3) can be evaluated using the record-set approach as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all θmi
∑
all θr j
P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D|θm = θmi,θr = θr j , IM)
·P(θm = θmi,θr = θr j |IM) (5.7)
where P(θm < θm,C ∩θr ≥ θr,D|θm = θmi,θr = θr j , IM) is the probability of θm being less
than θm,C and θr exceeding θr,D given that θm = θmi and θr = θr j at a given IM value and
P(θm = θmi,θr = θr j |IM) is the probability of θm having a value of θmi and θr having a
value of θr j at a given IM value.
Similar to the development of Equation (5.6), several assumptions are made to simplify
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the right hand side of Equation (5.7): (i) θmi and θm,C are statistically independent; (ii) θr j
and θr,D are statistically independent; and (iii) θm,C and θr,D are statistically independent.
Again, these assumptions may be questionable. With these assumptions, however, Equation
(5.7) can be rewritten using the complementary collapse fragility function (F¯θm,C = 1−
Fθm,C), the demolition fragility function (Fθr,D), and the joint PDF for θm and θr at a given
IM ( fθmθr|IM), as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all θmi
∑
all θr j
F¯θm,C(θmi) ·Fθr,D(θr j) · fθmθr|IM(θmi,θr j)∆θmi∆θr j (5.8)
where fθmθr|IM is estimated using the θm and θr values from IDA results at a given IM, for
the ground motion record set.
Similarly, Equation (5.4) can be evaluated using the record-set approach for the qth
component of the building using the law of total probability by expanding over the relevant
θm, θr, and EDPc,q values. Using a triple summation (for the three random variables:
θm, θr, and EDPc,q, Equation (5.4) can be expressed in terms of complementary fragility
functions for collapse and demolition, the fragility function for the qth component DS, and
the joint PDF of θm, θr, and EDPc,q.
5.3.2.1 Uncertainty in EDP
The ground motion RTR variability is not treated directly in Equation (5.6), rather it is
represented within the randomness of θm at a given IM as the GM varies, and is included
in fθm|IM (as shown in Figure 5.5). Figures 5.3 and 5.5 show the process of estimating
fθm|IM from IDA results [94]. Three IM values corresponding to the maximum considered
earthquake (MCE), 1.5 times MCE (1.5 MCE), and 2 times MCE (2 MCE) are shown by
horizontal lines in Figure 5.3. The intersection of each IDA curve with each horizontal
line is shown by a black dot. The projection of the set of black dots on the θm axis gives
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Figure 5.5: Histograms and fitted lognormal distributions for θm for 9SCBF archetype
building at different IM values: (a) MCE; (b) 1.5 MCE; and (c) 2 MCE
the set of θm values for the given IM value, as they vary with GMl . This set of EDP
values for a given IM from the IDA allow statistical results for the EDP to be developed
as discussed below. These results, however, include only the RTR variability of the EDP
value (for a given IM value). The effects of variability of the building system parameters
and of uncertain modeling decisions and parameters used in creating the nonlinear dynamic
analysis model are not included in the results from the IDA shown in Figure 5.3.
Histograms of the θm values for the three IM values identified in Figure 5.3 (MCE, 1.5
MCE, and 2 MCE) are shown in Figure 5.5. Also shown in Figure 5.5 are fitted lognor-
mal distributions for the θm values at each IM value. It can be seen that as the IM value
increases, the fitted lognormal distribution becomes less consistent with the histogram of
the data. This decreased consistency with the θm data is due to an increase in the rate of
the increase of θm at higher IM values, which can be observed in Figure 5.3, where many
of the IDA curves become nearly flat. The increase in the rate of the increase of θm is due
to an increase in nonlinear structural response and imminence of collapse. In addition, the
number of θm values in the sample decreases as IM increases due to collapse of the 9-story
SCBF building under some GM records. From the 44 GM used in the IDA (shown in Fig-
ure 5.3), 43 GM contribute to the θm sample at the MCE level, 41 GM contribute to the θm
sample at the 1.5 MCE level, and 35 GM contribute to the θm sample at the 2 MCE level.
The number of GM in the sample (those which have not caused collapse of the building)
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Figure 5.6: Available sample size versus IM value from IDA of 9SCBF archetype building
versus the IM value is shown in Figure 5.6.
Inconsistency is also observed between a fitted lognormal distribution and the θr values
from a set of IDA, as shown in Figure 5.7. IDA curves with θr as the EDP are shown in
Figure 5.7(a). The distribution of θr values at MCE, 1.5 MCE, and 2 MCE are shown in
Figure 5.7(b), (c), and (d), respectively, where the dispersion of θr (shown as the logarith-
mic standard deviation of θr, σlnθr) is large. Such large dispersion of θr values has also
been observed in previous research [60].
5.3.2.2 Uncertainty in EDP limit values
In previous work, Fθm,C has been established by fitting a distribution to a set of θm,C values
from a set of IDA curves, e.g., [94]. Fθm,C established in this way, however, may include
only the RTR variability (or other uncertainties included in the IDA results). As noted
earlier, epistemic uncertainty in the damage state criteria is an important part of the EDP
limit value uncertainty, but this uncertainty is not included within the IDA results.
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GMl: (a) collapse point shown on the IDA curve; (b) EDP-based collapse fragility function
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curve; (b) EDP-based collapse fragility function
Here, we consider the uncertainty in the θm limit value at the collapse damage state
(i.e., θm,C). As discussed in Chapter 4, the collapse point for an IDA curve is defined as
the point at which the slope of the curve reduces considerably and the IDA curve flattens.
Flattening of the IDA curve (i.e., the collapse point) is quantified in FEMA 355F [22] as
a reduction in the slope of the curve with respect to the median initial slope of the IDA
curves for the record set (denoted by Se).
An individual IDA curve for the 9-story SCBF building is shown in Figure 5.8(a). The
collapse point shown by ”X” in Figure 5.8(a) is determined from the reduction in the slope
of Sa(T,5%) versus θm. As discussed in Chapter 4, when the slope is less than 20% of
Se, as described in FEMA F355 [22], and does not increase to more than 20% of Se for
larger Sa(T,5%) values, the collapse point is established. In the present study, an additional
collapse criterion of θm = 0.1 from FEMA P695 [23] is used along with the slope reduction
criterion, as discussed in Chapter 4. That is, θm = 0.1 is the collapse point if the slope is
greater than or equal to 20% of Se up to θm = 0.1.
As shown in Figure 5.8(b), using the 80% slope reduction [22] to establish the collapse
DS is deterministic and does not consider epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS defi-
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nition. To include epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS definition, the present study
assumes that collapse can occur within a range of slope reduction values rather than at
a deterministic value as shown in Figure 5.9. Three ranges are considered for the slope
reduction: (i) a range that collapse does not occur; (ii) a range that collapse may occur;
and (iii) a range that collapse has certainly occurred. The limit values of 25% of Se (75%
reduction) and 15% of Se (85% reduction) are selected to separate these three ranges of
slope reduction. Thus, it is assumed that when the slope is more than 25% of Se, collapse
has not occurred, when the slope is between 15% of Se and 25% of Se, collapse may occur,
and when the slope is less than 15% of Se, collapse has occurred with certainty. These
criteria are considered in addition to the limit of θm = 0.1 (i.e., when θm = 0.1, collapse
has occurred).
Considering this uncertainty in the slope reduction criterion, two bounding θm values
(corresponding to 75% and 85% slope reduction) can be established as shown in Figure 5.9.
Three ranges of θm values corresponding to the three ranges of slope reduction are shown
for an individual GM in Figure 5.9. It is assumed that the PDF for θm,C (i.e., θm at collapse)
is uniform within the two bounding θm values, resulting in a probability of collapse (i.e.,
CDF for θm,C) that varies linearly from 0% for θm at 75% slope reduction to 100% for θm
at 85% slope reduction, as shown in Figure 5.9(b).
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The θm,C values obtained from the set of IDA curves for the 9-story SCBF building are
shown in Figure 5.10. The collapse points in Figure 5.10(a) are established based on the
deterministic 80% slope reduction criterion for each GM (see Figure 5.8(a)). As shown in
Figure 5.10(b), a range of possible collapse points for each GM (i.e., for each IDA curve)
can be established considering that collapse can occur within a range of slope reduction
(i.e., between 75% and 85% of Se) for each GM.
Assuming a lognormal distribution for the θm,C values, the resulting median value and
dispersion are shown in Figure 5.10(a) and (b). The results show that compared to the RTR
variability, the effect of the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria is not large
(i.e., it changes the logarithmic standard deviation by about 16% from 0.255 to 0.295); and
the RTR variability appears to dominate. Fθm,C can be obtained as the CDF for θm,C, using
the estimated median value and dispersion shown in Figure 5.10. Fθm,C from Figure 5.10(b)
is used in the record-set approach described later in section 5.4 on DSTA application.
As noted earlier, an important step in developing Equation (5.6) from Equation (5.5)
is the assumption that θm,C and θmi are statistically independent. The results presented in
this section and the previous section show that RTR variability contributes substantially to
the randomness of both θm,C and θmi . So the assumption that θm,C and θmi are statistically
independent is questionable. In addition, although Fθm,C is intended to represent the epis-
temic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria, RTR variability appears to dominate Fθm,C
established using the record-set approach.
For the demolition DS fragility function (i.e., Fθr,D) it is assumed in this work that
θr,D has a lognormal distribution and the dispersion in Fθr,D is due only to the epistemic
uncertainty regarding the demolition DS. In this case the RTR variability is not included in
Fθr,D . The statistical parameters for Fθr,D used in the present study are given later in section
5.4 on DSTA application.
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5.3.3 Evaluation of damage scenario probability using
record-by-record approach
In the record-by-record approach, the probability of a damage scenario is determined in
two steps. First, the probability of the damage scenario at a given IM value is determined
for each individual GM, using the results of a structural response analysis for the individual
GM. Second, the probabilities of the damage scenario at a given IM value, for the individual
GM, are combined considering the probability of occurrence of each GM at the given IM
value. Using the record-by-record approach, Equation (5.2) is expanded as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
allGMl
∑
allθmi
P(θm ≥ θm,C|θm = θmi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(θm = θmi,GM = GMl|IM) (5.9)
Similarly, Equation (5.3) is expanded as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) =
∑
all GMl
∑
all θmi
∑
all θr j
P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D|GM = GMl,θm = θmi,θr = θr j , IM)
·P(GM = GMl,θm = θmi,θr = θr j |IM) (5.10)
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And, Equation (5.4) is expanded as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all θmi
∑
all θr j
∑
all EDP(c,q)k
P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D∩EDPc,q,DSn ≤ EDPc,q < EDPc,q,DSn+1
|GM = GMl,θm = θmi,θr = θr j ,EDPc,q = EDP(c,q)k , IM)
·P(GM = GMl,θm = θmi,θr = θr j ,EDPc,q = EDP(c,q)k |IM) (5.11)
5.3.3.1 Uncertainty in EDP
In Equations (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) each EDP value (e.g., θmi or θr j) is determined from
a structural response analysis for an individual GM (assuming variability of the building
system parameters and uncertain modeling decisions and parameters are not considered).
As a result, for example, the second expression of the right hand side of Equation (5.9) can
be expanded as follows:
P(θm = θmi,GM = GMl|IM) = P(θm = θmi|GM = GMl, IM)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.12)
The first expression of the right hand side of Equation (5.12) can be evaluated as follows:
P(θm = θmi|GM = GMl, IM) =

1 if i = l
0 otherwise
(5.13)
Equation (5.13) shows that the only value for θm that must be considered is the value
of θm from the structural response analysis for GMl at the given IM value (i.e., θmi =
θm(GMl, IM)). Substituting Equation (5.13) into Equation (5.12), and Equation (5.12) into
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Equation (5.9), the summation over all θmi reduces to one term (when i = l) and Equation
(5.9) can be simplified as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(θml ≥ θm,C|GM = GMl, IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.14)
where θml equals θm(GMl, IM). Finally, Equation (5.14) can be rewritten in terms of the
collapse fragility function and probability of occurrence of each GM as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
Fθm,C,l(θml) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.15)
where Fθm,C,l is the collapse fragility function for GMl .
Similarly, for Equation (5.10) the θm and θr values are determined from one structural
response analysis for an individual GM. As a result, the summations over all θmi and all θr j
reduce to one term (when i= j = l), and Equation (5.10) can be simplified using the θm and
θr values for GMl at a given IM value (i.e., θmi = θm(GMl, IM) and θr j = θr(GMl, IM)) as
follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(θml < θm,C∩θrl ≥ θr,D|GM = GMl, IM)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.16)
where θml and θrl equal θm(GMl, IM) and θr(GMl, IM), respectively. Equation (5.16) can
be expressed in terms of the complementary collapse fragility function (F¯θm,C,l = 1−Fθm,C,l )
and the demolition fragility function (Fθr,D,l ) for GMl as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯θm,C,l(θml) ·Fθr,D,l(θrl) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.17)
In writing Equation (5.17), it is assumed that θm,C and θr,D for GMl are statistically inde-
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pendent.
Finally, the θm, θr, and EDPc,q values for Equation (5.11) are determined from one
structural response analysis for an individual GM, so the summations in Equation (5.11)
over all θmi , all θr j , and all EDP(c,q)k reduce to one term (when i= j = k = l). The only val-
ues of θm, θr, and EDPc,q to be considered are the values for GMl at a given IM value (i.e.,
θmi = θm(GMl, IM), θr j = θr(GMl, IM), and EDP(c,q)k = EDPc,q(GMl, IM)). Therefore,
Equation (5.11) can be simplified as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(θml < θm,C∩θrl < θr,D
∩EDPc,q,DSn ≤ EDP(c,q)l < EDPc,q,DSn+1|GM = GMl, IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.18)
where θml , θrl , and EDP(c,q)l equal θm(GMl, IM), θr(GMl, IM), and EDPc,q(GMl, IM), re-
spectively. Equation (5.18) can be expressed in terms of F¯θm,C,l , the complementary demo-
lition fragility function (F¯θr,D,l = 1−Fθr,D,l ), and the component level damage state fragility
function for GMl as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯θm,C,l(θml) · F¯θr,D,l(θrl)
· (FEDPc,q,DS,n,l(EDP(c,q)l)−FEDPc,q,DS,n+1,l(EDP(c,q)l)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.19)
where FEDPc,q,DS,n,l is the n
th component level damage state fragility function determined for
the qth component of the building and GMl . In writing Equation (5.19), it is assumed that
θm,C, θr,D, and EDPc,q,DS,n for GMl are statistically independent.
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5.3.3.2 Uncertainty in EDP limit values
The collapse fragility function, Fθm,C,l , in Equation (5.15) represents the epistemic uncer-
tainty in the collapse DS criteria. For the record-by-record approach, this uncertainty is
illustrated in Figure 5.9, for a single GM and the subscript l in Fθm,C,l indicates that it per-
tains to GMl . The three ranges of slope reduction with respect to Se, described previously,
are considered in establishing Fθm,C,l for GMl . In contrast, Fθm,C , used in the record-set ap-
proach pertains to the entire ground motion record set, as illustrated in Figure 5.10, and,
as a result, includes RTR variability, as discussed in the previous section. The demoli-
tion fragility function, Fθr,D,l , in Equation 5.17, represents the epistemic uncertainty in the
demolition DS criteria. Again, the subscript l in Fθr,D,l indicates that it pertains to GMl .
Therefore, a significant difference between the fragility functions used in the record-set
approach and those of the record-by-record approach is the subscript l in Fθm,C,l , Fθr,D,l , and
FEDPc,q,DS,n,l , which indicates that for the record-by-record approach, the fragility functions
are permitted to be different for each GMl as opposed to the record-set approach where one
fragility function is estimated for all GM (i.e., Fθm,C , Fθr,D , FEDPc,q,DS,n). In the present study,
although Fθm,C,l is different for each GMl because the ranges of slope reduction are different
for each GMl (as shown previously), Fθr,D,l is assumed to be the same as Fθr,D , and θr,D is
assumed to have a lognormal distribution. Similarly, at the component level, FEDPc,q,DS,n,l is
assumed to be the same as FEDPc,q,DS,n for the ground motion record set. More discussion of
Fθm,C,l , Fθr,D,l , and FEDPc,q,DS,n,l are given later in section 5.4 on DSTA application.
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Table 5.1: The central value and logarithmic standard deviation of EDP limiting parameters
for collapse, demolition, and brace damage states
EDP limit values Median Logarithmic std. deviation (σln)
θm,C 0.054 0.4
θr,D 0.01 0.3
∆Or,DS,1 0.01 0.25
∆Or,DS,2 0.025 0.3
5.4 Application of DSTA to 9SCBF Archetype Building
5.4.1 Application of record-set approach
The process of constructing the damage scenario fragility results is illustrated in Figure
5.11. The maximum (considering all stories of the building) story drift ratio, θm, is used
as the EDP for quantifying the collapse DS at the system level. Figure 5.11(a) shows the
IDA results for the 9-story SCBF building along with the distribution of θm at a given IM
value. fθm|IM used in Equation (5.6) is estimated using the θm values from all GMs at a
given IM (i.e., Sa(T,5%)) value, as shown in Figure 5.11(a). The collapse fragility (i.e.,
the C damage scenario fragility or P(C|IM)), shown in Figure 5.11(b), is developed using
Equation (5.6) at various Sa(T,5%) values. Fθm,C in Equation (5.6) is estimated using the
θm,C values shown in Figure 5.10(b). At each given Sa(T,5%) value, the summation of
Equation (5.6) is evaluated using θm values for the GMs that have not caused building
collapse at smaller Sa(T,5%) values. As mentioned previously, the number of available θm
data points decreases as Sa(T,5%) increases (see Figure 5.6). The IDA results for GMs that
have caused collapse at a Sa(T,5%) value less than the given Sa(T,5%) are not available
for estimating fθm|IM, as shown in Figure 5.11(a). Therefore, P(C|IM) calculated using
Equation (5.6) becomes increasingly inaccurate as Sa(T,5%) increases. The inaccuracy
of P(C|IM), calculated using the record-set approach can be understood by comparing the
IDA results of Figure 5.11(a) with P(C|IM) in Figure 5.11(b); for example Figure 5.11(a)
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Figure 5.11: Damage scenario fragilities for 9SCBF archetype building using record-set
approach: (a) fθm|IM shown with IDA results; (b) fragility for C damage scenario; (c) joint
probability density function for θm and θr at arbitrary IM value; and (d) fragility for NC∩D
damage scenario
shows that most of the GMs have caused collapse for Sa(T,5%) ≤ 3.5g and therefore the
probability of collapse at Sa(T,5%) = 3.5g is expected be close to 1. But P(C|IM) is much
less than 1 at Sa(T,5%) = 3.5g because results for GMs which have caused collapse at
Sa(T,5%)< 3.5g are not included in estimating fθm|IM at Sa(T,5%) = 3.5g.
The non-collapse with demolition (NC∩D) damage scenario fragility (or P(NC∩D|IM))
is evaluated using Equation (5.8) at various IM (i.e., Sa(T,5%)) values. The SLFRS (i.e.,
the SCBF) is the only building subsystem considered in this example. The EDP used for the
damage assessment of the SCBF is the maximum (considering all stories of the building)
residual story drift ratio, θr. The median value and dispersion of the demolition fragility
function, Fθr,D , are given in Table 5.1. fθmθr|IM must be estimated as an intermediate step
when applying Equation (5.8) at each Sa(T,5%) value. Figure 5.11(c) shows fθmθr|IM for
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an arbitrary Sa(T,5%) value. The NC∩D damage scenario fragility, constructed using the
record-set approach, is shown in Figure 5.11(d). Similar to P(C) shown in Figure 5.11(b),
P(NC∩D) becomes increasingly inaccurate as Sa(T,5%) increases due to missing IDA
results for GMs that have cause collapse at Sa(T,5%) values less than the given Sa(T,5%).
P(NC∩D) should decrease to zero as P(C) increases to 1 (i.e., as P(NC) decreases to zero).
It can be seen from Figure 5.11(d) that P(NC∩D) does not decreases to zero as Sa(T,5%)
increases because P(C) does not increase to 1.
5.4.2 Application of record-by-record approach
The IDA curve for a given GMl and Fθm,C,l as a function of θm is shown in Figure 5.12(a).
The IM (i.e., Sa(T,5%)) values are shown on the left side vertical axis for the IDA curve
and the Fθm,C,l values are shown on the right side vertical axis of Figure 5.12(a). As dis-
cussed previously, the PDF for θm,C for each GMl is assumed to be uniform between the
bounding values of θm at 75% slope reduction and θm at 85% slope reduction. Therefore,
Fθm,C,l , which is the CDF for θm,C, varies linearly from 0 for θm at 75% slope reduction cri-
terion to 1 for θm at 85% slope reduction (see Figure 5.12(a)). The process of calculating
P(C|GMl, IM) is illustrated in Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b). As shown in Equation (5.15),
the probability of collapse for GMl , at a given Sa(T,5%) value, is calculated by evaluating
Fθm,C,l at the specific θm value determined from the structural analysis for GMl at the given
Sa(T,5%) value. The collapse fragility for GMl is shown in Figure 5.12(b). The collapse
fragility for other GMs can be developed similarly. The collapse fragility for each GMl is
multiplied by P(GM =GMl|IM) and then summed as shown in Equation (5.15). Each GM
in the ground motion set is assumed to be equally probable at all Sa(T,5%) values [85].
Therefore P(GM = GMl|IM) = 1/L where L is the total number of GMs.
The C fragility, constructed using the record-by-record approach, is shown with solid
line in Figure 5.12(c). The C fragility, constructed using the record-set approach and shown
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Figure 5.12: Damage scenario fragilities for 9SCBF archetype building using the record-
by-record approach: (a) single GM record IDA with probability of collapse calculated from
collapse fragility function; (b) collapse fragility curve for single GM record; (c) fragility
for C damage scenario; and (d) fragility for NC∩D damage scenario
previously in Figure 5.11(b), is shown with a dashed line in Figure 5.12(c) for comparison.
In the record-by-record approach, P(C|IM) is calculated for each GMl individually, and
combined to estimate P(C|IM) for the GM set, at each Sa(T,5%) value. Therefore, the
effect of all GMs are considered in the probability of collapse at all Sa(T,5%) values. This
can be seen from Figure 5.12(c) by comparing the C damage scenario fragility obtained
using the record-by-record approach and the record-set approach, where P(C) for record-
by-record approach increases to 1 as Sa(T,5%) increases.
The process of calculating the fragility for other damage scenarios is similar to the
process for C damage scenario. The NC∩D damage scenario is calculated using Equa-
tions (5.17). It is assumed that Fθr,D,l is equal to Fθr,D as mentioned earlier. The median
value and dispersion of θr,D are given in Table 5.1. The NC∩D fragility, calculated us-
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ing the record-by-record approach is shown with solid line in Figure 5.12(d). The NC∩D
fragility, calculated using the record-set approach and shown previously in Figure 5.11(d),
is shown with a dashed line in Figure 5.12(d) for comparison. It can be seen that the
NC∩D fragility (calculated using the record-by-record approach) increases from zero to
its peak at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1.5g and then decreases as Sa(T,5%) increases. The small val-
ues of P(NC∩D) at small Sa(T,5%) values are due to the small probability of damage
requiring demolition. The considerable values of P(NC∩D) (e.g., around the peak) occur
at Sa(T,5%) values where non-collapse and demolition have significant probabilities. The
small values of P(NC ∩D) at large Sa(T,5%) values are due to the large probability of
collapse (so that probability of non-collapse is small). The NC∩D fragility, calculated by
the record-set approach, does not decrease to zero as Sa(T,5%) increases because the prob-
ability of non-collapse (calculated using the record-set approach) does not become zero as
Sa(T,5%) increases.
At the component level, the probability of NC∩ND∩DSc,q is calculated for the braces
of the SCBF. The EDP used to quantify the brace damage is the normalized residual out-
of-plane deformation at the mid-length of the braces (∆Or). ∆Or is the residual out-of-
plane deformation of the brace divided by the initial length of the brace. Three brace DS
with corresponding repair actions of: (i) no repair, NR (corresponds to DSc,q,0); (ii) brace
straightening, BS (corresponds to DSc,q,1); and (iii) brace replacement BR (corresponds to
DSc,q,2) are considered [3]. The median value and dispersion of the two fragility functions
F∆Or,DS,1 and F∆Or,DS,2 , separating the three brace DS, are given in Table 5.1. These values are
selected based on experimental results by Powell [59] and analytical studies by Akbas [3].
For the brace damage assessment, it is assumed that the brace DS fragility functions,
FEDPc,q,DS,n,l , are the same for all GMl in the GM set, and are the same for all brace compo-
nents (i.e., FEDPc,q,DS,n,l = FEDPc,DS,n where EDPc,DS,n = ∆Or,DS,n). The two fragility functions
F∆Or,DS,1 and F∆Or,DS,2 separating the three brace damage states are shown in Figure 5.13(a).
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Figure 5.13: Brace damage assessment: (a) fragility functions separating brace DS; and
(b) brace damage scenario fragilities constructed using record-by-record approach for 3rd
story right side brace of 9SCBF archetype building
Using these fragility functions, the damage scenario fragility for NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n for the
three damage scenarios involving the three brace DS are calculated for the 3rd story right
side brace (i.e., q = 3rd story right side brace and n = 1,2,3), and shown in Figure 5.13(b).
It can be seen that the probability of no collapse and no demolition of the building
without the need to repair the 3rd story right side brace (i.e. P(NC∩ND∩NR)) decreases
and becomes small at Sa(T,5%)≈ 1.5g. The probability of no collapse and no demolition
but having to straighten the 3rd story right side brace (i.e., P(NC∩ND∩BS)) increases
to about 25% at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 0.9g and then decreases to nearly zero at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 2.0g.
The probability of no collapse and no demolition but having to replace the 3rd story right
side brace (i.e. P(NC∩ND∩BR)) increases to about 40% at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1.5g and then
becomes nearly zero at Sa(T,5%)≈ 3.0g. The NC∩ND∩BS and NC∩ND∩BR damage
scenarios have a considerable probability at the MCE IM level (where Sa(T,5%) = 0.89g).
The NC∩ND fragility is also shown in Figure 5.13(b). The sum of P(NC∩ND∩NR),
P(NC∩ND∩BS), and P(NC∩ND∩BR) at each Sa(T,5%) value is equal to P(NC∩ND)
due to the collective exhaustiveness of the brace DS.
Similar damage scenario fragility results can be constructed for other braces of the 9-
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story SCBF. Figure 5.14 shows the NC ∩ND∩NR, NC ∩ND∩BS, and NC ∩ND∩BR
fragilities for all 18 braces of the 9SCBF archetype building. The NC∩ND fragility is also
shown in Figure 5.14. Among the NC∩ND∩NR fragilities shown in Figure 5.14(a) and
(d), those that are closer to the NC∩ND fragility correspond to braces with less damage.
Among the NC ∩ND∩BS and NC ∩ND∩BR fragilities, the smallest fragilities, closer
to the Sa(T,5%) axis represent less damage. The NC∩ND∩BS fragilities reach a peak
near the DBE IM level (where, Sa(T,5%) = 0.59g), while the NC∩ND∩BR fragilities
reach a peak near the MCE IM level (where, Sa(T,5%) = 0.89g). The 9th story braces did
not have any damage and thus the NC∩ND∩NR fragilities for the 9th story braces are
identical to the NC∩ND fragility. The 8th story brace damage is small for most GM, and
the NC∩ND∩NR fragilities for the 8th story braces are close to the NC∩ND fragility. The
3rd story braces are the most heavily damaged braces for most GM, and the NC∩ND∩NR
fragilities for the 3rd story braces are farthest from the NC∩ND fragility.
5.4.3 Advantages of the record-by-record approach
The record-by-record approach avoids the shortcomings and inaccuracies of the record-set
approach by performing the DSTA for each GM individually. The main advantages of the
record-by-record approach over the record-set approach are: (i) eliminating the need to
estimate (joint) PDF of the EDPs at each IM value; (ii) including the correlation between
different EDPs directly within the structural response analysis results for each GMl and at
each given IM value; (iii) enabling the use of GM-specific DS fragility functions for each
GM if needed; and (iv) separating the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS fragility
function from the RTR variability in structural response. These advantages are discussed
in more detail below.
Estimating the the (joint) PDF of the EDPs (e.g., fθm|IM or fθmθr|IM) at each IM value,
which is required for the record-set approach, is computationally expensive (especially
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when the number of EDPs is large, for example, when many components are included in
the damage analysis). The record-by-record approach eliminates the need to estimate these
PDFs because the damage scenario probabilities are evaluated for each GM individually.
The estimated PDFs used in the record-set approach introduce inaccuracy in the probabil-
ity of damage scenarios, because they approximate both the actual probability distribution
and the correlation among the EDPs. In the record-by-record approach, correlations among
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the EDPs are included directly within the structural response analysis results for each indi-
vidual GM. For example, when calculating P(NC∩D|IM), θml and θrl determined by the
structural response analysis for GMl are used to calculate P(NC∩D|GMl, IM).
The record-by-record approach enables the use of GM-specific DS fragility function,
determined for each individual GM separately. This advantage is specifically useful for
the collapse DS where it was shown that the collapse fragility functions representing only
the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria, vary with the ground motion. For
the record-set approach, the collapse DS fragility function Fθm,C (which represents θm,C) is
dominated by RTR variability, and the effect of epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS
criteria is small.
At the same time, RTR variability dominates the uncertainty in the EDP used to quantify
the collapse DS, θm. As a result, the assumption of statistical independence of θm and θm,C
in the record-set approach is questionable.
5.5 Damage Analysis with IM-based Collapse Fragility
Function
In Equation (5.5) and the related equations, the probability of the collapse DS was quan-
tified by comparing θm (i.e., an EDP) with θm,C (i.e., the EDP limit value for the collapse
DS, or the EDP-based collapse capacity). Ultimately an EDP-based collapse fragility func-
tion Fθm,C,l (e.g., Figure 5.12(a)) is used for this comparison. This method is known as an
EDP-based method for quantifying collapse [94]. An alternative method for quantifying
the collapse DS probability is to use the record-by-record approach with an IM-based col-
lapse capacity, which is the IM value at which the building collapses (denoted by IMC)
[94, 33] as shown in Figure 5.15(a). As discussed in Chapter 4, an IM-based method of
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with epistemic uncertainty in collapse DS criteria: (a) IDA for GMl; and (b) probability of
collapse for GMl (i.e., FIMC,l )
quantifying the collapse DS probability is used by FEMA P695 [23]. In the present study,
an IM-based method of quantifying the collapse DS probability is included in a DSTA and
combined with the EDP-based method of quantifying other DS probabilities to evaluate the
damage scenario probabilities.
In the IM-based method presented here, the ground motion RTR variability of the struc-
tural response and the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria are included in
evaluating the probability of collapse. Including the effect of building system parameter
variability and uncertain modeling decisions and parameters in a DSTA is discussed in
Chapter 6. Using the law of total probability, P(C|IM) is evaluated using the record-by-
record approach with the IM-based method for quantifying the collapse DS probability as
follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(IM ≥ IMC|GM = GMl, IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.20)
where P(IM ≥ IMC|GM = GMl, IM) is the probability of the given IM value exceeding
IMC, for the given GMl .
Equation (5.20) can be rewritten using the IM-based collapse fragility function for GMl
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as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
FIMC,l(IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.21)
where FIMC,l is the CDF for IMC determined for GMl . FIMC,l represents the epistemic uncer-
tainty in the collapse DS criteria. FIMC,l for a given GMl is shown in Figure 5.15(b). Similar
to Fθm,C,l used in the EDP-based method for quantifying the collapse DS probability (shown
in Figure 5.12(a)), the PDF for IMC for each GMl is assumed to be uniform between the
bounding value of IM at 75% slope reduction and IM at 85% slope reduction for the IDA
curve for GMl . Therefore, FIMC,l(IM), which is the CDF for IMC, varies linearly from 0
for the IM value at 75% slope reduction to 1 for the IM value at 85% slope reduction, as
shown in Figure 5.15(b). Evaluation of P(C|IM) using the IM-based method represented
by Equation (5.21) is comparable to the EDP-based method represented by Equation (5.15).
Fθm,C,l(θm) in Equation (5.15) is replaced by FIMC,l(IM) in Equation (5.21).
Other damage scenarios can be evaluated using the record-by-record approach with
the IM-based method for the collapse DS and the EDP-based method for the other DS.
Equation (5.3) can be expressed as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(IM < IMC∩θr ≥ θr,D|GM = GMl, IM)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.22)
Equation (5.22) can be expressed in terms of the complementary IM-based collapse fragility
function (F¯IMC,l = 1−FIMC,l ) for GMl and Fθr,D,l as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) ·Fθr,D,l(θrl) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.23)
In writing Equation (5.23), it is assumed that IMC and θr,D are statistically independent.
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quantifying collapse for 9SCBF archetype building: (a) collapse damage scenario; and (b)
non-collapse with demolition damage scenario
Similarly, Equation (5.4) can be expressed as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D,l(θrl)
· (FEDPc,q,DS,n,l(EDP(c,q)l)−FEDPc,q,DS,n+1,l(EDP(c,q)l))
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (5.24)
The fragilities for the C and NC ∩D damage scenarios, calculated using the record-by-
record approach with either the IM-based or the EDP-based method of quantifying the
collapse DS probability for the 9SCBF archetype building are shown in Figure 5.16. The
damage scenario fragilities calculated with the IM-based method are quite similar to those
calculated with the EDP-based method. The use of the record-by-record approach enables
the similarity of these results.
5.6 Summary and Findings
Damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) for building system seismic damage is presented in
this chapter. A DSTA organizes the damage analysis of a building into system, subsystem,
and component level damage assessments. Collapse and non-collapse of the building are
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the two damage states (DS) considered for the system level damage assessment. Demo-
lition and reconstruction, and non-demolition of the building are the two DS considered
at the subsystem level damage assessment. At the component level, different DS can be
considered depending on the type of component. Various damage scenarios are developed
using these damage states. The three damages scenarios of interest, that are discussed, are:
(i) collapse (C); (ii) non-collapse with demolition (NC∩D); and (iii) non-collapse, non-
demolition, with component damage (NC∩ND∩DSc). The different DS considered for
each damage assessment are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. As a result,
a DSTA provides a rigorous framework for calculating the fragilities for various damage
scenarios.
Two approaches for calculating the damage scenario probabilities in a DSTA were con-
sidered: (i) a record-set aproach; and (ii) a record-by-record approach. It is shown that the
record-by-record approach is effective and avoids several disadvantages of the record-set
approach. The record-by-record approach avoids the expensive (and potentially inaccu-
rate) process of estimating the joint probability density function (PDF) of the engineering
demand parameters (EDPs) from a set of incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) results for
the ground motion record set being considered. The record-by-record approach calculates
the damage scenario probabilities for each ground motion record (GM) in the set individu-
ally. Therefore, the correlations between various EDPs, needed for damage assessment at
different levels in the DSTA, are directly considered because the EDP values for the given
GM are obtained from one structural response analysis for that GM. The record-by-record
approach enables the use of GM-specific damage state (DS) fragility functions in the DSTA,
which was shown to be useful for including the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS
criteria, as the criteria are applied to the IDA results for an individual GM. In contrast for
the record-set approach, the collapse DS fragility function is dominated by RTR variability.
The record-by-record approach was shown to be flexible in using EDP-based, IM-based, or
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a combination of EDP-based and IM-based methods for the DS fragility functions.
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Chapter 6
Incorporating System Parameter Variability and Modeling
Uncertainty in Damage Analysis of Buildings Using DSTA
6.1 Introduction
Damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA), presented in Chapter 5, provides a robust frame-
work for developing earthquake-induced damage scenario fragilities for a building. Three
distinct damage assessments are performed in a DSTA: (i) system level damage assessment;
(ii) subsystem level damage assessment; and (iii) component level damage assessment. At
the system level, the damage state of building collapse is evaluated. At the subsystem
level, the damage to the subsystems of the building is evaluated and the possible outcomes
are demolition and reconstruction of the building or non-demolition and repair of damaged
components. At the component level, the damage state for one or more components is eval-
uated. By combining these three damage assessment levels in a damage scenario tree, three
types of damage scenarios can be considered for a building: (i) building collapse (C); (ii)
non-collapse with demolition and building reconstruction (NC∩D); and (iii) non-collapse,
non-demolition, with possible component damage (NC∩ND∩DSc).
Three primary sources of uncertainty when evaluating the probability of a damage sce-
nario for a given building are: (i) the record-to-record (RTR) variability in structural re-
sponse; (ii) the variability of the building system parameters; and (iii) the uncertainty re-
garding the numerical modeling decisions and parameters. Only the RTR variability in
structural response is considered in the DSTA presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter,
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the variability of system parameters, and uncertain modeling decisions and parameters are
included in the DSTA. The variability of system parameters, and uncertain modeling de-
cisions and parameters are treated together in this chapter, and are referred to generally as
the “system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty”. The set of system parame-
ters and modeling decisions and parameters that are treated in this chapter are referred to
as “random system and modeling parameters”. An approach, conceptually similar to the
record-by-record approach presented in Chapter 5, is developed for treating the random
system and modeling parameters to include system parameter variability and modeling un-
certainty in the DSTA.
6.2 Damage Analysis Approach
The use of the record-by-record approach in a DSTA is described in Chapter 5. In the
record-by-record approach, the probability of a damage scenario is evaluated for each indi-
vidual GM separately. The probability of the damage scenario is then evaluated by expand-
ing over all GM. For example, P(C|IM) is evaluated using the record-by-record approach
as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
P(C|GM = GMl, IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.1)
The effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty can be considered
in a DSTA by performing a full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In a conventional full MC
simulation, all random parameters are sampled simultaneously and therefore the number of
samples is the same for all random parameters. In the present study, however, the sampling
for a full MC simulation is conducted by separating the sampling of the GM from the sam-
pling of the random system and modeling parameters. The sampling for the GM is done by
assembling and using a GM set (e.g., the Far-Field GM set in FEMA P695 [23]), and treat-
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ing each GM, denoted by GMl , as equally probable. The sampling for the random system
and modeling parameters is conducted by developing and using probability distributions
for the random system and modeling parameters, and applying a technique for sampling
from these distributions (e.g., random sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling).
Assuming that samples of the random system and modeling parameters have been
taken, a numerical model developed using the ith set of samples for the random system
and modeling parameters is denoted by MDLi. Structural response history analyses are
then conducted for each sampled GM (i.e., each GMl from the assembled GM set) and
each numerical model MDLi. Therefore, the total number of analyses required for a full
MC simulation in the present study will be the number of GMl in the GM set (e.g., L GMs)
multiplied by the number of numerical models MDLi (e.g., I numerical models). Note that
in a conventional full MC simulation the total number of analyses is equal to the number
of samples (e.g., I) from the sampling technique.
The system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is included in the probabil-
ity of a damage scenario by treating the results for each structural response history analysis
(conducted for GMl , and MDLi at a given IM value) separately. This approach is similar
in concept to the record-by-record approach discussed in Chapter 5, and is presented in
this chapter as an extension to the record-by-record approach to include system parameter
variability and modeling uncertainty in the damage analysis. For example, in Chapter 5,
the probability of collapse is evaluated separately for each GMl using the record-by-record
approach, while here, the probability of collapse can be evaluated separately for each GMl
and MDLi pair. Therefore, P(C|GM = GMl, IM) in Equation (6.1) can be evaluated using
the results of structural response history analyses conducted for each GMl and all MDLi at a
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given IM value, using the law of total probability and expanding over all MDLi as follows:
P(C|GM = GMl, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
P(C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi|GM = GMl, IM) (6.2)
where P(C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM) is the probability of collapse given that the nu-
merical model MDLi is developed for the ith set of samples (of the random system and mod-
eling parameters) and for GMl at a given IM value; and P(MDL=MDLi|GM =GMl, IM) is
the probability of having MDLi (i.e., of having the ith set of samples) for GMl at a given IM
value. Assuming MDLi is independent of GMl and IM, P(MDL = MDLi|GM = GMl, IM)
is simplified to P(MDL = MDLi). Therefore, Equation 6.2 can be simplified as follows:
P(C|GM = GMl, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
P(C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) (6.3)
Substituting Equation (6.3) in Equation (6.1), P(C|IM) can be stated as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.4)
It can be seen from Equation (6.4) that the probability of collapse is being evaluated
for each pair of GMl and MDLi and then multiplied by P(MDL = MDLi) and P(GM =
GMl|IM). P(C|IM) is then determined by summing the probabilities for all GMl and
MDLi pairs. Similarly, the probabilities of other damage scenarios such as P(NC ∩D)
and P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n) can be evaluated considering system parameter variability and
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modeling uncertainty as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(NC∩D|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.5)
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|MDL = MDLi,
GM = GMl, IM) ·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.6)
Chapter 5 presents two methods for quantifying the probability of a damage scenario:
(i) using the EDP-based method for all DS; and (ii) using a combination of the IM-based
method for the collapse DS and the EDP-based method for the other DS. In the following
sections, these two methods are used to evaluate Equations (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6).
6.2.1 EDP-based method
In the EDP-based method for quantifying the probability of being in a DS, the EDP value
from structural response history analysis is compared against an EDP limit value, separat-
ing two DS. The maximum story drift ratio, θm, is used for quantifying the probability of
the collapse DS. In the EDP-based method, the collapse DS is reached when θm ≥ θm,C,
where θm,C is the θm limit value separating the non-collapse DS from the collapse DS.
Using the EDP-based method of quantifying the collapse DS, Equation (6.4) can be
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written as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(θm ≥ θm,C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.7)
Only one θm value is obtained from the structural response analysis conducted for each
MDLi and GMl pair at each given IM value. As shown in Chapter 5, a range of possi-
ble collapse points can be determined from the IDA curve (developed for each MDLi and
GMl pair) using the 75% and 85% slope reduction criteria. Using the cumulative density
function (CDF) for the θm,C values established from the IDA curve for MDLi and GMl
(i.e., Fθm,C,l,i) to quantify P(θm ≥ θm,C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM), Equation 6.7 can
be written as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
Fθm,C,l,i(θm) ·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.8)
The collapse fragility function Fθm,C,l,i represents the uncertainty in the collapse point on
the IDA curve for the given GMl and MDLi due to epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS
criteria. It is assumed that the underlying random variable for Fθm,C,l,i , i.e., θm,C,l,i, follows
a uniform distribution between the two bounding values of θm corresponding to 75% and
85% slope reduction of the IDA curve for the given GMl and MDLi pair. Therefore, the
collapse fragility function Fθm,C,l,i is the CDF for a uniform distribution, varying linearly
from 0 at θm corresponding to 75% slope reduction to 1.0 at θm corresponding to 85% slope
reduction. Extensive discussion of this epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria,
considering the IDA curve slope reduction is presented in Chapter 5.
Quantifying P(NC∩D|IM) considering system parameter variability and modeling un-
certainty is similar to quantifying P(C|IM) using Equation (6.4). The maximum (over all
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stories of the building) residual story drift ratio, θr, is used for quantifying the damage to
the SLFRS of the building and for quantifying the probability of demolition. Therefore, the
damage scenario NC∩D is quantified by θm < θm,C ∩θr ≥ θr,D, where θr,D is the θr limit
value separating two DS of the SLFRS corresponding, respectively, to the non-demolition
and the demolition and reconstruction of the building. Equation (6.5) can be written using
the EDP-based method of quantifying the probability of each DS as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D|MDL = MDLi,
GM = GMl, IM) ·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.9)
One θm value and one θr value are obtained from the structural response history analysis
conducted for each MDLi and GMl pair at each given IM value. Assuming θm,C and θr,D
are statistically independent, P(θm < θm,C∩θr ≥ θr,D|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM) can
be quantified as the complementary CDF of θm,C (for MDLi and GMl) evaluated at θm
multiplied by the CDF of θr,D (i.e., Fθr,D) evaluated at θr. Therefore, Equation (6.9) can be
written as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
F¯θm,C,l,i(θm) ·Fθr,D(θr) ·P(MDL = MDLi)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.10)
where F¯θm,C,l,i = 1−Fθm,C,l,i and Fθr,D is the CDF of θr,D.
Similarly, P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) can be evaluated including system parameter vari-
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ability and modeling uncertainty using θm, θr, and EDPc,q as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(θm < θm,C∩θr < θr,D
∩EDPc,q ≥ EDPc,q,DS,n|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.11)
Only one θm value, one θr value, and one EDPc,q value are obtained from the structural
response history analysis conducted for each MDLi and GMl pair at each given IM value.
Assuming θm,C, θr,D, and EDPc,q,DS,n are statistically independent, Equation (6.11) can be
written as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
F¯θm,C,l,i(θm) · F¯θr,D(θr)
· (FEDPc,q,DS,n(EDPc,q)−FEDPc,q,DS,n+1(EDPc,q)) ·P(MDL = MDLi)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.12)
where F¯θr,D = 1−Fθr,D and FEDPc,q,DS,n is the fragility function for the qth component sepa-
rating the nth DS from the n+1th DS.
6.2.2 IM-based method
In the IM-based method for quantifying the probability of the collapse DS, a given IM is
compared against the IM at collapse, IMC [94, 23]. Therefore, the probability of collapse
is quantified as P(IM ≥ IMC) in the IM-based method.
Equation (6.4) can be written using the IM-based method of quantifying the probability
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of collapse DS as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(IM ≥ IMC|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMl, IM)
·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.13)
IMC in Equation (6.13) is determined from the IDA results developed for each MDLi and
GMl pair. P(IM≥ IMC|MDL=MDLi,GM =GMl, IM) can be quantified using the CDF of
IMC (determined for the MDLi and GMl pair), evaluated at the given IM, i.e., FIMC,l,i(IM).
Equation (6.13) can be written in terms of FIMC,l,i as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
FIMC,l,i(IM) ·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.14)
The collapse fragility function FIMC,l,i represents the uncertainty in the collapse point on
the IDA curve for the given GMl and MDLi pair. Similar to the development of FIMC,l in
Chapter 5, due to the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria, FIMC,l,i is based on
the bounding values of IM at 75% and at 85% slope reduction of the IDA curve for the
GMl and MDLi pair. It is assumed that IMC,l,i (the underlying random variable for FIMC,l,i)
follows a uniform distribution between the two bounding IM values and therefore FIMC,l,i
varies linearly from 0 at the IM value corresponding to 75% slope reduction to 1.0 at the
IM value corresponding to 85% slope reduction. Extensive discussion about the bounding
collapse points corresponding to the 75% and 85% slope reduction is given in Chapter 5.
Similarly, P(NC∩D|IM) can be evaluated including system parameter variability and
modeling uncertainty using the IM-based method of quantifying the probability of the col-
lapse DS and the EDP-based method of quantifying the probability of demolition. There-
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fore, Equation (6.5) can be evaluated as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(IM < IMC∩θr ≥ θr,D|MDL = MDLi,
GM = GMl, IM) ·P(MDL = MDLi) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.15)
Only one θr value is obtained from the structural response history analysis conducted for
each MDLi and GMl pair at each given IM value. Also, only one CDF for IMC is determined
from the IDA results for each MDLi and GMl pair (i.e., FIMC,l,i). Assuming that IMC,l,i and
θr,D are statistically independent, P(IM < IMC∩θr ≥ θr,D|MDL =MDLi,GM =GMl, IM)
can be quantified using the complementary CDF for IMC,l,i (i.e., F¯IMC,l,i), evaluated at the
given IM, multiplied by the CDF of θr,D (i.e., Fθr,D) evaluated at θr. Therefore, Equation
(6.15) can be written as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
F¯IMC,l,i(IM) ·Fθr,D(θr) ·P(MDL = MDLi)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.16)
where F¯IMC,l,i = 1−FIMC,l,i .
Similarly, Equation (6.6) can be evaluated using the IM-based method of quantifying
the probability of the collapse DS, the EDP-based method of quantifying the probability of
demolition, and the EDP-based method of quantifying the probability of component level
DS as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
P(IM < IMC∩θr < θr,D
∩EDPc,q,DS,n ≤ EDPc,q < EDPc,q,DS,n+1) ·P(MDL = MDLi)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.17)
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Only one θr value and one EDPc,q value are obtained from the structural response history
analysis conducted for each MDLi and GMl pair at each given IM value. Also, only one
CDF for IMC is determined from the IDA results for each MDLi and GMl pair (i.e., FIMC,l,i).
Assuming that IMC,l,i, θr,D, and EDPc,q,DS,n are statistically independent, P(IM < IMC ∩
θr < θr,D ∩EDPc,q,DS,n ≤ EDPc,q < EDPc,q,DS,n+1) can be quantified using F¯IMC,l,i , F¯θr,D ,
and the CDF for the component EDP limit value for the nth DS of the qth component (i.e.,
FEDPc,q,DS,n). Therefore, Equation (6.17) can be rewritten as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n|IM) = ∑
all GMl
∑
all MDLi
F¯IMC,l,i(IM) · F¯θr,D(θr)
· (FEDPc,q,DS,n(EDPc,q)−FEDPc,q,DS,n+1(EDPc,q)) ·P(MDL = MDLi)
·P(GM = GMl|IM) (6.18)
where, F¯θr,D = 1−Fθr,D and FEDPc,q,DS,n is the CDF for the component EDP limit value for
the nth DS of the qth component.
6.3 Application to Damage Analysis of 9SCBF Archetype
Building
A damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) using the record-by-record approach and includ-
ing system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is presented for the 9SCBF
archetype building in this section. This DSTA, including system parameter variability and
modeling uncertainty, has five main steps:
1. Assembling a GM set (i.e., sampling the GMs)
2. Identifying and developing probability distributions for the random system and mod-
eling parameters, and sampling the parameters
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3. Developing a numerical model MDLi for the building for each set (i) of the sampled
values of the random system and modeling parameters
4. Conducting structural response history analyses (in the form of an IDA) for each
MDLi and GMl pair
5. Completing the DSTA using the results of the structural response analyses (IDAs)
and Equations (6.14), (6.16), and (6.18)
Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent a full MC simulation of the uncertain aspects of the damage
analysis including the GM and the system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty.
In this full MC simulation, the GM sampling and the sampling of random system and mod-
eling parameters are conducted in two separate steps; specifically, the GMs are not varied
simultaneously with random system and modeling parameters, as discussed in Section 6.2.
After the IDA is completed for each GMl and MDLi pair, the DSTA is completed in step 5.
In this section, the DSTA includes an MC simulation using a subset of GMs from the
Far-Field GM set to show how system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is
included using Equations (6.14), (6.16), and (6.18). This type of MC simulation is referred
to as a “GM subset MC simulation”. The earthquake names and recording stations for the
five GMs included in the GM subset MC simulation are given in Table 6.1. The five GMs
shown in Table 6.1 are called the “GM subset”. The individual GMs of the GM subset are
denoted by GMx, where the subscript x is used to distinguish between an individual GM
from the GM subset from an individual GM and the GM set (denoted by GMl). The 5 GMs
of the GM subset are selected based on two criteria: (i) minimizing the difference between
the median collapse capacity of the 9SCBF archetype building under the 44 GMs of the
Far-Field GM set and the median collapse capacity of the 9SCBF archetype building under
the 5 GMs of the GM subset; and (ii) minimizing the difference between the logarithmic
standard deviation of collapse capacity of the 9SCBF archetype building under the 44 GMs
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Table 6.1: Earthquake ground motions used for the GM subset
Earthquake name Recording station Component GM identifier
Friuli, Italy 2000 Tolmezzo 270 TMZ-270
Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU045 E TCU045-E
Manjil, Iran 1990 Manjil T ABBAR-T
Superstition Hills, CA 1987 El Centro Imp Co Center 000 ICC-000
Cape Mendocino, CA 1992 Rio Dell overpass 270 RIO-270
of the Far-Field GM set and the logarithmic standard deviation of collapse capacity of the
9SCBF archetype building under the 5 GMs of the GM subset.
6.3.1 Random system parameters
Among all possible random system and modeling parameters for the 9SCBF archetype
building, a few random system parameters were selected for this study. Uncertainty re-
garding the modeling decisions and parameters (i.e., random modeling parameters) are not
treated in the examples presented in this research, however, random modeling parameters
can be treated similar to the random system parameters. The random system parameters
considered for the 9SCBF archetype buildings are: (i) the initial out-of-straightness of the
SCBF braces; and (ii) the live load at each floor level of the 9SCBF archetype building. The
parameter representing the initial out-of-straightness of the braces is ∆Oi; which is the am-
plitude of initial out-of-straightness of the SCBF braces divided by the initial brace length
(normalized). The live load at different floor levels is denoted by LL.
It is assumed that ∆Oi follows a lognormal distribution with a median of 1/1000. Be-
cause there is no documented data regarding the dispersion of ∆Oi, a coefficient of variation
of 0.3 is assumed for ∆Oi. Correlation between the ∆Oi values (ρ∆Oi) for different braces
is considered. Since there is no documented data regarding the correlation coefficient be-
tween two ∆Oi values (for any two braces in the SCBF), the ρ∆Oi values between any two
∆Oi values for the 18 braces of the SCBF are assumed to be 0.5. Perfect correlation (i.e.,
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ρ∆Oi = 1) is not considered as it is deemed highly unlikely for all braces to have the same
∆Oi due to random error (or inaccuracy) in the fabrication process for the braces. Zero
correlation (i.e., ρ∆Oi = 0) is also not considered to account for some systematic error (or
inaccuracy) in the fabrication process for the braces.
The LL at each floor level of the 9SCBF archetype building is assumed to follow a
lognormal distribution with the median values as given in Table 3.2 and a coefficient of
variation of 0.25 [20, 54]. Perfect correlation is assumed between the LL values (i.e., ρLL =
1) at any two floors (of the 8 floors with live load) in the 9SCBF archetype building. Perfect
correlation results from assuming that all floors are occupied similarly during the business
hours of the archetype building and unoccupied at other times. Also, it is assumed that an
accumulation of office contents over time is similar for all floors of the building. Live load
is not included at the roof level.
The ∆Oi values and the LL values are assumed to be uncorrelated (ρ∆Oi,LL = 0). The
total number of random system parameters are 2×9= 18 (number of braces) + 8 (number
of floors with live load) = 26. The total correlation matrix for the above 26 random system
parameters is as follows:
ρ TOT =
 ρ∆Oi ρ∆Oi,LL
ρ LL,∆Oi ρ LL
 (6.19)
where ρ∆Oi is the correlation matrix between the 18 ∆Oi values of the SCBF, ρ LL is the
correlation matrix between the 8 LL values at the floors of the 9SCBF archetype building
with live load, and ρ∆Oi,LL = ρ
T
LL,∆Oi is the correlation matrix between the ∆Oi values of the
SCBF braces and the LL values at building floors. ρ∆Oi , ρ LL, ρ∆Oi,LL, and ρ LL,∆Oi are as
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follows:
ρ∆Oi =

1 0.5 · · · 0.5
0.5 1 · · · 0.5
...
... . . .
...
0.5 0.5 · · · 1

18×18
(6.20)
ρ LL = [1]8×8 (6.21)
ρ∆Oi,LL = ρ
T
LL,∆Oi = [0]18×8 (6.22)
The random system parameters are sampled using the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS)
technique [52]. 100 samples are generated for the 18 ∆Oi values and the 8 LL values using
the previously described probability distributions for ∆Oi and LL and using the ρ TOT ma-
trix. One numerical model is developed for each set of random system parameter samples.
A model created for a set of random system parameter samples is denoted as a “sample
model” (and is also denoted by MDLi). The model created using the median values of the
random system parameters is denoted as the “base model”. The base model is identical to
the numerical model used for the structural response history analyses presented in Chapter
5.
6.3.2 Damage scenario fragilities
The IDA results for the base model of the 9SCBF archetype building using the Far-Field
GM set, are shown in Figure 6.1(a). The IDA results for the base model of the 9SCBF
archetype building using the GM subset are shown in Figure 6.1(b). The collapse points
shown by “X” in Figure 6.1 correspond to 85% slope reduction in each individual IDA
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Figure 6.1: IDA results for 9SCBF archetype building: (a) for the far-field GM set; and (b)
for the GM subset
curve which is the upper limit value for the slope reduction collapse criterion, as described
in Chapter 5. The IDA curves stop at the collapse points shown by “X” in Figure 6.1, as it
is assumed that collapse has occurred with certainty for IM (i.e., Sa(T,5%)) values greater
than the Sa(T,5%) value corresponding to the 85% slope reduction. The IM-based collapse
fragility function (denoted by FIMC,l in Chapter 5) is used to quantify the probability of
collapse for each individual IDA curve. The IM-based collapse fragility function FIMC,l is
assumed to be the CDF of a uniform distribution, which varies linearly from the Sa(T,5%)
value corresponding to 75% slope reduction to the Sa(T,5%) value corresponding to 85%
slope reduction, as presented in Section 5.5.
Two collapse (C) damage scenario fragilities, developed for the base model using Equa-
tion (5.21), are shown in Figure 6.2. The C damage scenario fragility for the Far-Field GM
set is developed using the IDA results from the 44 GMs of the Far-Field GM set. The C
damage scenario fragility for the GM subset, on the other hand, is developed using the IDA
results from the 5 GMs of the GM subset. Therefore, P(GM = GMl) = 1/44 for the Far-
Field GM set and P(GM = GMx) = 1/5 for the GM subset. The effect of using a limited
number of GMs (in the GM subset) compared to using the larger Far-Field GM set is a
sharp increase of the C damage scenario fragility curve over the range of Sa(T,5%) values
where FIMC,x is defined for each GMx. This result can be clearly seen from the C damage
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Figure 6.2: The C damage scenario fragility for 9SCBF archetype building determined
using the base model and the Far-Field GM set or the GM subset
scenario fragility for the GM subset. Each of the five sharp increases in the C damage sce-
nario fragility for the GM subset in Figure 6.2 occurs over the range of Sa(T,5%) values
corresponding to the collapse range for one GMx in the GM subset.
The GM subset MC simulation is performed using the five GMx of the GM subset. For
each GMx of the GM subset, an IDA is performed for each sample model MDLi (i.e., each
numerical model created using the sampled values of the random system parameters). The
IDA results for the 9SCBF archetype building using the GM subset are shown in Figure
6.3 for the sample models. The IDA results using the GM subset for the base model are
also shown in Figure 6.3. It can be seen that the variation of the random system parameters
causes variation in the IDA curves for each GMx of the GM subset.
As shown by Equation (6.1), P(C|IM) is quantified by evaluating P(C|GM =GMl, IM)
for each GMl , multiplying by P(GM = GMl|IM) and then summing the products of these
probabilities for all GMl . In this GM subset MC simulation only the 5 GMx of the GM sub-
set are used. P(C|IM) is quantified by evaluating P(C|GM =GMx, IM) for each GMx of the
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Figure 6.3: IDA results for 9SCBF archetype building using the GM subset and the base
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GM subset, multiplying by P(GM = GMx|IM) = 1/5 and then summing the products for
the 5 GMx of the GM subset. Similarly as shown by Equation (6.3), P(C|GM = GMl, IM)
is determined by evaluating P(C|MDL=MDLi,GM =GMl, IM) for each MDLi, multiply-
ing by P(MDL = MDLi), and then summing the products for all sample models. In the
GM subset MC simulation, P(C|GM =GMx, IM) is determined by evaluating P(C|MDL=
MDLi,GM = GMx, IM) for each MDLi, multiplying by P(MDL = MDLi) = 1/100 (as-
suming all numerical models are equally likely) and then summing the products for all
sample models. Comparing Equations (6.4) and (6.14), it can be seen that P(C|MDL =
MDLi,GM = GMl, IM) is quantified by FIMC,l,i(IM), where FIMC,l,i is determined using the
IDA curve for sample model MDLi and GMl . In the present GM subset MC simulation,
P(C|MDL = MDLi,GM = GMx, IM) is quantified by FIMC,x,i(IM), where FIMC,x,i is deter-
mined using the IDA curve for sample model MDLi and GMx.
Figure 6.4 shows P(C|GM = GMx) for GMx = TMZ-270. Three types of curves are
shown in Figure 6.4: (i) results for GMx for the base model; (ii) results for GMx for the
sample models; and (iii) the GMx MC simulation, which includes the results for all the
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Figure 6.4: P(C|GMx) for 9SCBF archetype building using GMx = TMZ-270
sample models. The curve for GMx for the base model shows P(C|GM = GMx) calculated
for the base model at each IM value, which can be stated as P(C|GM =GMx,MDLBM, IM),
and is quantified by FIMC,x,BM(IM), where FIMC,x,BM is determined using the IDA curve for the
base model and GMx. The curves for the sample models show P(C|GM =GMx) calculated
for GMx for each sample model MDLi at each IM value, which can be stated as P(C|GM =
GMx,MDLi, IM) and is quantified by FIMC,x,i(IM). Finally, the GMx MC simulation curve
is quantified using Equation (6.3) where P(C|MDL =MDLi,GM =GMx, IM) is quantified
by FIMC,x,i(IM). Therefore, the curve for the GMx MC simulation in Figure 6.4 is developed
by multiplying the P(C|GMx) values for each sample model MDLi by P(MDLi) = 1/100
and then summing the products for all sample models.
Equation (6.3) is in fact part of a MC simulation, but it includes only one GM sample,
GMl (or GMx in the present GM subset MC simulation). The effect of including random
system parameters in evaluating P(C|GMx) can be seen by comparing the curve for the
base model with the curve for the GMx MC simulation in Figure 6.4. It can be seen that the
effect of the variation of the random system parameters is an increase in the dispersion in
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P(C|GMx).
The C damage scenario fragility, P(C|IM), for the 9SCBF archetype building, calcu-
lated using the GM subset MC simulation and Equation (6.14), is shown in Figure 6.5(a).
P(C|GMx) for each GMx of the GM subset, calculated using a GMx MC simulation is also
shown in Figure 6.5(a). The contribution of each GMx to the C fragility can be seen as a
sharp increase in P(C), as mentioned previously.
The C fragility calculated using Equation (5.21) for the base model and the 5 GMx of
the GM subset is shown in Figure 6.5(b). Also shown in Figure 6.5(b) is the C fragility
calculated using Equation (6.14) for the sample models and the 5 GMx of the GM subset. It
can be seen that the effect of considering system parameter variability, calculated through
the GM subset MC simulation, is a smoothing of P(C) at Sa(T,5%)≈ 1.2g and Sa(T,5%)≈
2.7g. This smoothing effect is due to the increased dispersion in P(C|GMx) when the
system parameter variability is included (see Figure 6.4).
6.3.3 Variation of EDP due to system parameter variability
By including system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in a DSTA through
a full MC simulation, the variation in the EDP values (i.e., the uncertainty in the EDP
values due to the system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty) can be obtained
for a given GMl at each given IM. In other words, various EDP values are obtained from
structural response analyses for the given GMl using various sample models, MDLi. The
variation of different EDPs considered in this study (i.e., θm, θr, and ∆Or) due to the varia-
tion of ∆Oi and LL is presented and discussed in this section. Before discussing the variation
of the EDP values, the relationship between the EDP and IM values is described based on
an understanding of IDA results.
A “one-to-one” relationship between the IM, the “independent” variable, and the EDP,
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Figure 6.5: Fragility for C damage scenario determined using the five GMx of the GM
subset: (a) construction of P(C) from the five P(C|GMx); and (b) comparison of P(C) for
the GM subset for the base model and GM subset MC simulation
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the “dependent” variable, is represented by an IDA curve. The structural response history
analysis conducted using a specific GM and a specific numerical model at a given IM value
(e.g., Sa(T,5%)), results in a specific value for each EDP (e.g., θm or θr). Because of
nonlinearity in the response during a structural response history analysis (especially at IM
values close to collapse), it is difficult to predict the one-to-one relationship between the
IM value and EDP value; therefore, this one-to-one relationship is usually estimated by
conducting an IDA. The one-to-one relationship between the IM and EDP for GMx and
numerical model MDLi, estimated using an IDA, can be symbolically stated as follows:
EDPx,i = fcnx,i(IM) (6.23)
where EDPx,i is the EDP value obtained from the structural response history analysis for
GMx and numerical model MDLi and fcnx,i is the one-to-one relationship between EDPx,i
and IM, defined numerically by the IDA curve for GMx and numerical model MDLi. Equa-
tion (6.23) is used in the remainder of this section to distinguish between different one-to-
one relationships between the IM and EDP, defined by different IDA curves. The indices
x, for GMx, and i, for numerical model MDLi, in EDPx,i indicates the EDP values for
GMx and MDLi. For example EDPx,BM = fcnx,BM(IM) shows the one-to-one relationship
between the IM and EDP, defined by the IDA curve developed using GMx and the base
model (indicated by the subscript BM).
Values of θm obtained from the structural response history analyses for GMx and the
sample model MDLi, denoted as θmx,i , are shown in Figures 6.6 through 6.10 for the 5 GMx
of the GM subset at different IM values. Also shown in Figures 6.6 through 6.10, are θm
values from structural response history analysis for GMx and the base model, denoted as
θmx,BM , and the median of the θmx,i values, denoted as θ˜mx,i . It can be seen that dispersion
of the θmx,i values due to variation of the random system parameters (i.e., ∆Oi and LL) is
small at most IM values. It can also be seen that the θmx,i values are closely distributed
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Figure 6.6: Variation of θm due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = TMZ-270
around the θmx,BM values at most IM values. As a result, the difference between θmx,BM and
θ˜mx,i is negligible. This means that the θm value obtained from a numerical model with the
median values of the random system parameters (i.e., θmx,BM from the base model) is close
to the median of the θmx,i values obtained from a set of sample models with varying values
of random system parameters (i.e., θ˜mx,i).
The θmx,BM and θ˜mx,i values are similar at most IM values, except for IM values close
to the IM value at collapse, IMC. The dispersion of the θmx,i values increases at IM values
close to IMC. In addition to the increase in the dispersion of the θmx,i values, the difference
between the θmx,BM value and the θ˜mx,i value is not negligible at some IM values close to
IMC. An example of considerable difference between the θmx,BM value and the θ˜mx,i value
can be seen in Figure 6.6 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 3g. Increased dispersion of the θmx,i values at
IM values close to IMC, however, is not always accompanied by a considerable difference
between the θ˜mx,i values and the θmx,BM values, as shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: Variation of θm due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = ABBAR-T
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Figure 6.9: Variation of θm due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = ICC-000
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Figure 6.10: Variation of θm due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = RIO-270
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Figure 6.11: Variation of θr due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = TMZ-270
Values of θr obtained from the structural response history analyses for GMx and the
sample models MDLi, denoted as θrx,i , are shown in Figures 6.11 through 6.15 for the 5
GMs of the GM subset at different IM values. Also shown in Figures 6.11 through 6.15,
are θr from structural response history analyses for GMx and the base model, denoted as
θrx,BM , and the median of the θrx,i values for sample models, denoted as θ˜rx,i . Similar to the
θmx,i values, the dispersion of the θrx,i values is small and θrx,BM and θ˜rx,i values are nearly
the same at IM values which are not close to IMC. At IM values close to IMC, the dispersion
of θr increases and some θ˜rx,i values are different than θrx,BM (see Figures 6.11 and 6.15).
The demolition fragility function, Fθr,D , is shown on the right side vertical axis of Fig-
ures 6.11 through 6.15. It can be seen that at IM values close to IMC where θ˜rx,i and θrx,BM
have different values, Fθr,D is almost equal to 1. At IM values where Fθr,D < 1, θr,BM and
θ˜r,MDL have similar values. This observation is discussed later in this chapter when an
approximate method for considering system parameter variability is presented.
Values of ∆Or obtained from the structural response history analyses for GMx and the
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Figure 6.12: Variation of θr due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = TCU045-E
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Figure 6.13: Variation of θr due to variation of random system parameters at different IM
values for GMx = ABBAR-T
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sample models MDLi, are denoted as ∆Orx,i . Results for the ∆Orx,i values for the third
story braces of the 9SCBF archetype building are shown in Figures 6.16 through 6.20 for
the 5 GMx of the GM subset at different IM values. Also shown in Figures 6.16 through
6.20, are ∆Or values obtained from the structural response history analyses for GMx and
the base model, denoted as ∆Orx,BM , and the median of the ∆Orx,i values, denoted as ∆˜Orx,i .
The dispersion of the ∆Orx,i values is larger than the dispersion of the θmx,i and θrx,i values
discussed earlier. Furthermore, considerable dispersion of the ∆Orx,i values occurs at IM
values not close to IMC. For example, in Figure 6.19 considerable dispersion of the ∆Orx,i
values can be seen at Sa(T,5%) < 1g which is far less than the IMC under GMx = ICC-
000. In addition to the large dispersion of ∆Orx,i values, the difference between ∆˜Orx,i and
∆Orx,BM is also considerable. This result means that the ∆Or value obtained for a model with
the median values of the random system parameters (i.e., ∆Orx,BM from the base model) is
not necessarily close to the median of the ∆Or values obtained for models with varying
values of random system parameters (i.e., ∆˜Orx,i). There are GMx, however, for which the
dispersion of the ∆Orx,i values is not large at IM values not close to IMC, and the large
dispersion occurs only at IM values near IMC (i.e., the trend is similar to the trend for
θm and θr). Figure 6.16, plotted for GMx = TMZ-270, is an example of this small ∆Orx,i
dispersion (compared to other GMx).
The large dispersion in the ∆Orx,i values shows the sensitivity of ∆Or to the variation
of the random system parameters (i.e., ∆Oi and LL). As described earlier, the brace initial
out-of-straightness, ∆Oi, is one of the random system parameters considered. The effect
of ∆Oi on the axial force-deformation response of a compression member (i.e., the braces
of the 9SCBF archetype building) is considerable [10, 84]. Therefore, the considerable
sensitivity of the ∆Orx,i values appears to result from the variation of ∆Oi.
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Figure 6.16: Variation of ∆Or for the third story brace of 9SCBF archetype building at
different IM values due to variation of system parameters for GMx: TMZ-270: (a) left side
brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.17: Variation of ∆Or for the third story brace of 9SCBF archetype building at
different IM values due to variation of system parameters for GMx: TCU045-E: (a) left
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Figure 6.18: Variation of ∆Or for the third story brace of 9SCBF archetype building at
different IM values due to variation of system parameters for GMx: ABBAR-T: (a) left side
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Figure 6.19: Variation of ∆Or for the third story brace of 9SCBF archetype building at
different IM values due to variation of system parameters for GMx: ICC-000: (a) left side
brace; and (b) right side brace
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6.4 Estimating Effect of System Parameter Variability
and Modeling Uncertainty Using Monte Carlo
Simulation
An approximate method for including system parameter variability and modeling uncer-
tainty in damage scenario fragilities is discussed in this section. In this approximate method,
the results of a GM subset MC simulation are used to modify the damage state (DS) fragility
functions. The modified DS fragility functions are assumed to represent two sources of
uncertainty: (i) the uncertainty in the corresponding DS (similar to the unmodified DS
fragility function used previously); and (ii) the uncertainty from including the system pa-
rameter variability and modeling uncertainty (using the GM subset MC simulation results).
The modified DS fragility functions are then used for all GMs of the full GM set.
The results from the GM subset MC simulation and the one-to-one relationship between
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IM and EDP, shown in Equation (6.23), are used to estimate the effect of system parameter
variability and modeling uncertainty for all GMl of the full GM set. The approximate
method includes fitting a CDF to the MC simulation results for GM subset for the collapse
DS, demolition DS, and component DS.
6.4.1 Estimating demolition DS fragility function with system
parameter variability
Figure 6.21(a) shows the IDA results for the sample models and the base model for GMx =
RIO-270. The EDP in Figure 6.21(a) is θr. Figure 6.21(a) is identical to Figure 6.15 except
that the data points are connected by lines in Figure 6.21(a).
The probability of demolition, P(D) (i.e., the probability of θr exceeding θr,D) for an
individual IDA curve, developed for a given GM and a given numerical model (e.g., the
base model or a sample model), can be determined by evaluating Fθr,D(θr) at various IM
values. It is important to recognize the difference between P(D) and P(NC∩D) as ex-
plained in Chapter 5. P(NC∩D) is the probability of the NC∩D damage scenario from a
DSTA. In evaluating P(NC∩D), the probability of both collapse and demolition occurring
(i.e., C∩D) is not included; only the cases of non-collapse with demolition are of interest.
In contrast, P(D) is the probability of demolition, regardless of the collapse criteria. The
relationship between P(D) and P(NC∪D) can be stated as: P(D) = P(NC∩D)+P(C∩D),
where it is understood that P(C)+P(NC) = 1.
Figure 6.21(b) shows P(D) for GMx = RIO-270. The curves for the base model and
the sample models in Figure 6.21(b) are developed using the IDA results shown in Figure
6.21(a). The sharp decrease in P(D|GMx) for Sa(T,5%) between 1.5g to 2g in Figure
6.21(b) is due to the decrease of θr for Sa(T,5%) between 1.5g to 2g in Figure 6.21(a),
where it is shown that θr decreases to values with a low probability of demolition (i.e.,
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Figure 6.21: Demolition for 9SCBF archetype building and GMx = RIO-270 : (a) IDA
results with EDP = θr; and (b) probability of demolition for GMx
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Fθr,D(θr) is small). While intuition suggests that a continuously increasing IM should lead
to continuously increasing EDP values, a decrease in the EDP as the IM increases can
occur due to the nonlinearity of the system with possible redistribution of damage (e.g.,
plasticity or fracture) in structural components. Decreasing EDP with increasing IM has
been observed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [86].
P(D) for a given GMx including system parameter variability can be evaluated at a
given IM value using the MC simulation results for GMx as follows:
P(D|GMx, IM) = P(θr ≥ θr,D|GMx, IM)
= ∑
all MDLi
P(θr ≥ θr,D|MDLi,GMx, IM) ·P(MDLi|GMx, IM) (6.24)
where P(MDLi|GMx, IM) is the probability of the random system and modeling parameter
values used to create MDLi (i.e., the probability of MDLi) for a given GMx and at a given
IM. P(θr ≥ θr,D|MDLi,GMx, IM) is evaluated using Fθr,D(θrx,i). Note that the subscript x
refers to GMx from the GM subset (e.g., GMx = RIO-270 in Figure 6.21) and the subscript
i refers to the sample model MDLi. Assuming that the random system and modeling pa-
rameter values are independent of GMx and IM, P(MDLi|GMx, IM) simplifies to P(MDLi).
Equation (6.24) can be written as follows:
P(D|GMx, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
Fθr,D(θrx,i) ·P(MDLi) (6.25)
where θrx,i is the θr value determined from the structural response history analysis for GMx
and MDLi. The one-to-one relationship between θrx,i and IM is obtained from the IDA
results (i.e., the IDA curve) for GMx and MDLi, as shown symbolically by Equation (6.23),
where EDPx,i = θrx,i .
The GMx MC simulation results, determined using Equation (6.25), are shown in Figure
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6.21(b). It can be seen from Figure 6.21(b) that the P(D|GMx) curve for the MC simulation
for GMx (which includes system parameter variability) is close, but not identical, to the
P(D|GMx) curve for the base model. The small effect of the system parameter variability
can be explained using Figure 6.15, which shows that the variation of θr as the sample
model varies is small for Sa(T,5%) < 2.5g, but the variation of θr as the sample model
varies increases for Sa(T,5%) > 2.5g. However, for Sa(T,5%) > 2.5g the θr values are
large enough so that Fθr,D(θrx,i) ≈ 1, therefore, the variation of θr at Sa(T,5%) > 2.5g
does not cause a significant difference between P(D|GMx, IM) for the MC simulation for
GMx, calculated using Equation (6.25), and P(D|GMx, IM) for the base model and GMx.
P(D|GMx, IM) for the base model is calculated by evaluating Fθr,D(θrx,BM) where θrx,BM is
the θr value obtained from the one-to-one relationship between θr and IM using the IDA
curve for the base model and GMx (i.e., from Equation (6.23) where EDPx,BM = θrx,BM and
the subscript BM refers to the base model).
The remainder of this section discusses a modification to Fθr,D to enables the uncertain
effects of system parameter variability, in addition to the epistemic uncertainty associated
with the demolition DS to be included in the modified Fθr,D based on the GM subset MC
simulation results. The modified Fθr,D is denoted by Fθr,D,MDL which is treated as unknown.
The random variable for Fθr,D,MDL is denoted by θr,D,MDL. To be useful, Fθr,D,MDL is de-
fined so that when evaluated at θrx,BM , the resulting probability is equivalent to the result
from Equation (6.25). Therefore, Fθr,D,MDL is estimated by setting P(D|GMx, IM) equal to
Fθr,D,MDL(θrx,BM) and then finding Fθr,D,MDL from the results, as follows:
P(D|GMx, IM) = Fθr,D,MDL(θrx,BM) (6.26)
where the value of P(D|GMx, IM) at each IM is determined from Equation (6.25) and the
value of θrx,BM at each IM is determined using the one-to-one relationship between θr and
IM for GMx and the base model (symbolically stated as θrx,BM = f cnx,BM(IM)).
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Once Fθr,D,MDL is determined it can be used for all GMl of the GM set. Note that the
dispersion in Fθr,D is due to the epistemic uncertainty in the demolition DS, while the dis-
persion in Fθr,D,MDL is due to: (i) the epistemic uncertainty in the demolition DS; and (ii)
the effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty. While modeling un-
certainty is not considered in the present example, the procedure for including modeling
uncertainty is exactly the same as the procedure for including system parameter variability,
as shown in this section.
It is possible to plot the P(D|GMx) values from Equation (6.25) versus the θrx,BM values
from θrx,BM = f cnx,BM(IM), at each IM, as shown for GMx = Rio-270 in Figure 6.22 by
the “X” symbols. An estimation of Fθr,D,MDL can be determined by fitting a CDF to the
θrx,BM and P(D|GMx, IM) pairs shown by the “X” sumbols in Figure 6.22. It is assumed
that Fθr,D,MDL follows a lognormal distribution, the same as Fθr,D . The fitted lognormal CDF
and Fθr,D are also plotted in Figure 6.22. It can be seen in Figure 6.22 that, as expected, the
fitted lognormal CDF has a larger dispersion compared to Fθr,D . This larger dispersion is a
result of the system parameter variability included in the GMx MC simulation.
The fitted lognormal CDF shown in Figure 6.22 is a solution for the unknown Fθr,D,MDL
from Equation (6.26), found using only the GMx MC simulation results for GMx = RIO-
270. This solution does not consider the GMx MC simulation results for other GMx of
the GM subset. Therefore, the fitted lognormal CDF based on the MC simulation results
for GMx is denoted by Fˆθr,D,MDL,x . The “ ˆhat” symbol above F shows that it is an estimate
of Fθr,D,MDL,x . The random variable for Fθr,D,MDL,x is θr,D,MDL for GMx which is denoted by
θr,D,MDL,x. A solution for Fˆθr,D,MDL,x was determined for each GMx of the GM subset and the
results are shown in Figures 6.23 through 6.26. It can be seen that the difference between
Fθr,D and each Fˆθr,D,MDL,x is small. Such a small difference is mainly due to the small sensi-
tivity of θr to the variation of random system parameters (i.e., ∆Oi, LL). Looking at Figures
6.22 through 6.26, it can be said that the contribution of system parameter variability to
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Figure 6.22: Estimating Fθr,D,MDL,x for GMx = RIO-270
the dispersion of Fˆθr,D,MDL,x is considerably smaller than the contribution of the epistemic
uncertainty included in the original demolition DS fragility Fθr,D .
The median and the logarithmic standard deviation of θr,D,MDL,x for the five GMs of
the GM subset are given in Table 6.2. As assumed in Chapter 5, the median of θr,D is
0.01 and logarithmic standard deviation of θr,D is 0.3. Comparing the logarithmic standard
deviations given in Table 6.2 with the logarithmic standard deviation of θr,D, it can be
seen that the effect of including the system parameter variability is small. The difference
between the median values of θr,D,MDL,x and the median value of θr,D is also small. No
clear trend of increase or decrease in the median θr,D,MDL,x values can be observed from
Table 6.2. Some median θr,D,MDL,x values are slightly smaller and some are slightly larger
than the median θr,D value.
The Fˆθr,D,MDL,x , determined for the five GMx of the GM subset were used to estimate
Fθr,D,MDL which can be used for all GMl of the GM set. Since the median θr,D,MDL,x values
are similar to the median θr,D value for five GMx of the GM subset, the median θr,D,MDL is
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Figure 6.26: Estimating Fθr,D,MDL,x for GMx = ICC-000
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Table 6.2: Median and dispersion of θr,D,MDL,x for the GMs of the GM subset
GMx med θr,D,MDL,x σlnθr,D,MDL,x
TMZ-270 0.00998 0.311
TCU045-E 0.00973 0.300
ABBAR-T 0.0104 0.387
ICC-000 0.0102 0.314
RIO-270 0.00966 0.391
selected to be the same as the median θr,D, i.e., median θr,D,MDL = 0.01. An estimate of the
dispersion for θr,D,MDL is also required to define Fθr,D,MDL . One choice is the expected value
(mean value) of the σlnθr,D,MDL,x values given in Table 6.2, i.e., which is 0.341. Another
choice is to conservatively use the maximum value of σlnθr,D,MDL,x from Table 6.2, which
is 0.391. Both of these values were used to generate an estimate of Fθr,D,MDL (denoted by
Fˆθr,D,MDL) to evaluate P(D) using all GMl of the GM set as follows:
P(D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
Fˆθr,D,MDL(θrl,BM) ·P(GMl) (6.27)
where θrl,BM is the θr value obtained from structural response analysis for GMl and the base
model.
Figure 6.27 shows the effect of including system parameter variability on the demolition
DS fragility by comparing the results for the base model (i.e., without system parameter
variability) and the result developed using Equation (6.27) (i.e., with system parameter
variability). The two demolition fragility curves (with and without system parameter vari-
ability) are so close to each other, that it is difficult to see their difference in Figure 6.27. To
show the effect of including system parameter variability on the demolition fragility curve
in Figure 6.27, a demolition fragility curve is developed using an arbitrary σˆlnθr,D,MDL value
of 0.9 and is shown in Figure 6.27 for comparison. As expected, the effect of the signifi-
cant increase in σˆlnθr,D,MDL is a slight increase in the dispersion of the demolition fragility
function.
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The small difference between the demolition fragility curves with and without system
parameter variability (shown in Figure 6.27) is due to two main reasons: (i) the expected
value or the maximum value of σˆlnθr,D,MDL (i.e., 0.341 or 0.391) is not much larger than
σlnθr,D = 0.3; and (ii) the small increase in σˆlnθr,D,MDL is small compared to the effect of
RTR variability in the structural response. The RTR variability in the structural response is
included when all GMl of the full Far-Field GM set are considered in Equation (6.27).
6.4.2 Estimating brace DS fragility functions with system
parameter variability
Similar to the demolition DS, the brace DS fragility functions (i.e., F∆Or,DS,1 and F∆Or,DS,2) can
be modified using the GM subset MC simulation results to include the system parameter
variability in addition to the epistemic uncertainty associated with each brace DS. The
system parameter variability can be included in the probability of exceeding the EDP limit
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value for the nth DS based on the results of the GMx MC simulation as follows:
P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) = P(∆Or ≥ ∆Or,DS,n|GMx, IM)
= ∑
all MDLi
P(∆Or ≥ ∆Or,DS,n|MDLi,GMx, IM) ·P(MDLi|GMx, IM) (6.28)
where P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) is the probability of exceeding the EDP limit value for the nth
brace DS for GMx, at a given IM value. P(∆Or ≥∆Or,DS,n|MDLi,GMx, IM) can be evaluated
by F∆Or,DS,n(∆Orx,i), where F∆Or,DS,n is the n
th brace DS fragility function. Subscripts x and
i show that ∆Orx,i is obtained using the one-to-one relationship between ∆Or and IM from
the IDA results (i.e., the IDA curve) developed for GMx and MDLi. Assuming that the
system parameter variability is independent of GMx and IM, P(MDLi|GMx, IM) simplifies
to P(MDLi), and Equation 6.28 can be written as follows:
P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
F∆Or,DS,n(∆Orx,i) ·P(MDLi) (6.29)
Similar to the demolition fragility function, the objective is to modify F∆Or,DS,n in a
way that includes the uncertain effects of system parameter variability, in addition to the
epistemic uncertainty associated with the nth brace DS, using the GM subset MC simulation
results. The modified F∆Or,DS,n is denoted by F∆Or,DS,MDL,n which is unknown and needs to
be determined. The random variable for F∆Or,DS,MDL,n is denoted by ∆Or,DS,MDL,n. To be
useful, F∆Or,DS,MDL,n is defined so that when evaluated at ∆Orx,BM , the resulting probability
is equivalent to the result from Equation (6.29). Therefore, F∆Or,DS,MDL,n is estimated by
setting P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) equal to F∆Or,DS,MDL,n(∆Orx,BM) and then finding F∆Or,DS,MDL,n from
the results, as follows:
P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) = F∆Or,DS,MDL,n(∆Orx,BM) (6.30)
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where the value of P(BrDS,n|GMx, IM) at each IM is determined from Equation (6.29) and
the value of ∆Orx,BM at each IM is determined using the one-to-one relationship between
∆Or and IM for GMx and the base model (symbolically stated as ∆Orx,BM = f cnx,BM(IM)).
Once F∆Or,DS,MDL,n is determined it can be used for all GMl of the full Far-Field GM set.
Note that the dispersion in F∆Or,DS,n is due to the epistemic uncertainty in the EDP limit
value for the nth brace DS, while the dispersion in F∆Or,DS,MDL,n is due to: (i) the epistemic
uncertainty in the EDP limit value for the nth brace DS; and (ii) the effect of system pa-
rameter variability. While modeling uncertainty is not considered in the present example,
the procedure for including modeling uncertainty is exactly the same as the procedure for
including system parameter variability.
The P(BrDS,1|GMx) values obtained from Equation (6.29) are plotted against the ∆Orx,BM
values obtained from ∆Orx,BM = f cnx,BM(IM), at each IM for the third story braces of
9SCBF archetype building and GMx = TMZ-270 in Figure 6.28, shown by the “X” sym-
bols. Also shown in Figure 6.28 is the fitted lognormal CDF to the results and F∆Or,DS,1 . The
small difference between the fitted lognormal CDF and F∆Or,DS,1 shows that effect of the
system parameter variability is negligible on the first DS (corresponding to brace straight-
ening) for the third story braces for GMx = TMZ-270. It can be seen from Figure 6.28 that
the P(BrDS,1|GMx) values are mostly close to 0 and 1 and there is only one data point with
0 < P(BrDS,1|GMx) < 1. This result can be explained using Figure 6.16, where the ∆Or
values are either zero (i.e., no residual out-of-plane displacement) or are large enough for
which F∆Or,Ds,1(∆Or)≈ 1. There is only one ∆Or values for which 0 < F∆Or,Ds,1(∆Or)< 1.
Similarly, P(BrDS,2|GMx) values for the second brace DS (corresponding to brace re-
placement) are plotted against the ∆Orx,BM values for the third story braces and GMx =
TMZ-270 in Figure 6.29, shown by the “X” symbols. Also shown in Figure 6.29 is the
fitted lognormal CDF to the results (i.e., Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,2) and F∆Or,DS,2 . The difference between
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Figure 6.28: Estimating F∆Or,DS,1,MDL,x for (brace straightening of) third story braces and
GMx = TMZ-270: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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F∆Or,DS,2 and the fitted lognormal CDF is small for the left side brace. This small differ-
ence is due to the small variability of the ∆Or values over the approximate range of at
1g < Sa(T,5%)< 2.25g, as shown in Figure 6.16(a).
The variation of the ∆Orx,i values in the regions where F∆Or,DS,2(∆Orx,i) ≈ 0 or 1 (i.e.,
at the tail regions of F∆Or,DS,2), does not affect the P(BrDS,2|GMx) values from Equation
(6.29) because of the small sensitivity of F∆Or,DS,2 in those regions. Therefore, although the
variation of the ∆Orx,i values increases in the range of 2.25g < Sa(T,5%) < 3g in Figure
6.16(a), the difference between the P(BrDS,2|GMx) values from Equation (6.29) and F∆Or,DS,2
evaluated at ∆Orx,BM in the range of 2.25g < Sa(T,5%)< 3g is small. As a result, the fitted
lognormal CDF (i.e., Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,2) is close to F∆Or,DS,2 for the left side third story brace of the
9SCBF archetype building, as shown in Figure 6.29(a).
The difference between the fitted lognormal CDF (i.e., Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,2) and F∆Or,DS,2 is not
small for the right side third story brace of the 9SCBF archetype building, as shown in
Figure 6.29(b). Looking at Figure 6.16(b), it can be seen that variation of the ∆Orx,i values
increase as IM increases. The variation of ∆Orx,i becomes considerable when Sa(T,5%) ≈
2.5g. This variation of the ∆Orx,i values at Sa(T,5%) ≥ 2.5g causes a considerable differ-
ence between the P(BrDS,2|GMx) values from Equation (6.29) and F∆Or,DS,2(∆Orx,BM). This
considerable difference is the main contributor to the observed difference between the fitted
lognormal CDF (i.e., Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,2) and F∆Or,DS,2 in Figure 6.29(b).
An interesting observation from Figure 6.16(b) at Sa(T,5%) ≥ 2.5g is the decreased
amplitude of the ∆Or values for the right side brace and the increased ∆Or values for the left
side brace, as the IM increases. This result indicates that while both the left side and right
side braces buckle at Sa(T,5%)≥ 2.5g, the buckling is more severe for the left side brace.
Note that while the ∆Orx,i values for the right side brace decreases at Sa(T,5%)≥ 2.5g, they
are away from the tail regions of F∆Or,DS,2 and therefore P(BrDS,2|GMx) is sensitive to this
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Figure 6.29: Estimating F∆Or,DS,,2,MDL,x for (brace replacement of) third story braces and
GMx = TMZ-270: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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variation of ∆Orx,i values.
The P(BrDS,1|GMx) and ∆Orx,BM values are plotted and the fitted lognormal CDF (i.e.,
Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,1) is shown for the first DS (corresponding to brace straightening) of the third
story braces and the remaining GMx of the GM subset in Figures 6.30 through 6.33.
The P(BrDS,2|GMx) and ∆Orx,BM values are plotted and the fitted lognormal CDF (i.e.,
Fˆ∆Or,DS,MDL,2) is shown for the second DS (corresponding to brace replacement) of the third
story braces and the remaining GMx of the GM subset in Figures 6.34 through 6.37. It can
be seen that for most GMx of the GM subset the difference between the fitted lognormal
CDF and F∆Or,DS,n is significant. In many cases the fitted lognormal CDF is not a reasonable
fit to the P(BrDS,n|GMx) and ∆Orx,BM data. The main reason for a large difference between
the fitted lognormal CDF and the P(BrDS,n|GMx) and ∆Orx,BM data is the large variability of
the ∆Orx,i values due to the variability of random system parameters as was discussed above
for GMx = TMZ-270 using Figure 6.16.
One reason for poor fit to the P(BrDS,n|GMx) data is the considerable difference be-
tween the ∆Orx,BM value and the median of ∆Orx,i values. For example, in Figures 6.19(a)
and 6.20(a) it can be seen that at some IM values, the ∆Orx,BM value is close to zero (i.e.,
indicating no residual deformation due to buckling for the base model) while ∆Orx,i values
vary over a large range, between values corresponding to no damage and values corre-
sponding to 100% probability of brace replacement. In such cases, using ∆Orx,BM ≈ 0 and
a non-zero P(BrDS,n|GMx) value from Equation (6.29) in the data used to fit a lognormal
CDF, results in an unreliable estimation for Fˆ∆Or,DS,n,MDL .
The large variability of the ∆Orx,i values due to the variability of the random system
parameters (i.e., ∆Oi and LL) makes it impractical to estimate the effect of the system
parameter variability in F∆Or,DS,n by fitting a lognormal CDF to the P(BrDS,n|GMx) versus
∆Orx,BM data. For the example of brace damage (with the initial brace out-of-straightness as
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a random system parameter), a full MC simulation is needed to study the effect of system
parameter variability on the probability of damage scenarios which include brace damage.
Equation 6.6 can be used to evaluate the probability of such damage scenarios using the
results of the full MC simulation.
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Figure 6.30: Estimating F∆Or,DS,1,MDL,x for (brace straightening of) third story braces and
GMx = TCU045-E: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.31: Estimating F∆Or,DS,1,MDL,x for (brace straightening of) third story braces and
GMx = ABBAR-T: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.32: Estimating F∆Or,DS,1,MDL,x for (brace straightening of) third story braces and
GMx = ICC-000: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.33: Estimating F∆Or,DS,1,MDL,x for (brace straightening of) third story brace and
GMx = RIO-270: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.34: Estimating F∆Or,DS,2,MDL,x for (brace replacement of) third story braces and
GMx = TCU045-E: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.35: Estimating F∆Or,DS,2,MDL,x for (brace replacement of) third story braces and
GMx = ABBAR-T: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.36: Estimating F∆Or,DS,2,MDL,x for (brace replacement of) third story braces and
GMx = ICC-000: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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Figure 6.37: Estimating F∆Or,DS,2,MDL,x for (brace replacement of) third story brace and
GMx = RIO-270: (a) left side brace; and (b) right side brace
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6.4.3 Estimating collapse DS fragility function with system
parameter variability
The effect of system parameter variability is estimated for the collapse DS by fitting a
lognormal CDF to the GMx MC simulation results. In contrast to the demolition DS and
brace DS (which are quantified using a single fragility function to express the random EDP
limit value for the DS, such as Fθr,D(θr)), the probability of collapse at various IM values
for an individual IDA curve is quantified using the IM-based collapse fragility function (see
Section 5.5). As stated previously, two criteria are used to establish collapse: (i) a reduction
in the slope of the Sa(T,5%) versus θm IDA curves; and (ii) a maximum story drift ratio,
θm, of 0.1. The slope reduction criterion is defined in a probabilistic manner for each IDA
curve as discussed in Chapter 5.
The probability of collapse at a given IM value for an individual IDA curve can be
stated as P(IM ≥ IMC) using the IM-based method for quantifying collapse (see Section
5.5). IMC is the IM limit value that separates the non-collapse DS from the collapse DS
and is defined as a random variable. P(IM ≥ IMC) can be quantified by FIMC(IM), where
FIMC is the collapse fragility function (i.e., CDF of IMC). As mentioned previously, an
IM versus EDP (Sa(T,5%) versus θm) IDA curve is plotted for each numerical model and
GM pair. Since the collapse fragility function is defined for each IDA curve separately,
FIMC is expressed as FIMC,x,i for the IDA curve plotted for each given GMx and numerical
model MDLi. Similarly, FIMC,x,BM is the collapse fragility function defined for the IDA curve
plotted for GMx and the base model. Therefore, the probability of collapse for GMx and a
sample model MDLi at a given IM value can be quantified as follows:
P(C|MDLi,GMx, IM) = P(IM ≥ IMC|MDLi,GMx, IM) = FIMC,x,i(IM) (6.31)
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The system parameter variability can be included in P(C|GMx) at any given IM value,
using the GMx MC simulation results as follows:
P(C|GMx, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
P(C|MDLi,GMx, IM) ·P(MDLi|GMx, IM) (6.32)
Assuming that the random system parameter values, for which the numerical model MDLi
is developed, are independent of GMx and IM, P(MDLi|GMx, IM) simplifies to P(MDLi).
Substituting for P(C|MDLi,GMx, IM) from Equation (6.31), Equation (6.32) can be written
as follows:
P(C|GMx, IM) = ∑
all MDLi
FIMC,x,i(IM) ·P(MDLi) (6.33)
Equation (6.33) is one term from the summation over all GMl in Equation (6.14). The
subscript l is replaced by subscript x, to refer to an individual GM from the GM subset.
Similar to the approach taken for the demolition DS and the brace DS , the approach
here is to include the effect of the system parameter variability on the collapse DS fragility
function by modifying FIMC to represent the effect of the system parameter variability in
addition to the epistemic uncertainty associated with the collapse criteria. The modified
FIMC is denoted by FIMC,MDL . Similar to the demolition DS and brace DS, FIMC,MDL can be
estimated by fitting a CDF to the P(C|GMx, IM) values calculated using Equation (6.33)
and the GM subset MC simulation results.
The probability of collapse for each individual GMx of the GM subset is shown in part
(a) of Figures 6.38 through 6.42 for the individual sample models and the base model.
These probabilities are calculated using Equation (6.31). Also shown in part (a) of Figures
6.38 through 6.42, are the P(C|GMx, IM) values, calculated using Equation (6.33) and the
GMx MC simulation results. It can be seen that the effect of including system parameter
variability is slight increase in the dispersion of P(C|GMx) from the GMx MC simulation
compared to P(C|GMx) from the base model (i.e., without system parameter variability).
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The effect of including system parameter variability on the results for the collapse DS is
different for different GMx. For example, P(C|GMx) is identical for the base model and
the sample models (and therefore for the GMx MC simulation) for GMx = TCU045-E as
shown in Figure 6.39(a). The identical P(C|GMx) values for the base model and the sample
models are due to the small sensitivity of the collapse DS under GMx = TCU045-E to the
variation of random system parameters as shown in Figure 6.3. The 75% and 85% slope
reduction limits occur at the same Sa(T,5%) value for GMx = TCU045-E, for the base
model and the sample models. Therefore, the variation of random system parameters does
not change the collapse fragility function for GMx = TCU045-E, i.e., FIMC,x,BM = FIMC,x,i .
Part (b) of Figures 6.38 through 6.42 show the fitted lognormal CDF to the GMx MC
simulation results from Equation (6.33). Also shown in Part (b) of Figures 6.38 through
6.42 is FIMC,x,BM , based on the IDA curve for GMx and the base model. As discussed in
Chapter 5, FIMC,x,BM is a uniform CDF that starts from 0 at the IM value corresponding to
75% slope reduction and increases linearly to 1.0 at the IM value corresponding to 85%
slope reduction. The probability distribution for the fitted CDF to the GMx MC simula-
tion results is assumed to be lognormal. The fitted lognormal CDF includes the epistemic
uncertainty due to the collapse criteria and the uncertainty due to the system parameter
variability. The fitted lognormal CDF is in fact estimation of FIMC,MDL,x for the IDA results
for GMx and is denoted by FˆIMC,MDL,x .
From part (b) of Figures 6.38 through 6.42, it can be seen that for most GMx the fitted
lognormal CDF (i.e., FˆIMC,MDL,x) is close to FIMC,x,BM . This result is due to the small sen-
sitivity of the collapse DS to the variation of the random system parameters. For GMx =
RIO-270, however, the difference between FˆIMC,MDL,x and FIMC,x,BM is not small as it can
be seen in Figure 6.42(b). The dispersion of FˆIMC,MDL,x is larger than that of FIMC,x,BM for
GMx = RIO-270 and the median value of IMC,MDL,x (the underlying random variable for
FIMC,MDL,x) is different than the median value of IMC,x,BM (the underlying random variable
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Figure 6.38: Probability of collapse for GMx = TMZ-270: (a) for base model, sample
models, and GMx MC simulation results; and (b) estimating the effect of system parameter
variability by fitting lognormal CDF to GMx MC simulation results
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Figure 6.39: Probability of collapse for GMx = TCU045-E: (a) for base model, sample
models, and GMx MC simulation results; and (b) estimating the effect of system parameter
variability by fitting lognormal CDF to GMx MC simulation results
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Figure 6.40: Probability of collapse for GMx = ABBAR-T: (a) for base model, sample
models, and GMx MC simulation results; and (b) estimating the effect of system parameter
variability by fitting lognormal CDF to GMx MC simulation results
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Figure 6.41: Probability of collapse for GMx = ICC-000: (a) for base model, sample mod-
els, and GMx MC simulation results; and (b) estimating the effect of system parameter
variability by fitting lognormal CDF to GMx MC simulation results
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Figure 6.42: Probability of collapse for GMx = RIO-270: (a) for base model, sample mod-
els, and GMx MC simulation results; and (b) estimating the effect of system parameter
variability by fitting lognormal CDF to GMx MC simulation results
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Table 6.3: Median and dispersion of FˆIMC,MDL,x and FIMC,x,BM
GMx med IMC,MDL,x med IMC,x,BM σln IMC,MDL,x σIMC,x,BM
(g) (g)
TMZ-270 2.85 2.85 0.026 0.011
TCU045-E 1.97 2.02 0.007 0
ABBAR-T 1.12 1.14 0.053 0
ICC-000 1.62 1.64 0.013 0.019
RIO-270 2.68 2.57 0.043 0
for FIMC,x,BM ). For the other GMx of the GM subset, the median value of IMC,MDL,x is
close to the median value of IMC,x,BM. The median value and logarithmic standard devia-
tion of IMC,MDL,x and the median value and dispersion of IMC,x,BM are given in Table 6.3.
σIMC,x,BM is zero for GMx = TCU045-E, ABBAR-T, and RIO-270, as shown in Table 6.3.
σIMC,x,BM = 0 occurs when the IMC corresponding to 75% slope reduction is the same as the
IMC corresponding to 85% slope reduction.
As stated previously, the collapse fragility function is determined for each IDA curve
separately, corresponding to a given GMx and MDLi. As a result, the median IMC,x,BM
values are different for each GMx as shown in Table 6.3. To use the GM subset MC sim-
ulation results as the basis for estimating the effect of system parameter variability for
each GMl of the Far-Field GM set, it is assumed that the median IMC,l,BM values are the
same as IMC,MDL,l as developed in Chapter 5 without system parameter variability and the
σIMC,l,BM values increase when system parameter variability is included. It should be noted
that IMC,l,BM is the random variable for FIMC,l,BM , defined for GMl and the base model as
shown in Chapter 5. IMC,l,BM follows a uniform probability distribution between the IMC
value at 75% slope reduction and the IMC value at 85% slope reduction on the (Sa(T,5%)
versus θm) IDA curve for GMl and the base model. IMC,MDL,l , however, is the random vari-
able for FIMC,MDL,l and follows a lognormal probability distribution. The median value of
IMC,MDL,l is assumed to be the same as the median value of IMC,l,BM for each GMl , while
the standard deviation of IMC,MDL,l is assumed to be greater than the standard deviation of
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Figure 6.43: Probability of collapse (C) with system parameter variability
IMC,l,BM (due to the system parameter variability).
The GM subset MC simulation results are used to estimate the dispersion for IMC,MDL,l .
In this study it is observed that the σˆln IMC,MDL,x values (shown in Table 6.3) are small com-
pared to the other DS fragilities (e.g., σlnθr,D = 0.3). Treating σˆln IMC,MDL,x as a random
variable itself, both the expected value for σˆln IMC,MDL,x (i.e., 0.028) and the maximum value
for σˆln IMC,MDL,x (i.e., 0.043) from Table 6.3 are used to estimate FIMC,MDL,l for all GMl of
the Far-Field GM subset. Figure 6.43 shows P(C) calculated using the Far-Field GM set.
It can be seen that P(C) for the base model (i.e., without system parameter variability) is
very close to P(C) with system parameter variability when σˆln IMC,MDL,l = 0.028 or 0.043
are used. The small difference between the two curves is expected as the collapse DS was
not observed to be sensitive to the variation of random system parameters.
P(C) was also calculated using σˆln IMC,MDL,l = 0.3 for all GMl of the Far-Field GM set,
for comparison, and is shown in Figure 6.43. The σˆln IMC,MDL,l value of 0.3 is approximately
10 times greater than the σˆln IMC,MDL,l value of 0.028. It can be seen that this increase in
the standard deviation of IMC,MDL,l increases the dispersion of P(C). This increase in the
dispersion of P(C) is not considerable compared to the total dispersion of P(C) for the
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base model. Note that the total dispersion of P(C) for the base model is mainly due to
the record-to-record (RTR) variability in structural response. Therefore, the contribution of
RTR variability to the total dispersion of P(C) is considerably greater than the contribution
of system parameter variability to the total dispersion of P(C).
6.4.4 Effect of system parameter variability on NC∩D damage
scenario fragility
The effect of system parameter variability on the NC∩D damage scenario fragility is shown
in Figure 6.44. It can be seen that effect of including the system parameter variability on
the NC ∩D damage scenario fragility is not significant. This result is due to the small
effect of the system parameter variability on both the collapse DS and the demolition DS.
In general, the NC∩D damage scenario fragility increases from zero at small IM values,
reaches a maximum point, and then decreases to zero for large IM values. The left tail of
the NC∩D damage scenario fragility at small IM values is affected more by the demolition
DS, since the probability of non-collapse (NC) is close to 1 at small IM values. The right
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Figure 6.44: Probability of non-collapse with demolition (NC∩D) with system parameter
variability
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tail of the NC∩D damage scenario fragility is affected more by the collapse DS, since the
probability of demolition (D) is close to 1 at large IM values. The region between the tails
where the peak of the NC∩D fragility occurs, is affected by both the collapse DS and the
demolition DS.
The effect of including the system parameter variability on the NC∩D damage scenario
fragility is shown for the collapse DS and the demolition DS separately in Figure 6.45. The
σˆln IMC,MDL,l = 0.3 and σˆlnθr,D,MDL = 0.9 used to generate the results shown in Figure 6.45 are
considerably larger than the values estimated using the GM subset MC simulation results,
and used to illustrate the effect of system parameter variability on the NC∩D fragility. It
can be seen that when the system parameter variability is included only for the demolition
DS, the effect is more evident around the left tail of the NC∩D damage scenario fragility
at small IM values, as shown in Figure 6.45(a). When the system parameter variability
is included only for the collapse DS, the effect is more evident around the right tail of
NC ∩D damage scenario fragility at large IM values, as shown in Figure 6.45(b). The
left tail of the NC ∩D fragility corresponds to IM values at the DBE and MCE hazard
levels. Therefore, considering the system parameter variability in the demolition DS can
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Figure 6.45: Effect of including system parameter variability on NC∩D damage scenario
fragility: (a) σˆlnθr,D,MDL = 0.9 with no system parameter variability for collapse DS; and (b)
σˆln IMC,MDL,l = 0.3 with no system parameter variability for demolition DS
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increase the probability of NC∩D damage scenario at the the DBE and MCE hazard levels.
However, as shown in Figure 6.44, the effect appears to be small.
6.5 Summary and Findings
The effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty is included in the dam-
age scenario tree analysis (DSTA) framework. A Monte Carlo (MC) simulation approach
is taken and sampling of the ground motion records and sampling of the random system
and modeling parameters are conducted in two separate processes. The results of MC sim-
ulation in the form of incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) results, conducted using the
sampled ground motion records and the random system parameter values, are combined
using an approach similar to the record-by-record approach presented in Chapter 5. The
probability of a damage scenario is determined for each ground motion record using the
MC simulation results for the given ground motion record. The probabilities for individual
ground motion records are then combined to determine the total probability for the damage
scenario.
The approach is demonstrated by conducting MC simulation using a subset of the full
FEMA P695 Far-Field ground motion record set. The initial out-of-straightness of the
braces of the 9SCBF archetype building and the live load acting on each floor of the 9SCBF
archetype building are used as random system parameters and sampled using the Latin
Hypercube technique. Numerical models are developed for each set of sampled values for
the random system parameters. MC simulation is performed using the sampled ground
motion records and sampled random system parameters.
It is observed that the variation of the maximum story drift ratio and maximum (over
all stories) residual story drift ratio due to the variation of the random system parameters
is small. The variation of the brace residual out-of-straightness (∆Or) due to the variation
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of the random system parameters is observed to be considerable. The effect of including
the system parameter variability is observed to be slight increase in the dispersion of the
probability of collapse and demolition.
An approximate method for including the effect of system parameter variability ob-
served from the MC simulation results for the subset of ground motions is presented. The
damage state (DS) fragility functions are modified to include the uncertainty due to the
system parameter variability in addition to the epistemic uncertainty associated with the
DS. A modified demolition fragility function is developed using the MC simulation re-
sults for subset of the ground motions. The difference between the modified demolition
fragility function and the unmodified demolition fragility function (which does not include
uncertainty due to the system parameter variability) is observed to be small.
It is observed that modifying the brace DS fragility functions to include the uncertainty
due to the system parameter variability was not practical for all cases. The large vari-
ability in the ∆Or values due to the variability in the random system parameters leads to
unreasonable (and incorrect) modified brace DS fragility functions. The main reason for
the inaccuracy is that the ∆Or values for the numerical model with median values of the
random system parameters were considerably different from the median ∆Or values for the
sample numerical models.
The IM-based collapse fragility function is modified to include the uncertainty due to
the system parameter variability using the MC simulation results for the subset of ground
motions. The effect of the system parameter variability on the collapse DS fragility function
is observed to be a small increase of the dispersion in the collapse damage scenario fragility
curve.
The effect of system parameter variability is studied on the non-collapse with demoli-
tion (NC∩D) damage scenario, using the modified collapse and demolition fragility func-
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tions. It is observed that the effect of the system parameter variability on the demolition
fragility function is more evident for the NC∩D damage scenario at small IM values; and
the effect of the system parameter variability on the collapse fragility function is more
evident for the NC∩D damage scenario at large IM values.
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Chapter 7
Comparison of Damage Scenario Fragilities for SCBF and
SC-CBF Archetype Buildings
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the damage scenario fragilities are presented for all archetype buildings
described in Chapter 3. The fragilities are based on the damage scenario tree analysis
(DSTA) technique presented in Chapter 5. Specifically, the damage scenarios shown in
Figure 5.4 are of interest. Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) results were used to conduct
the DSTA.
For the system level damage assessment, the damage state (DS) of building collapse is
considered as discussed in Chapter 5. The maximum story drift ratio, θm, is used as the
EDP to establish the collapse points on the individual IDA curves. The collapse point for
an IDA curve is based on two criteria: (i) the reduction in the slope of the IDA curve; and
(ii) θm reaching a limit value of 0.10. For the slope reduction criterion, the reduction in the
slope of an individual Sa(T,5%) versus θm curve from the IDA, is quantified with respect
to the median of the initial slopes of the IDA curves for the record set, denoted by Se, as
defined by FEMA [22], and explained previously in Chapter 3.
The slope reduction collapse criterion is a probabilistic criterion as described in Chapter
5. Two bounding slope reduction values of 75% and 85% are used to defined three ranges
of slope reduction: (i) collapse has not occurred if the slope reduction is less than 75% (i.e.,
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the slope is greater than or equal to 0.25 Se); (ii) collapse may occur if the slope reduction
is greater than or equal to 75% and less than 85% (i.e., the slope is less than or equal to
0.25 Se and greater than 0.15 Se); and (iii) collapse has occurred with certainty if the slope
reduction is greater than or equal to 85% (i.e., the slope is less than or equal to 0.15 Se).
The probability of collapse is quantified using the IM-based method as presented in
Section 5.5. It is assumed that the IM value at collapse, IMC, is uniformly distributed
between the IM values corresponding to the 75% and 85% slope reduction. Therefore,
the IM-based collapse fragility function FIMC is defined for each individual IDA curve
(developed for a ground motion record and an archetype building) as shown in Figure
5.15(b).
For the subsystem level damage assessment, the SLFRS of the archetype buildings (i.e.,
the SCBF or the SC-CBF) is the only subsystem that is considered, as shown in the example
in Chapter 5. Two DS, corresponding to non-demolition and demolition of the building,
are considered for the SLFRS of the archetype buildings. The damage to the SLFRS of the
archetype buildings is quantified using an EDP-based method, where the maximum (over
all stories) residual story drift ratio, θr, is the EDP. Demolition is quantified using the θr
limit value, θr,D. The demolition fragility function Fθr,D is based on a lognormal distribution
for θr,D with the median and logarithmic standard deviation for θr,D as given in Table 5.1.
At the component level, damage to the braces of the SCBF and SC-CBF are considered.
Three DS are considered for each brace: (i) no damage (brace DS 0), corresponding to no
repair action (denoted by NR); (ii) brace DS 1, corresponding to the brace straightening
repair action (denoted by BS); and (iii) brace DS 2, corresponding to the brace replace-
ment repair action (denoted by BR). The brace DS are quantified using an EDP-based
method, where the normalized brace residual out-of-plane deformation, denoted by ∆Or, is
the EDP. The three brace DS are separated using two ∆Or limit values ∆Or,DS,1 and ∆Or,DS,2.
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Two brace DS fragility functions F∆Or,DS,1 and F∆Or,DS,2 are used to quantify the probability
of exceeding the ∆Or limit values of ∆Or,DS,1 and ∆Or,DS,2, respectively. The median and
logarithmic standard deviation of ∆Or,DS,1 and ∆Or,DS,2 are given in Table 5.1.
Five damage scenarios are considered for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings:
(i) building collapse, C; (ii) non-collapse with demolition, NC∩D; (iii) non-collapse with
non-demolition and no brace repair, NC∩ND∩NR; (iv) non-collapse with non-demolition
and brace straightening, NC ∩ND∩ BS; and (v) non-collapse with non-demolition and
brace replacement, NC∩ND∩BR. In addition, the possibility of damage to the PT bars of
the SC-CBF archetype buildings is considered. Fragilities for damage scenarios involving
damage to the PT bars are presented in Section 7.6.
P(C|IM) is calculated using Equation (5.21) as follows:
P(C|IM) = ∑
all GMl
FIMC,l(IM) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.1)
P(NC∩D) is calculated using Equation (5.23) as follows:
P(NC∩D|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) ·Fθr,D(θrl) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.2)
where Fθr,D,l in Equation (5.23) is replaced by Fθr,D since one demolition fragility function
(i.e., Fθr,D) is used for all ground motion records. P(NC∩ND∩NR), P(NC∩ND∩BS),
and P(NC∩ND∩BR) are calculated using Equation (5.24) as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩NR|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
· (1−F∆Or,DS,1(∆Orl)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.3)
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P(NC∩ND∩BS|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
· (F∆Or,DS,1(∆Orl)−F∆Or,DS,2(∆Orl)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.4)
P(NC∩ND∩BR|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
·F∆Or,DS,2(∆Orl) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.5)
The damage scenario fragilities are developed using the IDA results for each archetype
building. To enable the fragility of the SCBF system to be comparable with the fragility of
the SC-CBF system, the fragilities for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings with the
same numbers of stories are compared in a single plot. The discussion of the damage sce-
nario fragilities for 4-story, 6-story, 9-story, and 12-story archetype buildings is presented
separately in Sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5, respectively.
7.2 Comparison of Damage Scenario Fragilities for
4-story Archetype Buildings
The damage scenario fragilities for the 4SCBF and 4SC-CBF archetype buildings are pre-
sented and discussed in this section. The C damage scenario fragility is shown in Figure 7.1.
It can be seen from Figure 7.1 that P(C) for the 4SC-CBF archetype building is smaller than
P(C) for the 4SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%) values. It can also be seen that the
Sa(T,5%) value at 50% probability of collapse is close to SˆCT = 4.68g for the 4SC-CBF
archetype building and SˆCT = 3.72g for the 4SCBF archetype building, presented previ-
ously in Chapter 4, Table 4.2, based on the performance evaluation methodology of FEMA
P695 document [23]. The P(C) values are negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels
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for the 4SCBF and 4SC-CBF archetype buildings.
The NC ∩D damage scenario fragility, calculated using Equation (7.2), is shown in
Figure 7.2 for the 4SCBF and 4SC-CBF archetype buildings. It can be seen that P(NC∩
D) for the 4SCBF archetype building starts from approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1.0g,
increases to approximately 63% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 3.0g, and then decreases to less than 10%
at Sa(T,5%)≈ 5.0g. The P(NC∩D) value for the 4SC-CBF archetype building starts from
approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%)≈ 2.0g, increases to approximately 50% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 4.3g,
and then decreases to less than 10% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 6.0g. It can clearly be seen from Figure
7.2 that the NC∩D damage scenario fragility for the 4SC-CBF archetype building is shifted
towards larger values of Sa(T,5%), compared to the 4SCBF archetype building. This shift
of the NC∩D damage scenario fragility shows that a larger Sa(T,5%) value (i.e., a more
intense GM or greater hazard) is needed to produce the same P(NC∩D) (i.e., probability of
damage leading to demolition when collapse has not occurred) for the 4SC-CBF archetype
building. It can also be seen that the maximum P(NC∩D) value is smaller for the 4SC-
CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard
levels for the 4SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value is negligible at the DBE
hazard level but is considerable at the MCE hazard level for the 4SCBF archetype building.
The brace damage scenario fragilities for the 4SCBF archetype building and the 4SC-
CBF archetype building, calculated using Equations (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5), are shown in
Figure 7.3 through Figure 7.6 for the 1st story through the 4th story, respectively. The
NC ∩ND∩NR damage scenario fragilities for all braces are shown in parts (a) and (b)
of Figure 7.3 through Figure 7.6. It can be seen that for all braces, the P(NC∩ND∩NR)
value (i.e., the probability of no damage to the braces) is greater for the 4SC-CBF archetype
building than for the 4SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%) values. For the 4SC-
CBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is approximately 100% for all
braces at the DBE hazard level and close to 100% for all braces at the MCE hazard level.
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For the 4SCBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is much lower for
the 1st and 2nd story braces at the DBE and MCE hazard levels.
The NC∩ND∩BS damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 4SCBF and 4SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (c) and (d) of Figure 7.3 through Figure 7.6.
It can be seen from Figure 7.3(c) and (d) and Figure 7.4(c) and (d) that a non-negligible
P(NC∩ND∩BS) value (i.e., a non-negligible probability of brace straightening) is seen at
a much smaller Sa(T,5%) value for the 1st and 2nd story braces of the 4SCBF archetype
building than for the 4SC-CBF archetype building. The maximum P(NC∩ND∩BS) value
for the 1st story left side brace is larger for the 4SCBF (about 25%) than for the 4SC-CBF
(about 10%). The maximum P(NC∩ND∩BS) value for the 1st story right side brace is
larger for the 4SC-CBF (about 25%) than for the 4SCBF (about 20%). The maximum
P(NC∩ND∩BS) value for the 2nd story braces is negligible for the 4SC-CBF but is non-
negligible for the 4SCBF. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible for the 3rd and 4th
story braces for the 4SC-CBF and the 4SCBF, as can be seen from Figure 7.5(c) and (d)
and Figure 7.6(c) and (d). The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE
hazard levels for all braces of the 4SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BS)
value is considerable at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st and 2nd story braces
of the 4SCBF archetype building.
The NC∩ND∩BR damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 4SCBF and 4SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (e) and (f) of Figure 7.3 through Figure 7.6.
The P(NC ∩ND∩ BR) value for the 4SC-CBF is small for the 1st story braces and is
negligible for braces at all other stories. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value for the 4SCBF is
considerable for the 1st and 2nd story braces, but is negligible for the 3rd and 4th story
braces. Therefore, it can be seen that the probability of replacing the braces is negligible for
the 4SC-CBF archetype building, while it is considerable for 1st and 2nd story braces of the
4SCBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE
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hazard levels for all the braces of the 4SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR)
value is considerable at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st and 2nd story braces
of the 4SCBF archetype building.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of C damage scenario fragility for 4-story archetype buildings
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of NC∩D damage scenario fragility for 4-story archetype build-
ings
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 1st story of 4-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 2nd story of 4-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 3rd story of 4-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 4th story of 4-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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7.3 Comparison of Damage Scenario Fragilities for
6-story Archetype Buildings
The damage scenario fragilities for the 6SCBF and 6SC-CBF archetype buildings are pre-
sented and discussed in this section. The C damage scenario fragility is shown in Figure 7.7.
It can be seen from Figure 7.7 that P(C) for the 6SC-CBF archetype building is smaller than
P(C) for the 6SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%) values. It can also be seen that the
Sa(T,5%) value at 50% probability of collapse is close to SˆCT = 4.43g for the 6SC-CBF
archetype building and SˆCT = 3.41g for the 6SCBF archetype building, presented previ-
ously in Chapter 4, Table 4.2, based on the performance evaluation methodology of FEMA
P695 document [23]. The P(C) values are negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels
for the 6SCBF and 6SC-CBF archetype buildings.
The NC ∩D damage scenario fragility, calculated using Equation (7.2), is shown in
Figure 7.8 for the 6SCBF and 6SC-CBF archetype buildings. It can be seen that P(NC∩
D) for the 6SCBF archetype building starts from approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1.0g,
increases to approximately 55% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 2.8g, and then decreases to less than 10%
at Sa(T,5%)≈ 5.0g. The P(NC∩D) value for the 6SC-CBF archetype building starts from
approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%)≈ 1.5g, increases to approximately 50% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 3.1g,
and then decreases to less than 10% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 6.0g. It can clearly be seen from Figure
7.8 that the NC∩D damage scenario fragility for the 6SC-CBF archetype building is shifted
towards larger values of Sa(T,5%), compared to the 6SCBF archetype building. This shift
of the NC∩D damage scenario fragility shows that a larger Sa(T,5%) value (i.e., a more
intense GM or greater hazard) is needed to produce the same P(NC∩D) (i.e., probability of
damage leading to demolition when collapse has not occurred) for the 6SC-CBF archetype
building. It can also be seen that the maximum P(NC∩D) value is slightly greater for
the 6SCBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE
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hazard levels for the 6SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value is negligible at the
DBE hazard level but is not negligible at the MCE hazard level for the 6SCBF archetype
building.
The brace damage scenario fragilities for the 6SCBF archetype building and the 6SC-
CBF archetype building, calculated using Equations (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5), are shown in
Figure 7.9 through Figure 7.14 for the 1st story through the 6th story, respectively. The
NC∩ND∩NR damage scenario fragilities for all braces are shown in parts (a) and (b) of
Figure 7.9 through Figure 7.14. It can be seen that for all braces, the P(NC∩ND∩NR)
value (i.e., the probability of no damage to the braces) is greater for the 6SC-CBF archetype
building than for the 6SCBF archetype building at most Sa(T,5%) values. For the 6SC-
CBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is approximately 100% for all
braces at the DBE hazard level and close to 100% for all braces at the MCE hazard level.
For the 6SCBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is much lower for
the 1st through the 5th story braces at the DBE and MCE hazard levels.
The NC∩ND∩BS damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 6SCBF and 6SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (c) and (d) of Figure 7.9 through Figure 7.14.
It can be seen from Figure 7.9(c) and (d) and Figure 7.11(c) and (d) that a non-negligible
P(NC∩ND∩BS) value (i.e., a non-negligible probability of brace straightening) is seen
at a much smaller Sa(T,5%) values for the 1st and the 3rd story braces of the 6SCBF
compared to that of the 6SC-CBF. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible for braces at
the 2nd, 4th, 5th, and 6th story for the 6SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BS)
value is considerable for the 1st through the 5th story braces and is negligible for the 6th
story braces for the 6SCBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible
at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for all braces of the 6SC-CBF archetype building. The
P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is considerable at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st story
through 5th story braces of the 6SCBF archetype building.
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The NC∩ND∩BR damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 6SCBF and 6SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (e) and (f) of Figure 7.9 through Figure 7.14.
The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value for the 1st, 3rd, and 4th story braces are considerably smaller
for the 6SC-CBF archetype building than those of the 6SCBF archetype building. It can be
seen from Figure 7.9(e) and (f), Figure 7.11(e) and (f), and Figure 7.12(e) and (f) that a non-
negligible P(NC∩ND∩BS) value (i.e., a non-negligible probability of brace straightening)
is seen at much smaller Sa(T,5%) values for the 1st, 3rd, and 4th story braces of the 6SCBF
archetype building than for the 6SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value
is negligible for the 2nd, 5th, and 6th story braces for the 6SC-CBF archetype building.
The P(NC ∩ND∩ BR) value is considerable for braces at all stories except for the 6th
story for the 6SCBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is negligible at the
DBE and MCE hazard levels for all the braces of the 6SC-CBF archetype building. The
P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is considerable at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st story
through 5th story braces of the 6SCBF archetype building.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of C damage scenario fragility for 6-story archetype buildings
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of NC∩D damage scenario fragility for 6-story archetype build-
ings
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 1st story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 2nd story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 3rd story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 4th story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 5th story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 6th story of 6-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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7.4 Comparison of Damage Scenario Fragilities for
9-story Archetype Buildings
The damage scenario fragilities for the 9SCBF and 9SC-CBF archetype buildings are pre-
sented and discussed in this section. The C damage scenario fragility is shown in Figure
7.15. It can be seen from Figure 7.15 that P(C) for the 9SC-CBF archetype building is
smaller than P(C) for the 9SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%). It can also be seen
that the Sa(T,5%) value at 50% probability of collapse is close to SˆCT = 2.68g for the 9SC-
CBF archetype building and SˆCT = 2.02g for the 9SCBF archetype building, presented
previously in Chapter 4, Table 4.2, based on the performance evaluation methodology of
FEMA P695 document [23]. The P(C) values are negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard
levels for the 9SCBF and 9SC-CBF archetype buildings.
The NC ∩D damage scenario fragility, calculated using Equation (7.2), is shown in
Figure 7.16 for the 9SCBF and 9SC-CBF archetype buildings. It can be seen that P(NC∩
D) for the 9SCBF archetype building starts from approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 0.5g,
increases to approximately 50% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 1.5g, and then decreases to less than 10%
at Sa(T,5%)≈ 4.0g. The P(NC∩D) value for the 9SC-CBF archetype building starts from
approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1g, increases to approximately 37% at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 2.2g,
and then decreases to less than 10% at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 4.0g. It can clearly be seen from
Figure 7.16 that the NC∩D damage scenario fragility for the 9SC-CBF archetype building
is shifted towards larger values of Sa(T,5%), compared to the 9SCBF archetype building.
This shift of the NC ∩D damage scenario fragility shows that a larger Sa(T,5%) value
(i.e., a more intense GM or greater hazard) is needed to produce the same P(NC ∩D)
(i.e., probability of damage leading to demolition when collapse has not occurred) for the
9SC-CBF archetype building. It can also be seen that the maximum P(NC∩D) value is
smaller for the 9SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC ∩D) value is negligible at the
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DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 9SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value
is negligible at the DBE hazard level but is considerable at the MCE hazard level for the
9SCBF archetype building.
The brace damage scenario fragilities for the 9SCBF archetype building and the 9SC-
CBF archetype building, calculated using Equations (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5), are shown in
Figure 7.17 through Figure 7.25 for the 1st story through the 9th story, respectively. The
NC∩ND∩NR damage scenario fragilities for all braces are shown in parts (a) and (b) of
Figure 7.17 through Figure 7.25. It can be seen that for all braces, the P(NC∩ND∩NR)
value (i.e., the probability of no damage to the braces) is greater for the 9SC-CBF archetype
building than for the 9SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%) values. For the 9SC-
CBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is approximately 100% for all
braces at the DBE hazard level and close to 100% for all braces at the MCE hazard level.
For the 9SCBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is much lower for
the 1st through the 7th story braces at the DBE and MCE hazard levels.
The NC∩ND∩BS damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 9SCBF and 9SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (c) and (d) of Figure 7.17 through Figure 7.25.
It can be seen from Figure 7.17(c) and (d) that a non-negligible P(NC∩ND∩BS) value (i.e.,
a non-negligible probability of brace straightening) starts at much smaller Sa(T,5%) values
for the 1st story braces of the 9SCBF archetype buildings compared to that of the 9SC-CBF
archetype buildings. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible for braces at the 2nd story
through 9th story for the 9SC-CBF archetype building. For the 9SCBF archetype building,
however, the P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is considerable for braces at the 1st story through
7th story and is negligible for the 8th and 9th story braces. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value
is negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for all braces of the 9SC-CBF archetype
building. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is non-negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels
for the 1st story through 7th story braces of the 9SCBF archetype building.
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The NC∩ND∩BR damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 9SCBF and 9SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (e) and (f) of Figure 7.17 through Figure 7.25.
The maximum P(NC∩ND∩BR) value for the 1st story braces is smaller for the 9SC-CBF
archetype building than those of the 9SCBF archetype building. Non-negligible P(NC∩
ND∩BR) values (i.e., non-negligible probability of brace replacement) for the 1st story
braces are seen at much smaller Sa(T,5%) values for the 1st story braces of the 9SCBF
archetype building than for the 9SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value
is negligible for the 2nd story through the 9th story braces for the 9SC-CBF archetype
building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value, however, is non-negligible for the 1st story through
7th story braces, but is negligible for the 8th and 9th story braces for the 9SCBF archetype
building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels
for all the braces of the 9SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is non-
negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st story through the 7th story braces
of the 9SCBF archetype building.
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of C damage scenario fragility for 9-story archetype buildings
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of NC∩D damage scenario fragility for 9-story archetype build-
ings
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 1st story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 2nd story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 3rd story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 4th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 5th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 6th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.23: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 7th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.24: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 8th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.25: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 9th story of 9-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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7.5 Comparison of Damage Scenario Fragilities for
12-story Archetype Buildings
The damage scenario fragilities for the 12SCBF and 12SC-CBF archetype buildings are
presented and discussed in this section. The C damage scenario fragility is shown in Fig-
ure 7.26. It can be seen from Figure 7.26 that P(C) for the 12SC-CBF archetype building
is smaller than P(C) for the 12SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%). It can also be
seen that the Sa(T,5%) value at 50% probability of collapse is close to SˆCT = 2.64g for
the 12SC-CBF archetype building and SˆCT = 1.83g for the 12SCBF archetype building,
presented previously in Chapter 4, Table 4.2, based on the performance evaluation method-
ology of FEMA P695 document [23]. The P(C) values are negligible at the DBE and MCE
hazard levels for the 12SCBF and 12SC-CBF archetype buildings.
The NC ∩D damage scenario fragility, calculated using Equation (7.2), is shown in
Figure 7.27 for the 12SCBF and 12SC-CBF archetype buildings. It can be seen that P(NC∩
D) for the 12SCBF archetype building starts from approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 0.5g,
increases to approximately 50% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 1.5g, and then decreases to less than 10% at
Sa(T,5%)≈ 3.0g. The P(NC∩D) value for the 12SC-CBF archetype building starts from
approximately 0 at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 1g, increases to approximately 30% at Sa(T,5%) ≈ 2.0g,
and then decreases to less than 10% at Sa(T,5%)≈ 4.0g. It can clearly be seen from Figure
7.16 that the NC∩D damage scenario fragility for the 12SC-CBF archetype building is
shifted towards larger values of Sa(T,5%), compared to the 12SCBF archetype building.
This shift of the NC ∩D damage scenario fragility shows that a larger Sa(T,5%) value
(i.e., a more intense GM or greater hazard) is needed to produce the same P(NC ∩D)
(i.e., probability of damage leading to demolition when collapse has not occurred) for the
12SC-CBF archetype building. It can also be seen that the maximum P(NC∩D) value is
smaller for the 12SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value is negligible at the
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DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 12SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩D) value
is negligible at the DBE hazard level but is considerable at the MCE hazard level for the
12SCBF archetype building.
The brace damage scenario fragilities for the 12SCBF archetype building and the 12SC-
CBF archetype building, calculated using Equations (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5), are shown in
Figure 7.28 through Figure 7.39 for the 1st story through the 12th story, respectively. The
NC ∩ND∩NR damage scenario fragilities for all braces are shown in parts (a) and (b)
of Figure 7.28 through Figure 7.39. It can be seen that for all braces, the P(NC∩ND∩
NR) value (i.e., the probability of no damage to the braces) is greater for the 12SC-CBF
archetype building than for the 12SCBF archetype building at all Sa(T,5%) values. For the
12SC-CBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is approximately 100%
for all braces at the DBE hazard level and close to 100% for all braces at the MCE hazard
level. For the 12SCBF archetype building, the probability of no brace damage is much
lower for the 1st through the 11th story braces at the DBE and MCE hazard levels.
The NC∩ND∩BS damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 12SCBF and 12SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (c) and (d) of Figure 7.28 through Figure 7.39.
The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible for the 1st story through 8th story, 11th story,
and 12th story braces of the 12SC-CBF archetype building. For the 12SCBF archetype
building, however, the P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is considerable for the 1st story through 5th
story, 7th story, and 9th through 11th story braces. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is small
or negligible for the 6th story, 8th story, and 12th story braces of the 12SCBF archetype
building. It can be seen from Figure 7.36(c) and (d) and Figure 7.37(c) and (d) that non-
negligible P(NC∩ND∩BS) values (i.e., probability of brace straightening) start at much
smaller Sa(T,5%) values for the 9th story and 10th story braces of the 12SCBF archetype
building compared to the 12SC-CBF archetype building. For the 10th story left side brace,
the maximum P(NC ∩ND∩ BS) value is greater for the 12SC-CBF archetype building
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(approximately 15%) than for the 12SCBF archetype building (approximately 10%), as it
can be seen in Figure 7.37(c). The maximum P(NC∩ND∩BS) value of approximately
10% for the 10th story right side brace of the 12SC-CBF archetype building is not large,
and the difference between this maximum value and that of the 12SCBF archetype building
is small. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for all
braces of the 12SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BS) value is non-negligible
at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for the 1st story through 5th story, 7th story, 9th story,
and 11th story braces of the 12SCBF archetype building.
The NC∩ND∩BR damage scenario fragilities for all braces of the 12SCBF and 12SC-
CBF archetype buildings are shown in parts (e) and (f) of Figure 7.28 through Figure 7.39.
The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value is negligible for the 1st story through the 8th story, 11th story,
and 12th story braces of the 12SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value
is considerable for the 1st story through 10th story braces and is negligible for the 11th and
12th story braces of the 12SCBF archetype building. The P(NC∩ND∩BR) value for the
9th and 10th story braces are smaller for the 12SC-CBF archetype building than for the
12SCBF archetype building. It can be seen from Figure 7.36(e) and (f) and Figure 7.37(e)
and (f) that non-negligible P(NC∩ND∩BR) values (i.e., probability of brace replacement)
is seen at much smaller Sa(T,5%) values for the 9th and 10th story braces of the 12SCBF
archetype building than for the 12SC-CBF archetype building. The P(NC ∩ND∩ BR)
value is negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard levels for all the braces of the 12SC-CBF
archetype building. The P(NC ∩ND∩BS) value is considerable at the DBE and MCE
hazard levels for the 1st story through 10th story braces of the 12SCBF archetype building.
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Figure 7.26: Comparison of C damage scenario fragility for 12-story archetype buildings
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of NC∩D damage scenario fragility for 12-story archetype build-
ings
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Figure 7.28: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 1st story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.29: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 2nd story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.30: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 3rd story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 4th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 5th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.33: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 6th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.34: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 7th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 8th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.36: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 9th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.37: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 10th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.38: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 11th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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Figure 7.39: Comparison of brace damage scenario fragilities for 12th story of 12-story
archetype buildings: (a) NC∩ND∩NR for left side brace; (b) NC∩ND∩NR for right
side brace; (c) NC∩ND∩BS for left side brace; (d) NC∩ND∩BS for right side brace; (e)
NC∩ND∩BR for left side brace; and (f) NC∩ND∩BR for right side brace;
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7.6 Damage Scenario Fragilities Including Damage to
PT bars
This section presents results for damage scenarios including damage of the PT bars of
the SC-CBF archetype buildings. The PT bars of each SC-CBF archetype building are
considered at the component level of the DSTA. The PT bars of each SC-CBF are treated
as a single component. Loss of prestressing force (PT0) in the PT bars and fracture of the PT
bars during the seismic response of an SC-CBF archetype building are the types of damage
considered. Four damage states (DS) with corresponding repair actions are considered: (i)
less than 10% loss in PT0 corresponding to no repair; (ii) more than 10% and less than
50% loss in PT0 corresponding to the repair action of restressing of the PT bars; (iii) more
than 50% loss in PT0 without fracture of the PT bars corresponding to the repair action of
replacement of the PT bars; and (iv) fracture of the PT bars which is considered to be an
additional collapse condition (as discussed later). Note that PT0 is the initial prestressing
force in the PT bars which is determined in the design process for the SC-CBF system, as
discussed in Chapter 3.
The maximum strain in the PT bars during a response history analysis, denoted by
εPT,m, is used as the EDP to quantify the probability of being in a PT bar damage state
(denoted by PTDS). Three εPT,m limit values are used to separate the four PTDS. The εPT,m
limit value separating the PTDS for no repair from the PTDS for restressing the PT bars is
denoted by εPT,m,res; the εPT,m limit value separating the PTDS for restressing the PT bars
from the PTDS for replacing the PT bars is denoted by εPT,m,rep; and the εPT,m limit value
identifying the PTDS for fracture of the PT bars is denoted by εPT,m, f rc.
Therefore, the probability of being in each PTDS at a given IM value can be evaluated
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using these εPT,m limit values as follows:
P(PTNR|IM) = P(εPT,m < εPT,m,res|IM) (7.6)
P(PTres|IM) = P(εPT,m,res ≤ εPT,m < εPT,m,rep|IM) (7.7)
P(PTrep|IM) = P(εPT,m,rep ≤ εPT,m < εPT,m, f rc|IM) (7.8)
P(PTf rc|IM) = P(εPT,m, f rc ≤ εPT,m|IM) (7.9)
where PTNR is the PTDS corresponding to no repair, PTres is the PTDS corresponding to PT
bar restressing, PTrep is the PTDS corresponding to PT bar replacement, and PTf rc is the PT
bar fracture DS.
It is assumed that εPT,m,res, εPT,m,rep, and εPT,m, f rc follow a lognormal distribution,
truncated for low values of εPT,m at εPT,Y , where εPT,Y is the strain at yield for the PT
bars. The probability of each PTDS is assumed to be zero for εPT,m < εPT,Y . The median
value of εPT,m,res and εPT,m,rep is set at the value of the maximum PT bar strain εPT,m,
corresponding to 10% and 50% loss in PT0, respectively, and is different for each SC-CBF
archetype building. The relationship between the maximum PT bar strain εPT,m and the
initial PT bar strain εPT,0 (i.e., strain in PT bars after applying the initial prestressing force
PT0) is based on an assumed uniaxial bilinear material with hardening, and can be stated as
follows:
εPT,m =
PT0−PTr
PT0
· 1
1−b0 εPT,0+ εPT,Y (7.10)
where PTr is the residual axial force in the PT bars at the end of a response history analysis,
b0 is the strain hardening ratio (i.e., ratio between post-yield tangent modulus and initial
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Figure 7.40: Schematic of the PT force-strain relationship
elastic modulus), εPT,0 is the initial strain in the PT bars (due to the prestressing force PT0),
and εPT,Y is the PT bar strain at yield, as shown in Figure 7.40. The εPT,m,res value and
εPT,m,rep value are determined, using Equation (7.10), for each SC-CBF archetype building
as follows:
εPT,m,res = 0.1 · 11−b0 εPT,0+ εPT,Y (7.11)
εPT,m,rep = 0.5 · 11−b0 εPT,0+ εPT,Y (7.12)
A median value of 0.078 is assumed for εPT,m, f rc based on tension test results for PT
bars [58]. A coefficient of variation of 0.2 is assumed for εPT,m,res and εPT,m,rep to represent
epistemic uncertainty in the loss of prestressing force (PT0− PTr) corresponding to the
repair action of restressing and replacing the PT bars. A coefficient of variation of 0.15 is
assumed for εPT,m, f rc to represent uncertainty in the fracture strain for the PT bars.
The NC∩ND∩DSc,q,n damage scenario fragilities are developed using Equation (5.24)
for the SC-CBF archetype buildings with the PT bars as the component for which the
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damage assessment is performed (i.e., DSc,q,n = PTDS). Equation (5.24) can be rewritten
using DSc,q,n = PTDS for the four PTDS as follows:
P(NC∩ND∩PTNR|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
· (1−FεPT,m,res(εPT,m)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.13)
P(NC∩ND∩PTres|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
· (FεPT,m,res(εPT,m)−FεPT,m,rep(εPT,m)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.14)
P(NC∩ND∩PTrep|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
· (FεPT,m,rep(εPT,m)−FεPT,m, f cr(εPT,m)) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.15)
P(NC∩ND∩PTf rc|IM) = ∑
all GMl
F¯IMC,l(IM) · F¯θr,D(θrl)
·FεPT,m, f cr(εPT,m) ·P(GM = GMl|IM) (7.16)
The NC ∩ND∩ PTDS damage scenario fragilities are shown in Figure 7.41 through
Figure 7.44 for the SC-CBF archetype buildings. It can be seen that P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) is
considerably greater than P(NC∩ND∩PTres) at most Sa(T,5%) values for the 4SC-CBF
archetype building. Similarly P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) is greater than P(NC∩ND∩PTres) for
the 6SC-CBF archetype building as shown in Figure 7.42. The difference between P(NC∩
ND∩PTrep) and P(NC∩ND∩PTres) for the 6SC-CBF archetype building is smaller than
for the 4SC-CBF archetype building.
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It can be seen from Figure 7.43 that P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) is slightly greater than P(NC∩
ND∩PTres) at most Sa(T,5%) values for the 9SC-CBF archetype building. The difference
between P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) and P(NC∩ND∩PTres) is much smaller for the 9SC-CBF
archetype building than for the 4SC-CBF and 6SC-CBF archetype building.
For the 12SC-CBF archetype building, P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) and P(NC∩ND∩PTres)
are close to each other at most Sa(T,5%) values. The P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) value is slightly
less than the P(NC∩ND∩PTres) value at Sa(T,5%) values approximately less than 0.8g,
and the P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) value is slightly greater than the P(NC∩ND∩PTres) value at
Sa(T,5%) values approximately greater than 0.8g
The change in the difference between P(NC∩ND∩PTres) and P(NC∩ND∩PTrep)
as the number of stories increases, shows that the εPT,m value is generally decreasing as
the number of stories of the SC-CBF archetype buildings increases. Since all of the SC-
CBF archetype buildings have identical width, and taller archetype buildings have longer
PT bars, the increasing numbers of stories (i.e., increase in height-to-width aspect ratio of
the SC-CBF) increases the PT bar yield deformation capacity. Therefore, the amount of
PT bar plastic deformation for a taller SC-CBF is less than the amount of PT bar plastic
deformation for a shorter SC-CBF.
The P(NC∩ND∩PTres) values and P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) values are negligible at the
DBE hazard level for all SC-CBF archetype buildings. The P(NC∩ND∩PTres) values
and P(NC∩ND∩PTrep) values are considerable at the MCE hazard level for the 4SC-CBF
and 6SC-CBF archetype buildings, but small for the 9SC-CBF and 12SC-CBF archetype
buildings. The probability of PT bar damage at the DBE and MCE hazard level is greater
than the probability of brace damage at the DBE and MCE hazard level (presented earlier in
this chapter). In the design process of an SC-CBF system, the PT bars are designed for 50%
probability of exceedance at the DBE while the braces are designed for 10% probability of
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Figure 7.41: Damage scenario fragilities including PT bar damage for 4SC-CBF archetype
building
exceedance at the DBE [11].
The P(NC ∩ND∩ PTf rc) values are negligible for all archetype buildings. This re-
sult is expected, since the observed εPT,m at fracture of the PT bars is about 0.078 [58];
which is significantly larger than the observed εPT,m values from the structural response
history analyses. Note that PT bar fracture was not included in the numerical models used
for structural response history analyses (see Chapter 3), during the analyses, however the
εPT,m values from the analyses have been checked. The 4SC-CBF archetype building has
the largest εPT,m values since it has the smallest height-to-width ratio among the SC-CBF
archetype buildings. At the 10% maximum story drift ratio (i.e., θm = 0.1), the value of
εPT,m is approximately 0.022, which is far smaller than the observed εPT,m value at fracture
of the PT bars (i.e., 0.078).
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Figure 7.42: Damage scenario fragilities including PT bar damage for 6SC-CBF archetype
building
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Figure 7.43: Damage scenario fragilities including PT bar damage for 9SC-CBF archetype
building
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Figure 7.44: Damage scenario fragilities including PT bar damage for 12SC-CBF
archetype building
7.7 Summary and Findings
The damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) technique is applied to the SCBF and SC-CBF
archetype buildings in this chapter. Damage scenarios of collapse, non-collapse with demo-
lition, and non-collapse with non-demolition and component damage are studied. Damage
to the braces of the SCBF and SC-CBF systems are considered at the component level dam-
age assessment. Damage to the post tensioning (PT) bars are considered at the component
level damage assessment for the SC-CBF archetype buildings.
It is observed that the probability of collapse for the SC-CBF archetype buildings is
smaller than the probability of collapse for the SCBF archetype buildings with a similar
number of stories at all Sa(T,5%) values. The probability of collapse is observed to be
negligible at the DBE and MCE hazard level for the SCBF and the SC-CBF archetype
buildings.
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It is observed that fragilities for the non-collapse with demolition damage scenario for
the SC-CBF archetype buildings are shifted towards the larger Sa(T,5%) values compared
to the SCBF archetype buildings. This shift of the non-collapse with demolition damage
scenario fragility to larger Sa(T,5%) values shows that a larger Sa(T,5%) value, corre-
sponding to more intense GM or greater seismic hazard, is needed to produce the same
damage scenario (non-collapse with demolition) probability for the SC-CBF archetype
buildings compared to the SCBF archetype buildings. The probability of non-collapse
with demolition is observed to be negligible at the DBE hazard level for the SCBF and the
SC-CBF archetype buildings. At the MCE hazard level, the probability of non-collapse
with demolition is observed to be negligible for the SC-CBF archetype buildings but non-
negligible for the SCBF archetype buildings.
The probabilities for the damage scenarios including brace damage are observed to be
considerably smaller for the SC-CBF archetype buildings in comparison with the SCBF
archetype buildings. The number of stories with negligible probability of damage to the
braces was considerably larger for the SC-CBF archetype buildings than for the SCBF
archetype buildings. At the MCE and DBE hazard level, the probabilities of brace damage
were observed to be considerable for the SCBF archetype buildings but negligible for the
SC-CBF archetype buildings.
The damage scenarios including PT bar damage show that the probability of replacing
the PT bars because of PT bar yielding is greater than the probability of restressing the PT
bars for the shorter archetype buildings. As the number of stories of the SC-CBF archetype
buildings increases (i.e., height-to-width aspect ratio increases), the probability of replacing
the PT bars decreases and becomes smaller than the probability of restressing the PT bars.
The probabilities of restressing or replacing the PT bars are observed to be negligible at
the DBE hazard level for all SC-CBF archetype buildings. At the MCE hazard level, the
probabilities of restressing or replacing the PT bars are observed to be considerable for the
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4SC-CBF and 6SC-CBF archetype buildings, but small for the 9SC-CBF and 12SC-CBF
archetype buildings.
The probability of PT bar damage is observed to be greater than the probability of brace
damage for the SC-CBF archetype buildings. This difference is due to the different design
criteria for PT bars and braces in the design process of the SC-CBF system [11], in which
the PT bars yield limit state has about 50% probability of exceedance under the DBE and
yielding or buckling limit state for the main structural members of the CBF has about 10%
probability of exceedance under the DBE.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
8.1 Summary
8.1.1 Motivation
This research was conducted with the overall objective of understanding the potential for
earthquake induced damage of the innovative steel self-centering concentrically braced
frame (SC-CBF) system and comparing this damage potential with the damage potential
for the conventional SCBF system. The SC-CBF system is a new seismic lateral force re-
sisting system (SLFRS) that was developed and studied at ATLSS Engineering Research
Center at Lehigh University. Extensive analytical simulations and experimental hybrid
simulations were conducted on a 60% scale 4-story SC-CBF system using the Network
for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) facility located at the ATLSS center [66].
This work showed that the SC-CBF remains damage free under the design basis earthquake
(DBE), and demonstrated excellent self-centering response under the maximum considered
earthquake (MCE) [73].
While the SC-CBF system was damage free under the ground motions at the DBE haz-
ard level and self-centered under the ground motions at the MCE hazard level [73], the
potential for damage of the SC-CBF system at hazard intensities beyond MCE had not
been studied. To understand the potential for earthquake-induced damage to the SC-CBF
system, comprehensive structural response history analyses under ground motions with var-
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ious intensities were needed. Fragility curves for different damage states of the SC-CBF
system, based on the results of comprehensive structural response history analyses across
a range of hazard level were needed. Since the SC-CBF system is similar to, and benefits
from the efficient lateral stiffness of the special concentrically braced frame (SCBF) sys-
tem, the SCBF system provides a basis for assessing the damage potential of the SC-CBF.
A comparison of this type, in terms of fragility curves, was needed.
8.1.2 Research objectives
To understand the potential for earthquake-induced damage of the SC-CBF system un-
der ground motions at various hazard levels, and compare this damage potential with the
damage potential of the conventional SCBF system, the following specific objectives were
defined:
1. To conduct a collapse performance evaluation of the SC-CBF system and the SCBF
system in accordance with the FEMA P695 document methodology [23], and com-
pare the results
2. To develop a framework for conducting probabilistic seismic damage analysis of
buildings
3. To include damage states other than building collapse in the probabilistic seismic
damage analysis, using this framework
4. To include the effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in the
probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework
5. To compare the probabilities of different damage scenarios for the SC-CBF system
and the SCBF system
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8.1.3 Research scope
To achieve the specific research objectives, several tasks were undertaken as follows:
1. Archetype building development and design
Four buildings with different numbers of stories were considered in this research.
The two seismic lateral force resisting systems, SCBF and SC-CBF were used for
each building. So a total of eight archetype buildings were developed. The SCBF
archetype buildings were designed in accordance with the ASCE 7-10 [4]. The SC-
CBF archetype buildings were designed using the design process proposed by Roke
[66] and modified by Chancellor [11].
2. Numerical model development
Two dimensional nonlinear numerical models appropriate for each archetype build-
ing were developed in OpenSEES computational framework. Stiffness deterioration,
strength deterioration, and fracture of the main structural members are included in
the numerical models.
3. Nonlinear static pushover analyses and dynamic response history analyses
Nonlinear static pushover analyses were conducted for the archetype buildings. Im-
portant lateral strength and deformation parameters were calculated from the static
pushover analyses results for each archetype building. Nonlinear dynamic response
history analyses were conducted in the form of incremental dynamic analyses for
each archetype building.
4. Collapse performance evaluation
The collapse capacity of each archetype buildings was estimated from the incremen-
tal dynamic analysis results. The collapse margin ratio and adjusted collapse mar-
gin ratio were determined for each archetype building in accordance with the FEMA
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P695 document methodology [23]. Collapse fragility curves were developed for each
archetype building using the incremental dynamic analysis results.
5. Probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework
A probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework was developed for buildings us-
ing the event tree diagram concept. Damage states other than the collapse of the
building were considered in developing the probabilistic seismic damage analysis
framework. In the framework, damage assessments are performed at the system
level, subsystem level, and component level. Damage scenarios are defined using
the three levels of damage assessments. Mathematical formulas were developed for
evaluating the damage scenario probabilities.
6. Extension for system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty
Mathematical formulas were developed for including system parameter variability
and modeling uncertainty in the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework us-
ing results from Monte Carlo simulation. These mathematical formulas were demon-
strated using a 9-story SCBF archetype building as an example. An approximate
method for including the system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in
the damage scenario probabilities was developed and presented.
7. Damage scenario probability comparison for SC-CBF and SCBF systems
Fragilities were developed for different damage scenarios for the SCBF and SC-
CBF archetype buildings using the probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework.
Damage scenario fragilities were compared for the SCBF and SC-CBF archetype
buildings.
8.2 Findings
This section presents the findings of the research.
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1. Collapse performance evaluation
The adjusted collapse margin ratio value for each SCBF and SC-CBF archetype
buildings is observed to be greater than the acceptable values set forth by FEMA
P695 [23]. It is observed that the margin against collapse for each SC-CBF archetype
building is greater than the margin against collapse for the corresponding SCBF
archetype building with the same number of stories. The larger margins against col-
lapse for the SC-CBF archetype buildings, show that the rocking and self-centering
features of the SC-CBF system do not reduce the margin against collapse of the
system, but actually increase the margin against collapse. By varying two collapse
criteria of (i) a limit on the slope reduction of the IDA curve and (ii) a limit on the
maximum story drift ratio, it is observed that varying the slope reduction limit in a
range of 70% to 90%, has a small effect on the adjusted collapse margin ratio value
for maximum story drift ratio limits of 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06, but has a more signifi-
cant effect on the adjusted collapse margin ratio value for maximum story drift ratio
limits of 0.08 and 0.10. By comparing the median residual story drift ratio for the
SCBF and SC-CBF archetype buildings, it is observed that the median residual story
drift ratio for the SC-CBF archetype buildings starts to increase from zero at a con-
siderably larger hazard intensity level compared to the SCBF archetype buildings,
indicating that larger intensity ground motions are required to produce residual drift
of the SC-CBF system, relative to the SCBF system.
2. Probabilistic seismic damage analysis framework
The damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) technique provides a comprehensive frame-
work for a probabilistic seismic damage analysis of buildings. By defining mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive damage states at each level of damage assess-
ment, the resulting damage scenarios are mutually exclusive and the collection of
all possible damage scenarios are also collectively exhaustive, when evaluated for
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a given component. The DSTA can be conducted using an intensity measure-based
method, an engineering demand parameter-based method, or a combination of both
methods. Two approaches were developed to use a set of ground motion records to in-
clude the record-to-record (RTR) variability in structural response: (i) the record-set
approach, and (ii) the record-by-record approach. Application of the DSTA shows
that the record-set approach for evaluating the damage scenario probabilities is in-
effective and becomes more inaccurate as the hazard intensity level increases. The
record-by-record approach avoids the expensive and inaccurate process of estimating
the joint probability density functions and directly considers the correlation between
the engineering demand parameters involved in damage assessments at different lev-
els. The record-by-record approach also enables the use of ground motion record-
specific damage state fragility functions when conducting a DSTA, which is shown
to be useful for including the epistemic uncertainty in the collapse DS criteria.
3. Extension for system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty
It is shown that the effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty
can be included in the DSTA using the results of Monte Carlo simulation. It is ob-
served from the 9-story SCBF archetype building example that variation of the brace
initial out-of-straightness and the live load present in the building when the earth-
quake strikes as random system parameters has a small effect on the collapse damage
scenario and non-collapse with demolition damage scenario fragilities of the 9-story
SCBF archetype building. It is also observed that variation of brace initial out-of-
straightness has a significant effect on the damage scenario fragilities which include
brace damage. It is observed that the damage state fragility functions can be modified
using Monte Carlo simulation results to approximate the effect of system parameter
variability and modeling uncertainty. The approximate method is found to be effec-
tive when the structural response for a numerical model with median values of the
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random system parameters is close to the median structural response for numerical
models with varying values of the random system parameters. This condition was
observed to be valid for the maximum story drift ratio and the residual story drift
ratio values but not for residual out-of-plane deformation of the brace members of
the 9-story SCBF archetype building. It is observed that the effect of system param-
eter variability at smaller hazard intensity levels on the non-collapse with demolition
damage scenario fragility is caused by the effect of random system parameters on
the demolition fragility function. It is also observed that the effect of system param-
eter variability at larger hazard intensity levels on the non-collapse with demolition
damage scenario fragility is caused by the effect of random system parameters on the
collapse fragility function.
4. Damage scenario probability comparison for SC-CBF and SCBF systems
It is observed that the probability of collapse for each SC-CBF archetype buildings
is smaller than the probability of collapse for the corresponding SCBF archetype
building with the same number of stories. It is also observed that the fragility for the
non-collapse with demolition damage scenario for each SC-CBF archetype build-
ing is shifted towards the larger hazard levels compared to the corresponding SCBF
archetype buildings. Non-negligible values for the non-collapse with demolition
fragility is seen at much smaller hazard levels for each SCBF archetype building
compared to the corresponding SC-CBF archetype building. A similar shift to larger
hazard levels is observed for damage scenarios including brace damage for the SC-
CBF archetype buildings compared to the corresponding SCBF archetype buildings.
The fragilities for damage scenarios including damage to the post tensioning (PT)
bars of the SC-CBF archetype buildings show that the probability of replacing the
PT bars and the probability of restressing the PT bars decreases as the height of the
SC-CBF archetype buildings increases. The probability of replacing the PT bars is
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observed to be much greater than the probability of restressing the PT bars for shorter
SC-CBF archetype buildings. The probability of replacing the PT bars decreases
more than the probability of restressing the PT bars as the height of the SC-CBF
archetype buildings increases. Therefore, the difference between the probability of
replacing the PT bars and the probability of replacing the PT bars decreases as the
height of the SC-CBF archetype building increases. The decreasing probabilities of
replacing and restressing the PT bars with increasing building height shows that PT
bar damage is less probable for taller SC-CBF archetype buildings.
8.3 Conclusions
The major conclusions of this research are as follows:
1. The SC-CBF system is shown to have an acceptable margin against collapse in ac-
cordance with FEMA P695 document methodology [22]. In comparison with the
conventional SCBF system, the SC-CBF system has a greater margin against col-
lapse.
2. Organizing a probabilistic seismic damage analysis of buildings into damage assess-
ments at the system level, subsystem level, and component level within a damage
scenario tree (i.e., using a damage scenario tree analysis or DSTA), enables various
damage scenarios, including damage states other than the collapse damage state, to
be understood and rigorously quantified.
3. Evaluating the probability of a damage scenario using a record-by-record approach
enables the record-to-record variability of structural response to be rigorously in-
cluded in quantifying the probability of the damage scenario. The correlation among
engineering demand parameters used to quantify the damage states that contribute to
a damage scenario is rigorously included by using the record-by-record approach.
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4. System parameter variability and modeling uncertainty can be included in a DSTA
using the results of Monte Carlo simulation.
5. The damage scenario fragilities, developed for the SCBF and SC-CBF systems using
the DSTA technique show that the SC-CBF system has a smaller probability of col-
lapse than the SCBF system, and has smaller probability of structural damage (when
collapse has not occurred) than the SCBF system.
8.4 Original Contributions
The original contributions of this research can be stated as follows:
1. Seismic performance of the SC-CBF system is evaluated in accordance with FEMA
P695 document methodology [22]. The seismic performance of the SC-CBF system
is compared to the seismic performance of the conventional SCBF system.
2. A damage scenario tree analysis (DSTA) technique is provided as a general frame-
work for conducting probabilistic seismic damage analysis of buildings. A method
called the “record-by-record” approach is described for evaluating the probability of
each damage scenario in the damage scenario tree.
3. Methods for including system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty in the
DSTA are presented.
4. Damage scenario fragilities, including damage states other than the collapse damage
state, are developed for four different SC-CBF archetype buildings using the DSTA
technique. These damage scenario fragilities are compared to the damage scenario
fragilities for four corresponding SCBF archetype buildings. The results show that
the SC-CBF system has less potential for earthquake-induced damage.
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8.5 Future Research
In future research, the damage scenario fragilities developed here, for SC-CBF and SCBF
archetype buildings, can be used as input for seismic loss analysis of the SC-CBF system
in comparison with the SCBF system. Including design and construction costs of SC-CBF
buildings in the loss estimation and comparing with similarly estimated losses for conven-
tional seismic lateral force resisting systems such as the SCBF system, can help stakehold-
ers make informed decisions about the possible advantages of the SC-CBF system.
The effect of system parameter variability and modeling uncertainty can be consid-
ered more comprehensively for SC-CBF buildings in a future research. The variability of
parameters specific to the SC-CBF system can be included in a damage scenario tree anal-
ysis. Additionally, the effect of changes in the SC-CBF parameters can be considered in a
probabilistic seismic damage analysis.
The damage assessments conducted at the system level, subsystem level, and com-
ponent level in DSTA, were evaluated using single variate damage state fragility func-
tions. Future research can consider using multi-variate damage state fragility functions in a
DSTA. Multi-variate damage state fragility functions may provide more accurate quantifi-
cation of the damage state.
The seismic lateral force resisting system of the building was the only subsystem con-
sidered in the DSTA presented in this research. Other subsystems can be considered in
future research when assessing the damage at the subsystem level, and damge to these sub-
systems can be included in estimating the probability of demolition of the building after an
earthquake.
The braces and the post tensioning bars of the SC-CBF system were considered as
structural members in the component level damage assessments. In future research, non-
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structural components can be also included in various damage scenarios.
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